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Kiwanis Club honors seniors

City, county students cited
for academic achievements
The top ten seniors from
Calloway County High School
and Murray High School were
guests Wednesday evening of
the Murray Kiwanis Club at a
-joint banquet held to recognize
the students' outstanding
academic achievements.
Dr. Eugene V. Petrik, president of Bellarmine College in
Louisville, was guest speaker.
Those honored from MHS
were Emily Apperson, Steve
Beyer, Charles Cella, G. Mike
Friebal, Matt Harrington,
LuAnn Loberger, John McFerron, Lisa Mikulcik, Amy Rosa
and Jeremy White.
CCHS seniors honored were
Jay Herndon, Renee Taylor,
Evy M. Jarrett, Micah Edwards, Lisa Chaney, Jennifer
Rice, Daysha Smith, Anthony
Melton, Gina Brown and Lisa
Meyers.
Two special honors were also
announced during the presentation of awards. Brenda Call,'
CCHS, and Bill Smith, MHS,
were announced winners of the
-Teacher of the Year" awards

based on votes from the top ten
from each school.
Call and Smith agreed that
working with students as
dedicated as the honor students
"makes it all worthwhile."
Call teaches math and physics
at CCHS 'while Smith teaches
U.S. history, government,
economics and phychology.
Petrik offered his congratulations to the honor students and
also to their teachers and
parents prior to his challenging
address on the qualities of
leadership.
"Leadership is not a quest for
adulation and popularity. You
must strive for the achievement
of good - no matter what.
"Challenge yourselves to
endeavor to destroy selfcomplacency. Put yourself in
situations that will tear down
protective self-images. But
always love yourself as you
would love and respect others,"
he said.
Among qualities Petrik listed
as essential to leadership included perspective, understanding

of human condition, ability to
analyze, awareness, a certain
amount of dissatisfaction,
reverence, faithfulness,
ty and responsibility.
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer,
president of the Kiwanis club
and recent recipient of the MSU
Distinguished Professor award,
presented certificates of
achievement and award to each
student. A plaque bearing the
names of all ten students was
also presented to each high
school to be placed in the trophy
case.
Doris Cella, parent of one of
the MHS honor students and a
member of the Murray Independent School Board, offered her
appreciation to the Kiwanis Club
for its recognition of the honor
students.
"I commend the Kiwanis Club
for its interest in academics. It's
gratifying to live in a community that recognizes academics,2
she said.
Several other parents,
teachers and administrators
were present.
•
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The top ten seniors from Murray High Sehiliiirhonoti-dMHS TOP TEN SENIORS
Kiwanis Club Wednesday evening are.from left, front row; Emily Apperson, LuAnn Loberger.•11•11'111N
White. Lisa Mikuleik -and Amy -Rossi. Reek row, Mike- Friebal, Matt Harringion..-lobn-lte_Fi-rron.
Charles Cella and Steve Beyer.
•

. Marinas facing high waters
at Barkley, Kentucky Lakes
LAKE CITY,Ky.(AP)- Eal'ly May usually is the time when
marinas and resorts on Lake
Barkley and Kentucky Lake can
expect an influx of fishermen for
the annual crappie spawn.
Business le down this season,
'though, because of/flooding.
"Most -of them have gone
home," said Rudy Bennett, who
operates Kuttawa Harbor
Marina on Lake Barkley.
Both Western Kentucky lakes
were swollen with floodwaters
from the Tennessee and
Cumberland river systems and
d risen to near record levels.
Th ir normal summer pool is 359
feet above sea level- but each
was just shy of 370 feet
Wednesday.
"We don't expect much of a
rise for a couple of days, and
then a slight fall," said a
spokesman at the Tennessee
Valley Authority's headquarters
at Knoxville, Tenn. "It's close to
as high as we expect, unless we
get some more heavy rains."
The TVA regulates Kentucky
Lake and the Tennessee River
reservoir chain, while the US.
Army Corps of Engineers
regulates Lake Barkley and
other Cumberland River
reservoirs.
The most serious problems ap-

peared to be in the lakes'
tailwaters, where the levels
were rising slowly as a result of
open gates at both dams. Below
Barkley Dam, the Cumberland
was reported at 343.03 feet
Wednesday, expected to rise to
345.1 feet today and reach a
-crest of 345.9 feet on Satur•day.-- Torrents gushed through the
spillways of Kentucky Dam, but
there appeared to be no threat to
property downstream, other
than farmland. TVA engineers
were hesitant to speculate on an
expected crest because they had
not received information on the
flow of the Ohio River, which the
Tennessee empties into at
Paducah.

today's index

''Today: Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 70s to
lower 80s. Southwest winds 10
to 20 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy.
Lows around 60. Southwest
winds 5 to 15 mph.
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('('HS TOP TEN SENIORS - The top ten seniors from Calloway County High School !Ionia
Daysha smith. Renee
Murray Kiwanis Club Wednesday evening are,from left, front row, Lisa
Taylor, Jennifer Rice and Evy Jarrett. Back row, Lisa Meyers, Gina Brown., Nticah Edwards.
Herndon .and Anthony Melton.
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A relative said Nadeau had
been unable to sleep Tuesday
night because he was troubled
by Tuesday's rampage in the
Quebec legislature, where three
people were killed and 13 others
wounded by a man firing a submachine gun, police reported.
No other connection was
established between the two
incidents.
Friends also said Nadeau lost
his job recently when a shoe factory closed and "maybe that's
why he was-depressed."
About 50 residents living in the
neighborhood were evacuated
overnight and electricity was
cut to the house, in the SaintSauveur section at the foot of
Quebec City's.famous St.
Lawrence River bluffs.

.
-SMITH, CALI, HONORED - Slurray High School teacher BM Smith. right, and Callowa Count.
High School teacher Brenda Call, second from left, were chosen by the top teaseniurs at their schools.a.s.
the teachers most responsible for the honor students' success. Call and Smith were each awarded
engraved plaques during the Kiwanis Club's honors banquet Wednesda es ening. Or. Harold
Everstneyer. left. president of the Murray Kiwanis.Club,...presented the awards follow itrg an address
Dr. Eugene . Petrick. second from right, president of Bella rmine College in !Amiss-die,
Stall photos
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Young students show their appreciation
In conjunction with yesterday's Teachers Appreciation
Day, elernentary students from
the kindergarten through third

grade levels of the city's Robertson and Carter ,schools have
written short memorandums "I
appreciate my teacher
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Suspected gunman
surrenders following
day-long standoff

QUEBEC (AP) - An
unemployed factory worker
suspected of shooting and wounding two passers-by on a city
street surrendered this morning
after holding police at bay outside his home for more than a
day, authorities said.
The man was unarmed when
he emerged from the house to
Two Sections - 30 Pages
surrender, police said, and no
16, 17
Classifieds
•
shots were fired.
15. 16
Comics
Police say the mans identified
15
Crosswords
as Jean-Claude Nadeau, 39,
7
Dear Abby
3
opened fire on a Quebec City
Garrott's Galley
14
street early Wednesday mornHoroscope
4, 5, 6, ing and then fled a few blocks
Murray Today.....
10
away to his home. He sent his
Obituaries
mother, father and two brothers
3
Perspective
12. 13
away from the house and holed
Sports
up inside, refusing for a day
Mother's Day
12 Pages
police efforts at negotiations.
Section

sunny today

The Livingston County
Disaster and Emergency Services unit placed sandbags
around two Lake City houses
beneath Barkley Dam on
Wednesday to keep high waters
.back.
along dre shorelines,
Back *
-businesses Were hoping for -a
return to calm weather. Strong
winds kick up waves, whose
combination with high water
could damage the submerged
superstructures of the docks.
Bennett said.
His operation so far had been
able to cope with high water.
"But my concern is that we get
back down as soon as we can."

•

Violet -Cactus, the registered thoroughbred who became
famous as the Murray State University Racers' mascot, died this
morning. A crowd favorite, the 14.year-old mare,circled the 1103
Stewart Stadium during the MU football games.

second grade said sit apthad "worked real hard in
preciated her because. she is
preparing me for the fourth
nice-. And it she Was riot my
grade."
teacher I wouldn't know my
Third grader Beverly Outland
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.
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And,
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Mrs..
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"best teacher in the world,"
Wont'd tin page-I)
grader, described his teacher
Angle Knight in Mrs. Taylor's
Mrs. Baucum 114 someone who
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because..."
Some are humorous, some are'
serious, but all reflect the influence of a speetal person in
.lives.
these youngster's
Russell Adkins, said of his
third .grade teacher Mrs.
Pinkston, "...she's _smarL_ She
helps ma-lot.. Slielaprett.y_and
she's a very nice person. She's
very cheerful,.and she smiles a
- - ------Mrs. Carter's third grade stu• dent Rachel king observed herteacher this way. "She is so nice
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Leadership Murray puts focus on media, graduadon
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
Leadership Murray wound
down its 1983-84 curriculum
Thursday with an extensive
study of the media and its
members were challenged to
develop a program for putting
their leadership abilitiei to use
after graduation.
Out-of-town speakers addressing the topic of the media included David Hawpe, managing
editor, Louisville CourierJournal & Times; Karl Harrison, managing editor, The
Paducah Sun; and Andrew Lippman, Chief of Kentucky Bureau,
Associated Press,.
Lippman and Hawpe were
joined by Murray- Ledger &
Times Publisher and Editor
Walt Ap.person, Robert
McGaughey, chairman of the
Murray State University journalism department, and Robert
Valentine, director of forensics
at MSU,in a panel discussion of
"The Media. Impact, Avenues
and Effective Use."

The panel introduced a broad
perspective of past, present and
future media techniques.
Hawpe and Lippman explain
that the purpose of the day was
to introduce class members to
Issues relating to the media and
offer insight into the types of
decisions, pressures and problems that are faced daily.
Objectives were identified as:
To further understanding of
the effective leadership use of
media services and their impact
on our community. .
To identify with media's
multiple roles through exploration of issues, mechanics and
tasks which occur "behind the
scenes." ...To develop an understanding of the dynamics of
newspaper publication.
30,To identify potential uses of
electronic technologies in mass
media communications.
To involve participants in
exploring future issues and
techniques for bringing about
community change.

'
'Too often people in the media
are seen as superhuman —
without emotion. When, in fact,
we have definite opinions on
various subjects," Lippman
said.
To help them better understand the media, members were
led through a simulation of how
a newspaper functions. Apperson presented a variety of situations and asked members, who
were playing the parts of editors
and reporters, to determine how
to best handle each situation.
Hawpe, who is currently a
participant in Leadership
Louisville, explained the function of the Louisville CourierJournal in its role as a statewide
newpaper.
•
"Our goal is to gather information from throughout the
state and — not to compete with
or try to replace — but to be a
supplement to the Murray
Ledger & Times," he said.
"Half of our total circulation
comes from outside the
metropolitan area," he said.

•

LEADERAHIP MURRAY EDITORS — Participants in Leadership Murray's study of the media gained insight into the decisioni-that.face newspaper editors and reporters when they did some role-playing
ednesday. Editors, from left, Mac Fitts, Andrew Lippman, Ted Delaney and Bill Kopperud were
given several situations exemplary of those faced daily by newspaper editors. Fitts, Delaney and Kopperud are Leadership Murray class members. Lippman is the Kentucky Bureau Chief of the Associated
Press.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
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Based on this figure, Hawpe
stresses the importance of input
from individuals,in communities
such as Murray.
"People have to be willing to
callus and tell us if we're missing stories or to tell us when
we're doing a good job," he said.
Hawpe sees the Louisville
Courier-Journal as one of the
few institutions in the state
working to "draw Kentucky
together."
"Kentucky's regions are very
distinct. Eastern Kentucky is
profoundly_ different from the
Purchase area and western Kentucky and if Kentucky is to be
drawn together we need a media
of exchange across the different
regions."
• He says he feels his job performance will improve as a direct
result of his participation in
Leadership Louisville simply
because he understands more
about how Louisville "works"
than he did before the class.
But he also stresses that no
matter what kihd of work a person is doing, it can be done more
effectively with community support and understanding of how
the community functions.
"There are very few kinds of
work that are so narrow and
isolated that they can be done
without support from others in
the community," Hawpe said,
and because of that, class
meMbers "need to knolv how
Murray works — where its
power is and where its constraints lie."
He urged Leadership Murray
members to form a support network to help each other through
the decisions they will face as
community leaders.
Harrison, who was the luncheon speaker for Media Day,
suggested 'various ways Murray's leaders can use the media
to work with the community.
- McGaughey.'led the group of
20 class members on a tour of
the MSU television station.
Sam Parker, owner, WSJP
radio, offered his ideas on the
impacts of local radio and how it
relates to community leadership. He also suggested that the
local media can only reflect
what the area's leadership
reflects.
Terry Walters of WNBS
demonstrated radid interview
techniques and offered tips on
how to deal with an interviewer
to achieve the goals of both
parties.
Members were also given a
tour of the MSU television
station.
Drawing the 1983,
84 Leader;
ship Murray class to a close was
Bob Darrell, chairman of
Leadership Owensboro's curriculum committee and chairman of the department of

-•

Class members met foflowing
English at Kentucky Wesleyan
the regular monthly Session to
College.
begin planning for their alumni
Darrell echoed Hawpe's sugorganization which will be formgestion of the importance of
ed following graduation on May
leaders and potential leaders
18.
developing a networking system
of contact with each other.
Leadership Murray is a comThrough a workshop format,
munity leadership program
Darrell urged members to do. formed by the Murray
systematic planning and
Calloway-County Chamber of
analysis on how they can bring
Commerce to prepare those inabout changes in the
dividuals with demonstrated
community.
leadership qualities to be able to
Darrell suggested that
handle the problems and issues
members should first identify
of a growing community. •
what they feel needs to be done,
Reflecting on the charter class
what each can do to help and
of Leadership Murray, Dr.
what skills are needed to acLanette Thurman, executive
complish the task. Then, he addirector, says she feels it has
vised, leaders should turn from
been "remarkably successful.
self-exploration to the challenge
“Some people thought it
of identifying where to apply . couldn't be done. But looking at
sharpened leadership skills.
the kind of people and the qualiConcluding his workshop Darty of leadership in our communirell says "It is well-known that a
ty would indicate that the sucfew dedicated, imaginative
cess of the program )s not
leaders possessed of vision can
surprising."
transform communities into
Thurman offers her appreciamore lovely places to live and
tion to the many individuals who
work and play. Become a part of
have helped make the 1983-84
a newtork devoted to doing exLeadership Murray class
actly that."
successful.
Chairmen for Media Day were
"Cooperation and enthusiasm
board of director members Apare
the key factors for our sucperson, Chuck Wynn and George
cess," she says.
Weaks.
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LEADERSHIP MURRAY GUEST •- David Hawpe. left,
managing editor ofthe Louisville Courier-Journal", was one of the
guests of Leaders/dp Murray during its study of the media
Wednesday. Hawpe, who is also a member of Leadership
Louisville, says his participation in the leadership class has
helped him be more effective in his job by offering a greater
understanding of how Louisville "works." While visiting the Murray Ledger & Times, Hawpe and Leadership Murray's Executive
Director Lanette Thurman, center, explained the purpose of
"media day" to staff writer Ruth Ann Coleman.
Staff • hoto b • Jennie Gordon

ASSIGNMENT REPORTERS — Several members of • the
Leadership Murray class posed as reporters during a simulation
of newspaper operations Wednesday -at the Murray Ledger &
Times.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
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GRAND OPENING

(Cont'd from page 1)`

0 Calvert Discount Carpet Center
Hwy. 95 Main Street Calvert City
Phone 395-5545
Friday, May 11 and Saturday, May 12
Come Register To Win!!

Michael Johnson said his appreciation for Mrs. Roberts was
based on the fact, "she doesn't
take things too seriously. She
makes people get in trouble in
the right way." He went on to
say that, "she is nice, she is fair
and she gives us a long period of
time to do our work. She has
taught us very much."
First grader Keisa Bennett
said Mrs. Whaley "is a good

1st Prize-50 sq. yds. Carpet
Valued to '8.99 per sq. yd.
2nd Prize-9'x12' Oriental Rug
3rd Prize-4'x6' Oriental Rug
4th Prize-4'x6' Oriental Rug
5th Prize-4'x6' Oriental Rug
Drawing at 6 p.m. Saturday, May 12th.
Not Necessary To Be Present To Win.

teacher." She also added, "she
is happy and she is fair. She is
nice and she makes learning fun
and easy. She reads us stories
and she lets us have plays, but,
she doesn't exercise with us."
Mrs. Toon's first grade stu- .
dent Brent Thompson said, "she
is patient, understanding and
always willing to give you a second chance."
In the kindergarten classes,
student David Green said he appreciated Mrs. Chrisman

because, "she takes us to the
Land Between the Lakes," and
Stacey Foster said her appreciation for Mrs. Johnson was
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because, "...when my mommy
talks to the teacher I get to go
and play in the housekeeping
things."

But Amy (with no last name),
summarized her feelings in one
short phase, saying Mrs.
Johnson was "thumbody
special!"

Over 50 Panels From Which To Choose
ALL ON SALE
Choose From Champion, Georgia Pacific, Abitibi & others.
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GRAND OPENING SALE
will feature
OVER_450 ROLLS OF IN-STOCK CARPET
AND VINYL AT SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES!!
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SEVERAL ROLLS WILL BE "RED TAG SPECIALS" MEANING
SAVINGS Of UP TO 25% OFF OUR ALREADY DISCOUNT PRICES
ALL REMAINING MERCHANDISE (STOREWIDE) — INCLUDING
SPECIAL ORDERS — WILL BE DISCOUNTED 5% OFF
OUR ALREADY DISCOUNTED PRICES!
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4'x 8'x 't /4- INeedgreined
Pegboard can store hundreds of
- items. Ideal for workshops.
children's room. closets. FilsY .„
to install.
WI 4311/1411-50) '
._

We Have Professional Installers Available.
WE WANT TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY Tg) SHOW OUR
APPRECIATION FOR YOUR CONTINUING SUPPORT.
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IN ORDER TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS 2-DAY SALE.
A 10% DEPOSIT WILL HOLD THE FLOOR COVERING OF YOUR
CHOICE FOR UP TO 30 DAYS AT NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE!
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PERSPECTIVE
A presidential election in which the winner gets
87.5 percent of the-popular vote is unheard of in
the United States. So All Hassan Mwinyi must be
a real popular guy in Zanzibar.
He won the prefidency by that percentage in the
West African country's recent election. He got
193,737 of the 221,273 votes cast.
Democrats and Republicans may want to know
the secret of his overwhelming mandate. The formula, practiced in many foreign lands today. is
rather simple. Good old All Hassan Mwinyi was
the only candidate for the job.
That raised the question of why anyone even
bothered to vote. Or, maybe a better question, did
that many people actually vote or were the
numbers simply pulled out of a hat?
. Forgive our skepticism, but the odds on any
large group of people agreeing 87.7 percent on
anything are about the same as those for drawing a royal flush in a poker game with an unmarked deck.

A Mother's Day inspiration is her8 years
ofabsolute devotion to her stricken son
Sunday is Mother's Day 1984.
As has been my practice for 10
years now, to commemorate it, I
have tried to single out one particular Murray or Calloway County
mother as symbolic of the unselfish
love, devotion to family and selfsacrifice, which, to me is the
achievement of motherhood.
This year, that mother is Jean
Shahan.
A little more than eight years
ago, Jean was happy in her job as a
secretary in the office of the chairman of the Department of Special
Education at Murray State. She
was an active member of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, and she had enjoyed singing with the choir lit the
First Christian Church.
She also was the wife of Paul
Shahan, one of Murray State's
most popular music professors,
and mother of one of Murray
High's finest athletes.
Then suddenly and tragically her
life drastically changed. Her life
since that time has been one of
awesome strength, deep devotion
and total commitment, a life which
has become an inspiration to all
who know her.
• .• •
...On Saturday night, March 13,
1976, Jean and Paul were enjoying
a quiet evening in their home at
1701 West Main. Jean was reading.
Paul was working on a composition
he had been commissioned to write
for the West Kentucky Historical
Society's Centennial observance.
Their 16-year-old son and only
child, Kevin, was out in one of the
family cars, only recently having
received his driver's license. A
three-sport athlete at Murray High
in football, baseball and golf, he
had been to a basketball game.
About 10:30 that night the
telephone rang.
Paul answered. Calling was A.W.
Simmons, Jr., a young Murray
banker who lived just out of town
on 641 South. He had some bad
news. Kevin had been critically injured in a two-car crash near the
Simmons home. He had been taken
to the Emergency Room of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
From the moment the two cars
collided, the lives of the 'three
Shahans have never been the
same.
Rushing to the hospital, Jean and

Trafficking
in hospitals
Federal tax laws written to encourage hospitals
to take Medicare and Medicaid patients have also
had the undesirable effect of encouraging mergers
and acquisitions, particuulary by large investorowned, for-profit chains. The consequent capital
cost increases have, in turn, increased the costs
of those programs for the aged and the poor. Over
the last five years, the number of-facilities owned by big hospital chains has jumped by 72 percent,-from 438 in 1978 to 755 last year.
The chains scramble for business in the increasingly competitive health industry through the advantage offered by economy of scale in buying
equipment and supplies and by centralized
_ management. Mergers and acquisitions of existing hospitals offer them a still further break,
in the form of tax allowances for inflated depreciation ekpenses and for the interest costs of such
capital investment. .
Because their books reflecct those added costs
— in some cases though questionable accountink
practices, according to rvent government
surveys — they can charge more for Medicate and
Medicaid patients, yet write the costs off against
taxes. At the same time, government surveys
have found that the chain's drive for profit can
take the form of reducing the level and quality of
services provided. •
Although a hospital building has a useful life of
some 40 years, according to the American
Hospital Association, the tax laws permit accelerating the depreciation expense to enable
writing off an investment within 15 years. Thus,
there's powerful incentive to sell or buy such
facilities
every six or seven years; every time a
. _
merger or sale takes place the- clock starts running anew on depreciation', and the financing of inflated purchase prices becomes a new investment
writeoff.
This outcome cannot have been the intention of
Congress when it enacted the special breaks for
hospitals serving Medicare and Medicaid patients.
in light of the fact the Medicare trust fund is in
danger of running out of money in the 1990's, the
lawmakers — as well as federal officials in charge
of monitoring hospital cost accounting — need to
look again at the consequences of those tax laws
and eliminate unjustifiable business advantages
that haven't helped either medicine or the elderly and the poor

-
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The people's choice?
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Paul found three doctors — Dr.
C.C. Lowry, Dr. Clegg Austin and
Dr. Hal Houston — already there
and working over their unconscious son. He had suffered
severe head, neck and spinal
injuries.
• • •
Shortly afterwards, Kevin was
taken to Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah/ -where for the next 68
days, he lay in a coma in the intensive care unit. All this time, Jean
stayed at her son's bedside, leaving
only for short periods and sleeping
in a chair beside it at night.
Soon after he regained consciousness, Kevin was moved to his
home in Murray — still unable to
speak, unable to walk and having
.to be fed every four hours, day and
night, through a tube placed in his
stomach. Jean slept only in snatches for weeks.
An endless stream of friends
brought in food and helped Jean
and Paul work with Kevin, exercising his arms and legs so they would
not become rigid and no longer
useable.
"There have been so many who
came I hesitate to even try to nathe
them," Paul said the other day. "I
would be afraid I would overlook
someone. They have just been
wonderful."
As the months passed and
became years, Jean continued
as she does today — to stay close to
her son. She will not leave, him,
even to shop for groceries, unless
--- Paulls then*
She has arraged for mechanical
aids to be brought in to help Kevin
eat, sit, stand and move about. She
has arranged to have home-bound
,
.
patient care provided on a daily
basis by local physical and speech
therapists.
She arranged for Kevin to be admitted to a Louisville rehabilitation clinic, followed by a two-month
stay at the University of Missouri's
center in Columbia and even later
at a new one in Lexington.
During his stay in all these
hospitals and under the care of
countless doctors, Jean still would
not leave her son, staying with him
continually to meet his every need.
Jean has devoted her life to continually seeking new practices,
procedures and treatments which
possibly can hasten her son's
return to a normal life.

In the meantime, she exercises
him, works with his speech articulation, is helping him learn to
communicate through a computer
and printer, baths him and drives
him back and forth to the university where he receives speech
therapy two days a week.
• • •
Although Kevin spends most of
his tima_in a wheelchair, he now
can speak slowly, walk with help
and enjoys music and television —
especially baseball. His favorite
player is Montreal's hustling Pete
Rose.
What a contrast this is to his life
before the accident when he
studied piano for seven years, sang
In the Methodist Church choir, was
on the Murray High football and
baseball teams and showed
unusual potential as a golfer.
Yet, his attitude, his determination and his outlook on life is surpassed only by the constant love
and total devotion of his mother.
Every day, she is researching
new ways to help him as, he works
for a complete return to what he
was before the accident. She is in
.constant contact with various
hospitals across the country, seeking information about new techniques and new medical
advancements.
Perhaps one day her prayers will
be answered and she will find the
miracle she seeks.
•

•

•

Both Paul and Jean, the former
Mary lean Welsh.grew up in-Grafton, W. Va., way up near the Pennsylvania line. She is the middle of
three daughters of a retired
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad accountant, George Welsh, and his
late wife, Ruth. She was a majorette for four
years in the high school band, the
same band in which Paul earlier
had played trumpet and French
horn and even later was to direct.
Her younger sister, Elaine, was
one of his majorettes.
They had known each other all Of
-their lives and had been in the
same church circles when they
were married Nov. 14, 1947. having
earned an associate degree in
business at Clarksburg (W.Va.)
Business College, Jean worked at
various jobs as Paul continued his
education at the University of West
Virginia. Peabody College in
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Youngsters need our support

Pleasure pursuits

To The Editor,
As I read the recent article about
Jonathan Galloway, my heart
broke when I thought of how he will
be missed. What a fine young man
he must have been.
Then at the same time, my mind
turned to so many other young people who are struggling hard with
problems faced by our younger
generation today.
Regardless of our age, we all
have the same basic desires. They
are: to be accepted; loved; and to
have peace with God.
Too often, our young people are
kicked around and sneered at. I
recalled only last week it was a
young man who stopped to help a
stalled motorist and was shot. This
week, others walked by but it was a
young man who spent quite a while
helping a lady with her car at Kentucky Oaks Mall. .
One thing that has helped me is
to know I also had growing pains
and made mistakes and still do.
This causes me to pray harder for
our young people.
The artiele about Jonathan only
strengthened my faith in our

Jogging has made great strides over the past 20
years, but America remains a country of walkers,
bathers, and armchair athletes.
This bit of mixed fitness news comps from a National Park Service report on U.S. recreation,
which asked over 5,000 Americans to pick activities they had engaged in over a year's period
during 1982-83. It found that 53 percent of those interviewed marked "walking for pleasure" and
swimming, or about twice the number of people
who said they ran for recreation or to stay fit.
While jogging wasn't even listed as a significant
recreational pursuit in a previous survey of 20
years ago, it now ranks almost equally with bicycling, which the survey said tripled its number of
enthusiasts in a generation.
If the numbers of joggers and bicyclists are on
the rise — as most of us probably have noticed —
less calorie-burning pursuits still have devoted
followings. Visiting zoos and amusement parks,
picknicking, sight-seeing, driving events and
fishing all were more popular than sweating on a
bicycle or in a designer's running outfit.
If this survey, doesn't exac,tly conclude that
America is a country of sitterl,one could. infer
that such competition is stiff: Get off your duffs.
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'At the Movies'
enjoyed by
newcomer
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To The Editor,
I was so sorry to see you have
terminated Kent Forrester. Being
a fairly new Murrayan, (4 years)
local news is not very interesting to
.me and that is basically all one gets
from a small town paper. One of
_the.few argatsI hay,e enJoyed arid
gotten many a chuckle out of was
Al timMoileir
was astndicated review because it
was so well written. I hope you will
reconsider and continue with this
column.
Glada Dodd
809 N. 16th St.
Murray. Ky. 42071

The Murray Ledger dr Times Is published
every afternoon except Sundays, .July 4.
,Christmas Day, New
Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc •,
1001 Whitnell Dr.. Murray, Ky 42071 Second
Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071

-

SUBSCRIPTION BATES: In areas-served by
carriers; $3.75 per, month. payable In advance
ny
hi Callow aY -County and to flentUn.
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. lky....taral
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear. Tit . $29 N1 per,.
--7-yette!--1147-ertatt-tt.....:...X-. -.Idinations $47 fat p4.4...
To reach all departments of the newspaper
phone 753.19111., •
'
The Murray lalciger & Times is a Member of.
Associated Preen. Kentucky Press Association
and
Southern
Newspaper
Publishers
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younger generation. They have
Issues more open to them today
and sin more abounding and no apparent shame about any of it.
. In the Bible, God teaches the old
to set the example. May each of us
try and set an example and show
them we love and care for them.
My mind also turns to so many
fine young people who have not
forgotten what manners are and
are searching for their own place to
serve. Let's pray for them and encourage them that they may reach
the plateau that Jonathan did in his
short span here in this life.
Brenda Jones
Cunningham, Ky.
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thoughts in season

Request made
for reviews
To The Editor,
I want to express my regret that
Murray State Professor Kent Forrester is no longer writing movie
reviews for the Murray Ledger &
Times.
As a professor of cinematic
studies and as director of the International Film Festival, I am convinced that such reviews as those
of Professor Forrester's are quite
valuable to the university and to
the community as well as to their
mutual relationship.
I myself have found Forrester's
reviews helpful in my classes and
to me personally In deciding what
films to attend. Also, I have had
other faculty members, especially
those with children, tell me how
much they have relied on these
reviews.•
TherefOre, I am requesting that
you "pleaser reconsider reinstating
reelderrtlItorrte.erttic-.
hirr!
You would be doing yourself, the
university and the community as a
whole a great service.
Thank you for your
consideration.
Helen H. Roulston
Assistant Professor

By Ken Wolf
One-liners weren't invented by
television script writers.
When an intemperate nobleman
once asked the eighteenth-century
actor and wit Samuel Foote
(1720-1777) what disguise he might
use when going to a fancy dress ball,
Foote replied: "Suppose you go
sober, my lord."
This same Mr. Foote Once asked
a man why he kept humming the
same tune. "It haunts me." was the
reply, to which Foote responded:
"No wonder, when you are always
murdering it."
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number- must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters Should be typewritten
and.double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of genefal interest.
Varta'S—:
iebieiVe-the'rlihito condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:'
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
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Nashville and the Eastman School
of Music in Rochester, N.Y.
At Rochester, Jean worked in the
sheriff's office while Paul studied
composition with the late Howard
Hanson, one of the country's
foremost composers, at the
Eastman. school.
In 1957, they came to Murray
with Paul joining the Murray State
music department as a replacement for R.W. (Doc) Farrell, who
had been promoted to departmental chairman upon the retirement
of the late Price Doyle.
When Kevin was born Aug. 26.
1959, they were living on Elm
Street just east of the Murray
hospital. Shortly afterwards, their
new home on Main Street was completed, and they moved into it.
They live there today.
"Even then friends came to be
with us when we needed them,"
Paul said. "How well I remember
Doc Farrell, Russ Terhune and Dot
(Mrs. Neale) Mason walking the
me as we anxiously
floor
'
awaLLU Kevin's

Ten years ago
Leon Miller, assistant principal
at Murray High School, announced
his retirement in a letter to the
Murray Board of Education at a
meeting last night. Itiller...65. tuis
spent 40 years in the Murray City
School System including 34 at old
Douglas High School.
Joe F. Lasater, Jr., Robert H.
Ross II and Nate J...Wildey have
enlisted in the United States Army.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Willett, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Kimbro, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ross Lookofsky and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Youngblood, all on May.6.
Marcia Gaye Miller, daughter of
Mr. and yrs. Tip Miller and
sophomore at Murray State
University, has been selected as a
member of the 1974-75 Majorette
Line for the MSU Marching
Thoroughbred Band.
Elected as officers of the Student
Council for Murray High School
were Nancy Fitch, 'Mike Alexander, Becky Sams and Linda
Ransom.
Twenty years ago
Sheila Cooper, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hewlett Cooper, was
named as Most Outstanding
Senior; Mike Smith. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Smith, as most all-round
boy; and Carolyn Bucy, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bucy. as
most all-round girl of the 1964
Senior Class of Calloway County
High School by the school faculty.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. David LeTourneu, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hayden C,assity and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Young.
Ann HerrOn, assistant librarian
at Murray State College. has accepted a summer appointment as a
member of the faculty
. at. the
University of Denver at Denver,
Colo.
Mrs. A.M. Hamill presented a
program on "Work Among Spanish
Americans" at a meeting of the
Women's Association of the College
Presbyterian Church at the home
of Mrs. Charles Simons.
The Sixth Grade Class with Mrs.
Estelle Outland as teacher
presented a program at a meeting
of the Faxon MIthers Club at the
Faxon School.
Thirty year ago
Armed Forces Day will be,
observed in Murray on Moy 15 with
special displays from Fort Campbell and the ROTC Unit at Morray
State College.
Hollie L. Riley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ovis Riley, Rt, 2, Kirksey,
recently was promoted to corporal
while serving with • the 1279th
Engineer Combat Battalion in
Frankfurt, Germany.
Patsy Shackelford and Donna
Tuck of Murray High School and
Ann Overby of Murray Training
School will attend Girls State at
Lexington and Frankfort starting
June 12. They will be sponsored by
American Legion Auxiliary and
local businesses.
A/3C Gary W. Lewis, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Lewis. 1318
Poplar St., Murray, now is statione&aiAmarillo Air For.r...e._
Texas, as a student jet bomber
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.7:-'="7---!'Jane -Richardson of the Kentucky
Department of Health taught the
lesson on "Home Care Of the Sick"
for the major project leaders of
Calloway County Homemakers
Club. Rachel Rowland is county
home demonstration agent.
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Gina Brown, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Ellwood
Brown, Jr., Rt. 7, Mur-rgi--y,
- has bie
-ifha-rhea-as
a recipient of a scholarship grant from the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Scholarship
Foundation.•
She will receive a
"Pride in Tobacco"
scholarship of $1,000 to
apply toward her college expenses during
the freshman year. If
the grant is renewed by
the KFB foundation during her sophomore,
junior and senior years.
the scholarship will be
worth a total of $4,000
for Brown.
This grant ts by the
KFB and R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company.
The Murray girl also
has received a $1,000
Capstone Grant from
the University of
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Wedding to be at Memorial church
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Alabama at Tuscaloosa.
She plans to attend the
university there with a
premed major.
Brown is a member of
the senior class of
Calloway County High
School and ranks ninth
scholastically with a
grade point average of
96.71 for her four years
of high school studies.
Her activities at
Calloway include serving as vice president of
the Calloway chapter of
Future Farmers of
America, and a member
of the Student Council
and Beta Club.

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Weatherford of Murray
apnounce the approaching marriage of
their daughter,
Vanessa, to David L.
Conner, son of Ms.
Carolyn Conner of Murray and Jerry Conner of
Huntsville, Ala.
The bride-elect is a
1981 graduate of Murray
High School. She attended Murray State University and presently is
employed at Western
Sizzlin Steak House.
She is the .grand.
daughter of Mrs.
Frances Boyd and the
She also was a comlate Jack McKeel, and
mended student of Naof Mrs. Nell Weathertional Merit Scholarship
ford and the late James
Program.
Dale Weatherford, all of
Murray.
Brown attended the
Mr. Conner is a 1981
Governor's Scholar Prograduate of Calloway
gram at Centre College,
Gina Bnm n get.s .cholarships
County High School. He
Danville, in 1983.
presently is employed
by Murray Livestock
and Trailer Sales.
tr:VIIIAY
1st Feature Repeate
may
DRIVE
He is the grandson of
Fri
&
Sot
Nites
FRI-SAT-SUN'
N
Mr. and Mrs. Lenard L.
Open
7:30•Start s:00
*apedWISII.Saved
Wood and of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter H. Conner,
all of Murray.
The wedding will be
ATLANTA (AP) —
solemnized on Friday,
HOW
"Surgery through a
TO
June 29, at 7:30 p.m. at
straw" is making life
SCORE...
the Memorial Baptist
easier for thousands of
Church.
and
It
Americans with arA reception will follow
MORE!
thritis, according to the
gets
in the church fellowship
Arthritis Foundation.
hall.
better
It says doctors using
All friends and
every
the procedure, known as,
relatives are invited to
arthroscopic surgery,
time!
attend the wedding and
can sometimes sucthe reception. Only outcessfully reduce pain in
of-town invitations will
arthritic joints.
be sent.
,
•In the _ operation, 'a
thin telescope — an arthroscope — is inserted
into the joint through a
small incision in the
skin. In joints damaged
A selection of works
by arthritis, the surgeon by the late Mrs. Jessie
may be able to remove Carman from three dif•-g JESSIE ST CLAIR • NONA PHILLIPS • SANDRA GAYLE
the loose pieces of car- ferent periods are to be
and nnodcn9 BRIGETTE LEE
tilage and bone which on display in the Car10e0oose • In Color [14,
cause pain, inflamma- man Room of the Murtion and crippling.
ray Art Guild, 103 North
Sixth St., on Saturday,
May 12, from 10 a.m. to
111111111181111•11111111126•92a/ a ississeass•seenswoonsortessaasegi
4 p,m. .
•
This will, be in conjunction with the guild's
celebration of
Founder's Day.
S
Among the paintings
of her early period
(1912-1917) are a watercolor and pastels, one of
which is copied from a

MAKING

Big
Double
Feature

Surgery
he of help
in arthritis

4 ,•

lanc.ssa W'catherror(I '
and 1)avid L. Conner. to he marriedlone

Carman's works to be at Guild

SALE
ON
VIDEO
- -RECORDERS
VHS
FORMAT

painting by Thomas
Moran, an American
landscape painter.
She married A. Carman in October of 1917
and from that time until
1960, she did not paint
but used her artistic
talent in crafts which
enhanced the home.
Her middle period,
dating from 1960-1967,
involves oil portraits of
members of her family.
Several were painted
from life; however,
those of her daughter,
Mrs. Mary Clark Hull,
and her son-in-law, Oren

Hull, were made from
photographs.
In 1967, Mrs. Carman,
Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Goodman, Mrs. Edna
Milliken, Mrs. Yolanda
(Yoffie) Harvey, Mrs.
Edina (Deanie)
Chrisman and the late
Mrs. -Eula Craw-ford
met to plan an art guild
for artists. They rented two
rooms over Douglas
Hardware on the northeast corner of Fourth
and Main Streets. They
arranged for an exhibition of work by local ar-

tists interested in having a guild and used the
occasion to enroll
members.
It was during this
period of 1967 until 1979
that Mrs. Carman
painted landscapes and
_
-still life in oil.
Born May 18, 1895, in
Clinton, she died Oct. 22,
1982, in Murray.
Included in the Jessie
Carman exhibit is a portrait of her by Danny
Gluibizzi, a former art
student of Murray State
University.

Newborns and dismissals listed by hospital

SOME AS
LOW AS

$3999

PLUS
A FREE
•
LIFETIME •
MEMBERSHIP
TO MOVIE •U
CLUB
VALUED AT

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Monday,
May 7, was 108 adults
and six in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Mayfield,
parents, Ftaymelle and.
Robert, 403 South L.P.
Miller;
Baby Girl Green,
parents, Linda and
Michael, Hardin.

Dismissals were as
follows:
John M. Steele, Rt. 6;
Mrs. Gladys I. Turner,
Rt. 2; Mrs. Sheila J. Key
and baby girl, Rt. 6;
Mrs. Mary Jane
Roberson, 1602 Oak
Hill; Joseph J. Venice,
Rt. 5; Mrs. Kathy L.
Timmons and baby Boy,
Rt. 7;
Miss Tina L. Butler,
Rt. 1; Mrs. Robbie E.

Fresh From Mr. Gattis

GIVE MOM A
PIZZA YOUR HEART

$4995
10 Reasons To Come To Movie World
1. Sundays & Tuesday (Free Extra Days)
2. s2 Rentals On Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday.
3. 20% off Blank Tapes, Head Cleaners, Ect.
4. Right To Reserve Movies.
5. Order To Purchase Movies & Save 10%.
6. 24 Hour Drop Box.
7. Return Up To 6 P.M. The Following Day.
8. We Accept Mastercard & VISA
9. Over 800 Movies To Choose From.
10. Convenient,-E-asy Access Parking.

Washer, Rt. 2; Mrs. 712 Riley Ct.; Mrs. CorBelinda J. Hawkins and inne T. Lewis, Rt. 1,
baby girl, Rt. 6, Dexter.
Mayfield;
Mrs. Ruth Nanney,
1311 Sycamore St.;
4,
11101 -iC.
Wilbur Dyer, 715 Riley 110111C
Court; Robert Noble
PORTSMOUTH. Va.
Hughes, Puryear,
(AP) — Many
Tenn.;
Ernest A. Schmutte, Americans like to watch
1604 Belmont Ct.; Mrs. movies at home.
Richard B. Williams
Mittie I. Roberts, Rt. 5;
Mrs. Maude L. Cohoon, of General Electric says
this attitude "seems to
coincide with the boom
in the sales of
videocassette recorders
and widescreen televisions in 1983. •
"A TV with a 40-inch
picture and stereo sound
offers the hOme viewer
the closest thing to a
theater -like
experience."

•
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Romancing
The STONE

Bring her
in or send
649
her-friarge
W
heart shaped
Sunday Only
pizza and a large Coke (2-straws)

•
control confer 753-3314

Wouldn't Your Mom Love Getting A Hart-Shaped Pizza?
She's Sure To Appreciate The Thought
Ends Tonite•Splash PG

-

*W.
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•3
Q
•A Q
•4•0
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Sales & Renal 4116
753-7670

Chestnut

Street

Dixieland
Center

.•

Murray

The best pizza in town.

Wiswat-/

'

In Store
753-6656
Delivered
753-6656

.

9.
An.epk adventure
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olsoetnut St. 713-3314
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Thursday,May 10
Weftome Wagon Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
with officers to meet at
6:45 p.m. at Terry's
Paint and Decorating.
————
Local chapter of La
Leche League will meet
at 7 p.m. at 512 Smith
13th 31,For information
call 753-8771.
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AIAnon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
call 753-0061. 762-3399,
753-7764, 753-5094 or
753-7663.
————
The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. in
third floor classroom,
Education. Building.
First United Methodist
Church. For information call Dick at 436-2174
or Jill at 753-1701 or
753-6654.
————
Murray Chapter 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Council No. 50
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray Masonic Lodge
Hall.
PAWS (pets are
wonderful society) will
meet at 3:30 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
Friday, May 11
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.• •
———
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and -Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Round and Square
Dancing will be from
730 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
————
Hardin Day activities
will begin with a country music show at.6:30
p.m. at Community
Building. Proceeds will
go to Fire Department.
_
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at8 p.m.
in J.U. Kevil Center,
South 10th Street,
Mayfield.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will in-

Friday, May 11
Saturday, May 12
elude Night Visual at for the Handicapped
8:30 p.m. at Woodlands will be from 10 a.m. to 5
Nature Center and All p.m. at Livestock and
Systems Go at 7 p.m. at Exposition Center.
Golden Pond Visitor
Center. Springiest at - Murray Art Guild
Hillman Ferry has been • have an anniversary
cancelled.
open house from 10 a.m.
————
to 4 pan.
_
---Events at Murray—
Moose Lodge will inAlcoholics
elude games at 8 p.m. Anonymous and Aland entertainment in Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
lounge from 8 p.m. to In . western portion of
Livestock and Exposimidnight.
tion Center.
————
————
Make Today Count
will meet in private dinEvents in Land Beting room of Murray. ween the Lakes will inCalloway County clude Junior Fishing
Hospital at 10 a.m.
Tournament at
————
Hematite Lake; PrinEntries for all ages ciples of Organic
will be taken from 10 Gardening from 1 to 2
a.m. to noon at Murray p.m. at Empire Farm;
Art Guild for the an- Solar Art at 2 p.m. at
niversary celebration Woodlands Nature
Center; An Evening at
on Saturday.
The Homeplace-1850 at 8
————
Greater Paducah p.m.
————
Area Chapter of Parents
Dance featuring Night
Without Partners will
meet at 8 p.m. at Shift will be from 8 p.m.
American Legion to midnight' at Murray
Moose Lodge.
Building, Paducah.
————
Captain Wendell Oury
Saturday, May 12
Chapter of the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Daughters of the
Russell, Rt. 1, Almo, American Revolution
will be honored on 50th will meet at 2:30 p.m. at
wedding anniversary Golden Corral
with a reception at Restaurant.
home of Ruth Cunningham, Paris, Tenn.,
Round and square
starting at 2 p.m.
dancing will be from
———
7:30 to 11 p.m'. at Lynn
Calloway County Grove Roller Rink.
Chapter of Full Gospel
————
Business Men's
Hardin Day events for
Fellowship Interna- benefit of Volunteer
tional will meet at.6:30 Fire Department will
pan. at Hong Kong - start at 5 a.m. and conRestaurant, Holiday tinue throughout the
Inn.
day.
————
— ———
Events at Oaks CounMurray State Univertry Club will be
hrtakfitrit at T:30 ant.
with reseiwations not
necessary; and Kick Off
Steak Night at 7:30 p.m.
with persons to sign at
pro. shop or call Vicki
Nance or Wanda Brown.
————
Yard sale will be from
8 a.m. to 3 p.m.' by
Women's Guild of St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
————
Pancake breakfast for
the public by Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls
will be from 8 to 10 a.m.
at Masonic Lodge Hall,
Highway 121 North.
————
Arts and Crafts
Festival for benefit of
Work Activities Center

THE ACES*
"Good breeding consists
in concealing how much we
think of ourselves and how
little we think of the other
person." — Mark Twain.

BOBBY WOLFF

North. The bidding:
North
INT
44,

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
14

3*
Pass

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead Heart six
Well-bred bridge players
know when to draw trumps;
they think too much of
themselves to go down in a
game contract that should
have been made.
Dummy's heart ace wins
the first trick and South can
count nine running tricks.
Unless the diamonds break
horribly, surely there should
be time to develop one diamond winner to total 10
tricks.
If both spades and diamonds break 3-2, South has
no problems after he draws
trumps and then plays
diamonds. However, as in
today's layout, South loses
- control when trumps break
4-1. South is forced to ruff a
heart each time the defenders win a diamond, and
eventually East is left with
one more trump than South.
The game makes if South
starts the diamonds before
be plays the trumps. After
dummy's heart ace has won
the first trick, a diamond
goes to West. South is forced
to ruff a heart, and another
diamond goes to East.
Another heart ruff reduces
South to four trumps and
_West is given a third diamond winner. The difference now is that another
punch in hearts will not
work, since dummy can ruff
instead of South. South can
NORTH
5-18-A

EAST
*8542
Wff853
*1,9
•9114

•A-Q.11093
W2
•J873
•K 5

Sunday,
- May 13
Concert by Chamber
Singers and Concert
Choir of Calloway County High School and
Choir of Calloway County Middle School will be
at 2 p.m. in high school
_cafeteria.
————
New Jenny Ridge
Pentecostal Church will
have homecoming.

Sunday, May 13
Second day of Arts
and Crafts Festival for
W.A.T.C.H. will be from
1 to 5 p.m. at Livestock
and Exposition Center.
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
4 p.m. in western portion of Livestock and
Exposition Center.
————
Breakfast will be
served at7 a.m. at Independence United
Methodist diurch.
————
Breakfast for all
mothers of Sinking Spring Baptist Church will
be served at 8 a.m. at
the church.

Burger saucc recipe listed

to be used on hot cornbread

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
LIGHT SUPPER
Burger Sauce on Cornbread, Salad Bowl,
Fruit and Beverage
Burger Sauce
Tomatoes and other
vegetables stretch
ground beef.
1' to 2 tablespoons
vegetable oil
1 clove garlic, minced
% pound ground beef,
% cup finely diced

onion
1 cup finely sliced
celery
cup finely diced
green pepper
1-pound and 4-ounce
can tomatoes,
undrained
1 bay leaf
Salt and pepper to
taste
In a 10-inch skillet, in
the hot oil, cook together
the garlic and beef.
Mash beef with a fork,
until it loses its red color
and is crumbly; stir in
the onion, celery, green
pepper and cook a few
minutes. Add tomatoes
and bay leaf; cook gently, stirring occasionally
and breaking up
tomatoes, until sauce is
as thick as you like —
about 3O minutes.
Remove bay leaf: Serve
over hot cornbread
squares. Makes 4 to 6
servings.

s

SCHOLARSHIPS GIVEN — Lori Lynn Burkeen, right, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Burkeen and senior at Calloway County High School, and
Laura Ann Montgomery, center, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tony Montgomery and senior at Murray High School, were each presented a scholarship of $500 for 1984445 year for attendance at Murray State University by the
Murray Lions Club. Johnny McDougal, left, chairman of the Lions Scholarship Committee, made the presentations. Burkeen plans to major in
psychology and Montgomery in pre-engineering with an interest in corn- puters. Both have achie‘ed outstanding academic records in high school.
"The Lions Club acknowledges the assistance from the local community in
the support of its many annual projects with earnings from these 'Orojects
providing dollars for sight conservation, community improvement, scholarships and other worthwhile endeavors," a club spokesman said. •

Fragrances
For Mother's Day
Lauder
hite
Shoulders
13)
: EN y an
*Ralph Lauren
*Charles of the
Ritz
•Germain
Monteil
•Estee

All Pants 20% off
Suits 40% off
All Ultima Cosmetics
and Fragrances
IA Price

adivAlkla eihp s

CHECK FOR TREE — Maxine Scott, left, president, and Marlene Newell,
center, secretary-treasurer, both of the Calloway County Homemakers
Council, present a check to Melvin Henley, president of the Murray
Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. The check was for a tree to be
planted in-the area by the new Commerce Centre on U.S. Highway 641
North.

071

Although 35 Countries produce silk, their combined production adds up to only 0.2 percent of
the world's total production of textile fibers.
China, India, the Soviet Union and South Korea "
are the leaders.
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Bid with The Aces
South holds:

5-10-B

•6 5 4 2
11K 8 5 3
*K9
•Q 9 6
North

1+

..-Altit fat
YOWL r
(

SPECIAL

ANSWER: erwo spades.
Promises four trumps and
not too much beyond the
strength required for the
one-over-one.
3itad bridge questions to The Aces,
P0 Boz 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self-addremed, stamped envelope
for reply

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q 'n' Burgers
-

ty&
c.S
.

Bright's collection of Sprtnp and
Summer dresses is as refreshing and
crisp as a tall glass of lemonade on
a hot afternoon. Now is the ideal time
to add -bit of excitement to your
wardrobe. Flatter yourself with the
style and smart new look of Summer
with an exciting new dress from Etright's.
You will find Juniors, Missy, Pentes
and Half Sizes,so you will find your
sty le and your color and your size.

Prices Good May 11-17
Convenient Drive Through Window

Chestnut St.

_

...62E1.1ing to -c24.t2C12
(

Large Hamburger, d,
French Fries &
1 99
Med. Drink

South
141

Chestnk t

2RMIITPS

safely draw trumps and
claim his 10 winners.

753-0045

NEW MURRAY STORE

NOW OPEN

1

OPEN FRIDAY UNTIL 8:30

'MOM

6000 Name Brand items
•
•

.23a 717:zon

HILL MARK

• 7
W A J7
*6542
WEST
103
-1•Q10964'
•A QI0
4*.20743

Saturday, May 12
sity Graduation
Ceremonies will start at
10 a.m. in Racer Arena,
MSU.
———
- MAturay •Siguar—ALnaders are scheduled to
dance at 8 p.m. at
Woodmen of World Hail.

THE PLACE YOU GO
TO SAVE ON BRANDS YOU KNOW

JEWELERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
426 BROADWAY STREET. PADUCAH, KY 42001
502-442-9333
~L.Ii kanipq cTRFE:r MURRAY KY 42071
502-753-7111
4111111,

Vulnerable Both. Dealer:
- .

--._7S7;Eptcrear
—

_Altywea t

A REMINDER:
" Don't forget, Mother's Day is this Sunday.
Ma y• 13th. and you have only a couple of
days left to find gifts for those very
special-Mothers-in-your family. Bright's.is very pleased to offer the charming
• graZes of Barbizon lpineerisaa an ideal

•wwwe"^:"-

'

Mother's Day gift to he remembered with
love. Sleepwear or D-ay wear for your lady.
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Dozier-Bone wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. James Bachelor of Science in
D. Dozier of Versailles Nursing.
announce the engageMiss Dozier was a
ment and approaching member of Sigma
marriage of their Sigma Sigma Social
,daugia.nr, fie varlay.—gerority end pi Kappa _
Ann, to Leslie Martin Alpha Little Sisters.
Bone of Lexington.
She now is employed
Mr. Bone is the pon of
Mrs _Norma_m„..Bone at St. Joseph Hospital,
and the late Leslie G. Lexington.
Bone of Murray.
The groom -elect is a
The bride-elect is a 1978 graduate of Murray
int graduate -of Wood- High School. He receIvford County High ed his Bachelor of
School. Versailles, and a Science in accounting in
1982 graduate of Murray 1982 and his Masters in
State University where Business Administrashe received her tionin1983fromMurray

•

yievcrAtn

A t/i/etes

State University.
He was a member of
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity at MSU. He now is
an account representativeler the-Burroughs
Corporation, Lexington.

to 1)e honored

The Calloway County Athletic Booster Club
will have a general meeting on Monday, May 14,
at 7 p.m. in the cafeteria of Calloway County
High School. Athletes participating in spring
sports wilt be special guests: -Aft 17ooster
members and interested persons are encouraged
to attend, according to Ted Lovett, president.
Refreshments will be served.

The wedding will take
place on Saturday, June
9, a 8 p.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church,
Versailles.
•
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Quilt Lovers will meet
The Quilt Lovers Group will meet Tuesday,
May 15, at 6 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library. Lou Ann Philpot will present a lesson on
"Basic Applique." All members and interested
persons are invited to attend.

follow
at the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

Art entries due Friday
The Murray Art Guild will accept entries by
students of all ages for the anniversary event on
Saturday, May 12. These do not have to be framed. Persons may,bring their entries to the Art
Guild from 10 a.m. to noon on Friday, May 11.
Prizes and ribbons will be awarded for the
entries.

Wits
(Juts

Lingerie Sale
1/3 to 50% Off

(A
b1

MI

tai

Blackwood dates wrong
The Blackwood Brothers School of Christian
Music will be from June 17 to 29 with the big allnight singing planned for Friday, June 29. The
dates of May 12 to 19 were incorrectly listed on
Wednesday as information taken from a
schedule released.

*Free Gift Boxes
Beverley Ann Dozier
and Leslie Martin Bone to marry

David J. Timmons born
Many people die
in Boston tire

Look For That Special Mother

Almost 500 people
died Nov. 28, 1942, when
a flash fire raced
through a Boston
nightclub. Dozens were
crushed to death or jammed too tightly to
escape the flames as the
blaze roared through
the packed pleasure
spot in seconds.

Let Your Mom Have Fun And Look Good
In Fashionable Swimwear, Shorts 8. Tops
Come In And See Our Beautiful
Selection Of Mother's Day Gifts
Shop For Your Mom At

1.00
Panty Sale'

•

SPECIAL
Corn Austin Has The Special

Corn Austin
Downtown-Murray

Dr. and Mrs. Tom Timmons, Rt. 7, Murray,
are the parents of a son, David Jonathan,
weighing six pounds 15 ounces, measuring 19 inches, born on Thursday, May 3, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have one son,
Glenn, 214.
The mother, the former Kathy Hartzog, is an
instructor in the Department of Home
Economics at Murray State University. The
father is an assistant professor in the Department of Biology at MSU. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Timmons of Dumcombe, Iowa,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hartzog of Abbeville',
Ala.

Reg. to 2.50

Scuba diving planned

Buy 2 pairs and
receive the 3rd
pair FREE!
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can be found at these stores in
the Dixieland Shopping Center
Friday & Saturday.

Reg. to 65.00

20% OFF
.STOREWIDE
Undergarment Clearance /
1
2 Price
. Long Sleeve Blouses /
1
2 Price

DOR-MAE
FASHIONS
Dixieland Shopping Center
." Murray

Fabulous, versatil
jacket dresses in linenlook and 'polyester •
fabrics. Misses petites,
half sizes, misses and
junior sizes.
‘711

Select Group of Women's
to Spring & Summer Shoes 20% Off
All Men's Shoes 20% Off

Applique Skirts
and Tops
Tops

10.99

Skirts

15.99

An open water scuba diving certification
course will be offered at Murray.State University on 'hie-88ay- and -Thursday evenings for four
weeks beginning May 17. Students may register
at the first class meeting at 6 p.m. on Thursday,
May 17, in Room 105 of the Carr Health Building
on the campus. Subsequent class and pool
meetings are scheduled from 6 to 9:30 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Students must pass a check-out open water test
at the conclusion of the course. Those who complete the course will'earn national certification
by the Professional Association of Diving Instructors. Students must provide-their-own -fins,
masks and snorkels. All other equipment and
materials will be included in the course cost. For
information call Ross Meloan at 762-6835 or Dale
Bucy at 753-6811.

8

Gospel Fellowship
meeting Saturday
The.Calloway County Chapter of Full Gospel
Business Men's Fellowship International Will
meet Satueday, May 12, at 6:30 p.m. at the Hong
Kong Restaurant at Holiday Inn.
Harold Allbritten of Camden,Tetm., will be the
speaker. All men, women and children are invited to attend.
"The FGBMFI is a service arm of the entire
church, serving all local assemblies which can
profit by having their men stirred and inspired
for greater Christian service and enriched by
Christian fellowship," a chapter spokesman
said.
Officers are Tom Geerdes, president; Donnie
Peal, vice president; Gerald Turner, secretary;
Gary Lamb, treasurer; Tom Klatt, membership
chairman; Rick Clendenen and Kenny Jackson,
directors.

a
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,MURRAY
10* MONTESSORI
A •1 SCHOOL

See Our New Purses & BeltsGreat For Mother's Day

Parent Education
Meeting

Quality Shoes at Discount Prices
p.,"111
tS),110141

/my
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‘
4
4-4-47;

HOEMBAR

The Film
"Montessori-An
Education for Life"
will be shown
Thursday, May 17th
7 P.M.

•

k)11/
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Adorable applique skirts
and tops in bright spring
colors.
Washable
poly/cotton blend in
sizes S,M,L. Select from
madredrorrill designs.

•

20%

Off Or More Storewide
30% Off On

Shoes — 25% off
Suits — 30% off
.Blazers — 30% off
Light Weight

Jackets — 30% off
_

Ladies Suits
& Dresses
E!oy's Blazers,
Jackets & Dress
Pants
_
.
40% Off

212 NORTH 15 TH
- IVY URRAY;ICY.42071 —
4

totiN

Troditionol Clothing Fix/Ann, Wonionilloys
Dislolond Cooly,tilonog
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Dairymen allocates equity to-members
Dairy farmers who
• market their milk
through Dairymen, Inc.,
a 17-state regional milk
marketing cooperative,
have been allocated
;17.5 million of equity.
Approximately, 9,700
equity checks we-re
mailed this week and
represented 20 percent
of members' total equity allocation. The other
80 percent was invested
in the cooperative's
revolving equity pro-

gram. It has been the
cooperative's practice
to revolve this equity investment on a five (5)
year cycle. The equity
fund serves aa the financial base for Dairymen
and allows for the
operation of its total
milk marke-tIng
program.
The equity allocation
to members was made
at the rate of 25.8 cents
per 100 pounds of milk
marketed through the

cooperative during
fiscal year 1983. The 20
percent allocation was
paid to the membership
in cash.
Dairymen is one of the
few cooperatives in the
nation to revolve its
membef equity in such
a short period of time,
five years. Because of
its strong financial position the organization
has maintained a 'AA'
credit rating on its
senior debt by Standard

PAGE 7

& Poor's
Dairymen markets
approximately 70 percent of its members'
milk to processors of
milk and dairy products
in the East and
Southeast United States.
The remaining 30 percent is sold through the
cooperative's brand
name products, Flav-0Rich and Farm Best.
(Farm Best is ultra high
temperative (UHT)
long shelf-life milk.)

Pictured above, Don Rogers, (right), Chairman of the Board of the Murray-Calloway Count' Jaycees is being congratulated by the president of the Kentucky Jaycees Jim Hamburg
(left). Don was recently elected as regional
director by the area Jaycee chapters. Jim Hamburg's home Jaycee chapter is in Covington Ky.

Pictured above, Don Rogers. chairman of the
Board of the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
(right) presents Terry Hopkins (left) the Jaycee
of the Quarter Award for his work on lagt years
Haunted Forest. The project was the most sm.
cesstul ever with the proceeds going toward the
annual Jaycee C'hildrens Christmas Party.

Research allows study of minute contaminants
sterile medicine vials and at ScheringPlough
without opening the Corp. say they used farcontainers.
field holography to proResearchers at the duce three-dimensional
University of Rochester images of all particles

By Abigail
Van Buren

within containers of injectable solutions. They
then measured specific
containers for use as
standards to evaluate
automatic inspection
systems now in use.
The new technique,
they say, offers a more
accurate way to detect
minute contaminants
which — depending on
their size and shape —
can lead to clot formation, inflammation of
blood vessels, and even
brain damage.

Gifts for your
Mother

And Now Save 20% to

50% On
All Porcelain Throughout The Store!
\c-D

e('

Hog market

Army Wife Is Losing Battle
To Catch Her Husband's Eye
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
have a problem, although he doesn't
think it's a problem.
We don't get a chance to talk
much because he's an officer in the
U.S. Army and works long hours.
Anyway, whenever he talks to me
he always looks somewhere else—at
the TV, a newspaper or just out into
space.
I've tried turning off the TV (with
his permission) and waiting until he
_has_finished reading the newspaper,
_ inut he refuses tolook at me when he
talks to me. When I bring this to his
attention, he says he doesn't have to
look at me to hear what I'm saying.
I say he's being rude and makes me
feel like nothing.
Who is right and what do you
suggest? It is driving me nuts. In
case you're wondering, I wear
makeup,fix my hair pretty and look
my best when he's home, so it's not
that I'm hard to look at.
HURT
DEAR HURT: Maybe it has
somethingto do with his military
indoctrination.(Eyes front!) Or
he could be one of those exceptionally shy people who finds
eye contact difficult, if not painful. If so, he can overcome it
with therapy. In the meantime,
try this: Instead of telling him
)se's being rude, tell him that
you are hurt and made to feel
like nothing when he refuses to
look at you when he talks to
you.

DEAR INTERESTED:Clyde's
first wife(Rita)is his legal wife;
however, Bertha and Agnes
(depending on state laws) could
also have some rights concerning Social Security benefits.
Interested parties should consult a lawyer,or their local state
or county bar associations.
* 4,

DEAR ABBY:I'm having a protv
km with a neighbor.-She pops-in-to
visit several times a week at noon
and 2:30, when she knows I am
watching my favorite "soapies." She
has very little to do and could visit
so many other hours that I am
inclined to believe it's deliberate.
She never shuts up. It's difficult
for me to hear the TV, which spoils
the program for me. The last time
that happened, I turned up the
volume and she scoffed, "How can
you watch that cheap stuff?" (I
pretended I didn't hear her.)
What should I do? I don't want
her for an enemy because she has a
vicious tongue.
IRRITATED IN SUN CITY
DEAR IRRITATED: The next
time she pops in and pops off
while you're watching your
soaps, ask her to please come
back another time. And if you
lose the friendship of an inconsiderate neighbor with a vicious
tongue, consider yourself lucky.
•••

* ••

N-----4AR ABBY: Clyde married Rita
in 1951 in Georgia. (They had two
babies first.) Then Clyde and Rita
went their separate ways. No
divorce!
Clyde then married Bertha in
Tennessee in 1958 and left her after
a couple of months. Clyde Jr. was
born in 1959. No divorce. (They
didn't see each other again until
Clyde Jr. was 16.)
In 1961, Clyde married Agnes in
Michigan. They had a big wedding.
Clyde and Agnes had five children.
First question: Who is legally
Clyde's wife—Rita,Bertha or Agnes?
Second question: Upon Clyde's
death, which wife is entitled to his
Social Security benefits?
No effort has been made to untangle this mess, but since I am
closely involved (a relative), I need
some answers.
INTERESTED PARTY

DEAR ABBY:This letter is for the
Arizona parents whose daughters
are married to the "hippies."
Count your blessings, folks. I'm
married to a man with short hair
and no earring. He's very clean-cut,
but he's also the biggest skirt chaser
in town and one lazy dude around
the house.
Why do I stay? The children, of
course.
Don't judge by looks—judge by
heart.
M.P. IN K.C.

(Every teen-ager should know
the truth about drugs, sex and
how to be happy. For Abby's
booklet, send your name and
address clearly printed with a
check or money order for $2.50
(this includes postage) to: Abby,
Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

Federal-State Market News Service
Thursday. May 10. 1984
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts - Act. 964 Est 600 Barrows
& Gilts 25 lower Sows under 500 lbs
50 lower over 500 lbs 1 50.2 lower
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
$48 00-48 50
some 48.75
US 2 200-210 lbs.
347.00-48.00
US 2 210-250 lbs
$47 50-48.00
US 2.3 250-270 lbs.
$46 50.4750
Sows
US 1.2 270.360 lbs.
338 00.41 00
l'S 1.3300-450 lbs.340 00-42.00 few 42 50
US -1-3 450-500 lbs
$42 50.43 50
US 1-3 500-650 Ms
$43 50.4550
US 2.3 300.500 lbs
339 00-40 00
Roars $34 35
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Let us help you select
that special gift for
Mom on her special day!
-2‘\45
Gee
e\ ov9s
?yas-\\e
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t-k0\16 oc:0
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0\000\1"1
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imports
M-F 9:00-6:00
Sat. 9:00-5:00

Bel Air Center
"On Murray's Southside-

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
B
DISCOUNT V •

PHARMACY
Olympic Plaza

753-2380

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Ant. Iris / ore.
O
.7111

Safe — T — Discount Pharmacy
Whitnell & Glendale Rd.
Behind Big John's

Now! Two Locations To Better Serve You

Campho-Phenique

'COUPON

50° OFF
Anything In The Store
Pain Relieving
Antiseptic
1 oz. Bottle

CamphoPheRique
„...

VI

99

fO• WetS
css /1011S
05
oldIr 1
,
011111109,1S
CM VMS

VI

VI

\

VI

VI

r

Sand & Sable
2 oz. Bottle

VI

677

2302 Kentucky Ave.
Paducah Store

FOR MOTHER

PRETTY

SLEEPWEAR
She'll love a gown or
"robe from Gwen's large
selection. Also choose
.for mom a...
Duster
Caftan
Float
Robe
Free Gift
Wrapping

Mother's Day
May 13th

Come In And Register For Free Gifts To Be
Given
Away By
Gwen's.

WPAD And $100.00 Gift Certificate From

_ ,.

I>
4

"OUCHLESS"
CLIRITY

tea

for cosmetic,
baby care
and home uses

Sterile Pads

Griduation
Cards
For Your
Graduate

Mother's
Day. Cards
For
May 13

• For Larger Wounds
• "OUC.HLESS-Won't stick to
wound

;7'..VTIFTITIff.VT.X74--T.T74-TAvri

ROCHESTER, N.Y.
AP) — It is now possible to detect and
measure minute Contaminants in sealed,

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
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Study shows ways to -gave electricity
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - A consultant's
study says Kentucky
electrigity users would
profit if the larger
utilities pooled their
power and delayed or
canceled plans for new

plants.
The Public Service
Commission ordered a
comprehensive, fivevolume report by
Energy Systems
Research Group of
Boston. The PSC releas-

ed the fifth volume this
week.
PSC spokeswoman
Constance J. :Parrish
said the commission
would consider recommendations of the entire
study, but was not

Public Notice
The City of Murray will hold a public
hearing on Thursday, May 24, 1984, 7:30
p.m., City Hall Building, to hear comments on proposed projects and priorities
on the use of Municipal Aid Funds (Kentucky Gas Tax)for street improvements
in the city effective with the fiscal year,
beginning July 1, 1984:
Holmes Ellis
Mayor

We Gladly Accept
Food Stamps

Boy, Do
We Have
Bargains

obligated to act upon
them.
The study focused on
the state's six largest
electric utilities: Kentucky Utilities Co., Lexington. LouLsville Gas &
Electric Co.;•Big Rivers
Electric Corp., Henderson; Kentucky Power
Co. of Ashland; East
Kentucky rower
Cooperative, Winchester; and Union
Light, Heat & Power Co.
of Covington.
The latter is a
distribution company
for Cincinnati Gas &
Electric and has no
generating capacity of
its own. All the others,
except Big Rivers, have
plans %to increase
generating capacity by
1994, according to the
report.

Bulging belly blues
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm have to limit your
calories back the normal amount and
a woman in my late 40s and and increase the number
of not sag. Posture makes a
don't have any fat on my calories used. For exercise, difference
body, except my stomach. walk regularly every day. If
I've given more details. on
I've even been asked if I was you can build up to four how ta do this in the Health
pregnant! How can I get rid miles a day it will really Letter 17-12, Winning the
of stomach fat? I'm 5 foot 2 help in time. You could walk Battle of the Bulge, which
and weigh about 140 pounds. two miles in the morning I'm sending you. Others who
DEAR READER - and two in the evening. Walk want this issue can send 75
You've put your finger on after eating to get the best cents with a long, stamped.
the problem - eliminating benefit in using calories.
self-addressed envelope for
fat. It's true that muscle
it to me, in care of this newstone and posture are imporExercises should strength- paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
tant in terms of avoiding a en your abdomen. These City Station, New York, NY
large abdomen, but the big- include voluntarily contract- 10019.
gest problem for most peo- ing your abdominal muscles,
ple is excess body fat. The pulling them in as hard as DEAR DR. LAMB - In
extra fat is under the skin you can and holding them in your column you've written
where you can pinch it, but the contracted state. Then about the danger of cold and
there's also about as much relax and repeat the the need to dress for it. To
fat inside the abdominal exercise.
my amazement, hospitals
cavity. Regardless of how
and nursing homes don't
Sit-ups are for
upper have the same information.
much or what kind of exercises you do, unless you abdomen and leg-lifts are I've been in for tests and
eliminate that fat inside the for the lower abdomen, operations, and all seemed
abdomen, you'll still have a although these should be to be a deep-freeze experiHowever, the report large abdomen.
done with the knees bent.
ence.
said, that would not be
You also need exercises to
You lose fat from the
In older days, about all
"economically abdomen just like you do strengthen your back mus- medicine had to offer was
optimal."
from any other location: You cles to be able to arch your blankets Now ,ve 444.,T1 to

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities

have everything but blankets. Hospitals are full of
hea v y._ _dressed- peoplestanding over nearly naked
patients.
DEAR READER ...-- I
agree with you completely.
Hospitals and nursing homes
are not always paragons of
health. Even smoking. is
allowed in many. and cigarette machines can be found
in some hospital lobbies. '
Whether an older person
is in a nursing home or at
home, it's important to be
exposed to the right
temperature, not too cold in
the winter and not too hot in
the summer.
When a person isn't fully
clothed. tile -body can cool
rapidly in a cold environment. I've included.-your
letter, hoping it will remind
hospital administrative
personnel, nurses and doctors that. environmental
temperature is an important
health precaution.

•
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We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!

Its' in
the Bag"

A--

HEALTH

BONUS SPECIAL
ITH !15" ORDE

BOTH WITH '30" ORDER

White Cloud

by
: Kenneth Owen

TOILET
TISSUE

Godchaux

SUGAR

Chicken of the Sea

4 Roll Pkg

VO,.• .::L)Lit a rhoY t,xtraord,r.t• .
Ana I'. stArt .0,4: ,,...; you a few clues to Ats 'derail); St ,
';OL): f ast ye,- , ,t' juess what it . is'
lt .15 ne.:tryer _an• ma:, vegetable. nor mineral._ II comes. in.
thousands of forms, with different sizes, shapes and col(Thrs And a full pound has only 90 calories Alice found one
- Wonc1ehand And when she nibbled on one.sde of ,1 she
• • tnt But .,..nen she took a bite of the Other side she grew

DEL moNTE SALE

• -weet Some are nutty flavored OtherS-haye
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• !rle store
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Del Monte Fruit

COCKTAIL

17 „z.

79°

Del Monte Bartlett

PEARS

76

MIX FRUIT
Del Monte

CORN.... 17 oz.

, bit"Pi", 1
ire t‘i
n ct,rurnteter
•r•leasureci bt.
.thed 1;15 1:ound.-'
r-T loor.tant th':ng to remember'
B.,:
ooks are deceivn Tne most dangeroti,„
C surre of Me most edlb.e So unit,
•-r' ,s only one place where \,ou
t. :
• ;it
b -us and thatis off ()ten's Food Mart,

79°
590
2P 1 09

/5 oz.

Del Monte W K

-•

With $15.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding Dairy
And Tobacco Products

With $ 15 00 Additional
Purchase Excluding Dairy
And Tobacco Products
Del Monte Blue Lake Cut 16 oz.

49°

GREEN BEANS

Prices Good Thru
5-16-84

Del Monte Biug Lake •'
Cut 16 oz. No Salt

49°

GREEN BEANS
Del Monte Pineapple

Del Monte Lite 16 oz.

SPINACH

Limit 2

Limit 2

With $15 00 Additional
Purchase Excluding Dairy
And Tobacco Products

I

0z39

79

•

Del Monte Sweet

,46 oz.

JUICE

$ 1 29
DO Moore

TOMA TO
SAUCE

Del Monte Lite SLiced

PEACHES . :16
Del Monte Ch., Cr., Sli.

79°
59°
3/$1
89°

PINEAPPLE15Y2PEAS
17-0;72/$109 Shields
Great Northern
Del Monte French Style
BEANS
15 oz
16 oz No Salt
Hawaaian
Red
GREEN BEANS 490
PUNCH
46 oz
Del Monte Lite Fruit
0 Shield's Pork &
COCKTAIL 17 oz 79
BEANS

Ledl 16 oz

APPLESAUCE

;,•

ASS
Joy Dishwashing

$"
1

LIQUID 32 oz.

15 oz e3is 1

SR\JE
Mixed

Tropicana 64 oz Carton

U.S.Choice

Center Cur

Grade A

,ORANGE JUICE

CHICKEN
BREAST
New Duncan Hines 12 oz

$
..:•4 •.... ..
1
...441 .6"
1,
.•
•-

A.4'
.

I•

'''''' . ...

•-• , •,••

,-.•.- ••••

Country Style

SPARE RIBS
F to/(/ .s 1 Li)

WIENERS

Fancy Head

Owen's Best Boneless Pit
I,)

$349

BAKED HAM.. . lb.
Owen's Best
HAM.. .lb. $349
Baby Swiss
$329

Boston Butt Pork

ROAST

lb
Eckrich All Meat

BOLOGNA
lb $219
$
409 Owen's Bow
STEAK
$_259
BBO—BEEF
c••
Owen's Bst
NEWYORK STRIP $429 f3BQ CHICKEN', $ 189
uC
Extra Lean Purl,

,•••••

1,
39
0,
1,1111

ir I
TN( tr'

0,,,

COOKIES All Flavors

LETTU
CE 39° & 49°
New Crop Yellow
ONION
S..
25°
California Lg. 14 Size
BROCCOLI Bunch 79°
$ oo
BANANAS
CARROTS I H ,, 2/59°
MUSHROOMS
39
POTATOES
$239
Golden Ripe

$

1

10 Lb Idaho

.14.,
4

'
.1
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My mother is special because...

LEDGER & TIMES TOUR — As part of Media Day,
members of the 1983-84 Leadership Murray class
toured the facilities of the Murray Ledger & Times.
Circulation and Production Manager Ted Delaney,
left, who is also a Leadership Murray participant,
explains the operation of an offset press to his
classmates. The class also toured the Murray State
University television station ahd learned special
techniques for radio Interviews.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Pope appeals for brotherhood

My Mother is specil
My mother is special
becuse she is very nice because...
she dorins what you ask
When we went to the
her to do. She is a very, Dairy Queen once she
good mother her name accidently asked for
a
is Marther Rains. She is lime slush instead of
a
31 years old and she cherry slush. And
the
works at Weast Selling next time she went back
Stake house.
she got me a carry
Johnny Reid Rains slush.
B. Wildey-3rd
Derek
Southwest
B. Wildey-3rd
My grandmother is
Southwest
special becuase she is
very nice and she lets
When I am sick she
me stay up late and she takes care of me. And
lets me eat snacks she helps us when we
before supper and she need her. And whenever
lets us play indoor hide- I need something like
and-seek (my mom cloths, shoes, things like
don't) and she buys us that she tries to get it for
more toys than anybody -us when she needs those
in the world she makes things. Thats why, my
us snow cream . in the mother is so special to
winter she is the nicest me.
grandmother on the
Missy
planet EARTH!!!!
B. Wildey-3rd
Southwest
Aimee Clark
B. Wildey-3rd
My pal is specail
Southwest
because he is nice and
My Grandmother is fun to play with. He is
special because one day funny and laughable.
after school she took me And his name is Troy.
to the Dairy Queen and And he is very crazy.
also one day she took me
Brad
to Wall-Mart because I
B. Wildey-3rd
had some money and
Southwest
tile toy I wanted was to
My special person is
much so she gave me
the rest of the money my mother. She is
special because...She
that it was.
Celina Ruth Hutson loves me and I love her.
B. Wildey-2rd She gives me clothes,
Southwest food, and shelter. Mostly because I love her is
.Hatie is my sister. She she
brought me in this
really cute. She's one. "Wonderf
ul World."
Her birthday is July the
Vanessa Marie
31, 1981. She's special Sam
mons
because she's m)
,sister.
- B. Wildey4rd
She likes to play. Her
Southwest
name is Hatie Ann
Alcott.
_ Paige Alcott_
My mother- is—specs*
B. Wildey-3rd because she is very kind
Southwest and nice. She helps me

HONIARA, Solomon in from New Caledonia,
The government had journalists might ti; to
Islands (AP) — Pope a French overseas ter- banned dozens of other infiltrate
the country
John Paul II, looking ritory, the pope stressed journalists from entertired near the end of his the responsibility of ing the country
to cover
Associated Press
1l-day pilgrimage, Christians "to build a the pope's trip. Officials
visited Guadalcanal's humane society ... and said last Week the photographer Neal
battlefields, prayed for promote equality, peace measures werc Ulevich was expelled
from the country TuesWorld War II's dead and and fraternal love."
necessary because of in- day on two hours'
notice
appealed for
The Solomoria, a telligence warnings that
and without being told
brotherhood.
former British colony terrorists disguised as
why.
Sunburned and and one of the least
sweating under a developed nations in the
tropical sun, the pope worlcl, has a population
NATION'S DRINKING WATER
appeared startled when of 240,000, all but 2 perInfrastructure repairs to the nation's drinking
a tribal warrior, clad cent Christian. One out
water systems could be paid for without governonly in leather loincloth, of five Christians on the
ment subsidy or grants, according to
-•
lunged toward him -with tslanda - rare Roman
American Watet Works Association!'
a spear. But John Paul Catholic.
quickly realized it was
A national public holithe cue for a start of a day was declared for the
dance and stepped back, pope's visit and, depite
saying "Thank you."
the sweltering heat,
Later, at the city some 2,000 greeted him
sports field, he had an at the airport, nearly
ROME (AP) — Li- kilTed, but preliminary escalated."
exotic tribal welcome to 5,000 came to the official
this Coconut-growing welcoming ceremony at byan forces reportedly intelligence reports
Photographs taken
island by native women, the city's rugby field crushed a daring at- from Tripoli indicated from Libyan television
some bare-breasted and and more than 20,000 at- tempt by a small band he survived yet another footage showed rows of
of men to storm Moam
others -loosely draped tended theMass.
of a series of attempts-to bullet-riddle bodies,
with cabbage leaves.
Honiara, the national mar Khadafy's fortress- oust him since he seized said to be the attackers,
Polynesian hula capital, has 19,000 like barracks home, but power in a coup 15 years outside the barracks.
his regime's opponents ago.
dancers also performed. residents.
One diplomat said
John Paul reviewed
It was not known if some of the dead were
When the pope arriv- vowed to fight on.
The attack on the bar- Khadafy was in the bar- reported to be "Palestian honor guard at ed for the Mass, the
Honiara airport, which crowd sang, in English, racks, where the Libyan racks when the attack
as the Henderson Field "He's got the whole leader lives with his occurred.
family outside Tripoli,
airstrip, was seized by
A group calling itself
world in his hand."
U.S. forces from the
Nervous security men lasted five hours before the National Front of
Japanese during World repeatedly stopped the his loyalists defeated the Salvation of Libya
War II. For four months bus carrying the Jour- the 20 or so rebels who claimed responsibility
In 19-12-1943, U.S. and nalists traveling with fired rocket grenades, for the attack in calls to
Japanese soldiers the pope. But security in news reports from The Associated Press in
fought fiercely on general seemed relaxed Tripoli said.
Washington and Lonjungle-covered. moun- and John Paul rode in
A Wettern diplomat in don. One of the callers
tainous Guadalcanal, an. open -topped Rome said the aliackers said the anti-Khadafy
claimed Khadafy was campaign "will be
largest of the Soloman limousine.
Islands in the southwest
Pacific.
The Japanese, who
lost some 28,000 men in
land action here, called
Guadalcanal, "island of
death." American land
battle deaths were
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS
about 2,000, and many
U.S. sailors died
offshore.
I.B.M
During an outdoor Prices furnished by First of
112% .1,
Jerrico
Mass, the pope prayed Michigan
14% +
+ 3.77
J.C.Penney
for mercy for the Industrial Average
5178 -14
457
/8 -%
Johnson & Johnson
Solomon Islands, Air Products
373k + 1/4
32% -%
Kmart
"devastated by the hor- Apple Computer
2834 _14
16% -%
Mary Kay Cosm
rors" of World War II, American Telephone
1134 -1/
.
1
23% + 1/4
Penwalt
36 + 1,4
and beseeched God to Chrysler
49% -2/8
Quaker Oats
give "eternal rest for all Dupont
60%
35 +%
Sears
those who died in battle Ford
31% -L4
G.A.F
18 + %
Stuart Hall
'5% t 14
on their soil."
65% + 7A . Texaco
39;4 +14
During the battle for General Motors
GenCorp,
Inc
1
33%
U.S.
Tobacco
3434
-34,
Guadalcanal, "most
327/s -14
Wal-Mart
3614 +
missionaries were killed Goodrich
261/
4 + 14
Wendy's
15%
or forced to withdraw," Goodyear
A.L. Williams
94 unc
the pope said, speaking Home Health
8% +14
C.E.F. Yield
9 79
in English. He praised Care America
clergy who witnessed
the wartime suffering.
Switching to French
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
for the benefit of
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
pilgrims who had flown

Despite reports of Khadafy s death, leader
surfaces surviving another attempt on life

when I get hurt. She
loves me and I love her.
And when I need help
she aways tries to help
me.
"Kacey Kristen Guin"
B. Wildey-3rd
Southwest
My specail person is
Matt. He is a good frined. He is specail
because he cares for
me. But sometimes we
get in a fight.
Billy M. Steffey
B. Wildey-3rd
Southwest
My Mother is special
because....she cooks my
food to eat. And comes
to My. soccer games
when she could be doing
something else.
Thomas
'B. Wildey-3rd
Southwest
My mother is spicial
because she likes
everyone. She is very
nice. Sheis loveable. she
is forgiving. She takes
good care of everyone.
She is pretty to me.
Beverly Outland
B. Wildey-3rd
Southwest
My special person is
my Mom because shes
nice and she takes czre
of me and she gives me
every thing I need and
she cases just like a
mother shoud.
Tommie
B. Wildey-3rd
Southwest
My special person is
my grandmother she is
the niceist grandmother
have. she is nice.
My mother and father is
nice to. My whole family

Is nice.
Gracey Gem
B. Wildey-3rd
Southwest
My mother is a good
mother. She is a clerk
and she is nice my
mother is #1 of them all
and my mother name is
Sandra Wallace. She is
the greates of them all.
Rbnald Bruce Wallace
B. Wildey-3rd
Southwest
My Grandmother is
speciail Because
Sometimes I need help
like ridding my bike.
But when I need help the
most my (brother,
sisters. and my mother
arn't there but she's
there. And we use to
play together outside.
That's why she is so
speciail!
• David Chu
B. Wildey-3rd
Southwest
My special person is
Chris Norsworthy.
Because he always
playes what I want to
play and he likes to do
the same things I like to
do. and I like to do the
same things he likes to
do, the, end.
Chris Neale
B. Wildey-3rd
4Southwest
My special person is
my Mom Jackie
Greshan. She helps me
wit my test and
homework. And my dad
and mom take me
places like the ball park
to play baseball. And to
the 'store to buy stuff.
And bring me to school.
And.tgpt more.
byIteiren Gresham
B. Wildey-3rd
Southwest

JAN'S CAFE

nians and people trained
abroad by Britain and
Sudan."
Diplomats reached by
telephone in Tripoli today told the AP that
Khadafy had not appeared on state-run
radio or television.

Stop in at Jan's and take along a
sackful of homemade fried pies or
delicious sausage and biscuits on that
fishing trip.
Jan opens at 4 a.m. serving country_,_
ham, homemade biscuits and gravy. Also
plate lunches served daily.
Down By The Tracks
100 Maple
Open 4 A.M. Mon.-Sat.

ealowera

Famous Meadowcraft Patio Furniture In Our
New PATIO SHOP Is Now Specially Priced To
Save You Money. Just In Time For Mother's
Day.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

COLUMBUS SAW TOBACCO
Christopher Columbus noted in his journal on
Nov. 15, 1492, the use of tobacco among natives of
the New world. It was history's first recorded
use of tobacco.
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CORRECTION

Gracious Deena; Scottish Decor
Reservations Accepted fai 522 3630
Ceased Sunday Might 11 Monday

The Wedding Bands in
Vernon's Ad In
Wednesday Evenings
Paper Should Have Been

MOTHER'S DAY SUNDAY BUFFET
Entrees
Broadbent s I pgg LOurlt.
rlryl.
Southern Fried Chicken
Roast Bee' wAti
Vogetablos
•
Tips Sweet Potatoes Celer‘ Amondipe
Broccoli in Lemon.Butter • Mashed Putatcres,
Cnirlatr Green Beans Baked - Al:NOTC.7••
_
• -Weds
.„
•
Fresh Sp;pach Salad Manclarn Fluff
Galiten--.Tse*

50-60% Off 19.stead
Of 45% Off

$3999,
urman'
SALE

a Mlles West of 24
Jet_US.611W11131IN
Cadiz. Ky

5 Pc. Patio Set
Table & 4 Chairs

4

.J.:

FURNITURE

Kr Cocrt Cueurotiei

o•
ever&
Raisin Bran Muffins
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Children $3.00
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Gray, McNally appeal sentences

Mrs. Opal K• Phillips dies
LEXINGTON, Ky. that Gray and McNally
( AP) — Former Cabinet undergo three-month
Secretary James E. medical evaluations at
Gray and Prestonsburg the Federal Correcbusinessman Charles J. tional Institution at
McNally have appealed Lexington.
their conspiracy and
Moynahan this week
mail-fraud convictions, meted out the maxand it could be at least a imum sentence — reyear before the appeal quired under federal
Is heard.
rules if a judge wants to
The appeal process order medical testing —
will delay an order by of 10 years and fines of
U.S. District Judge Ber- 611,000 each for their
nard T. Moynahan Jr. convictions in connec-

tion with , the illegal to court for final sentendistribution of state in- cing, which can be
surance commissions.
reduced from the maxThe tests would deter- imum by Moynafuui.
mine whether Gray, 56,
Before sentencing the
of Frankfort, and men, Moynahan denied
McNally, 53, would be defense motions for a
physically and mentally new trial, a directed
fit to "sustain the hard- verdict of acquittal and
ship of incarceration," an arrested judgment.
said Jim Shulktt, one of
Defense attorneys
Gray's attoffeys.
claimed there wasn't
After the men are enough evidence to warevaluated, the defen- rant convictions.
dants would be returned
Justice Department
attorney H. Marshall
Jarrett disputed that,
saying "the grand jury
determined that there
was indeed a wrongdoing and a petit jury
voted unanimously as to
their guilt."
The appeal, Shuffett
said, set aside all
sentencing until the
federal appeals court
hands down a ruling.

Unconstructed
Moccasins
$3295
Also Selected
Styles Spring

— CORRECTION —
The Parkers Ad For
Wednesday Should
Have Read

Shoes

20%

Off

hoe
hack

Mrs. Opal Kimbro
Phillips, 72, 804 Ellis
Dr., Murray, died
Wednesday at 5 p.m. at
Westview Nursing
Home.
She was preceded in
death by her husband,
James Rupert Phillips,
on Oct. 26, 1981; one
daughter. Sandra Kay
Phillips, in 1948; and
one brother, Jonathan
Kimbro, in 1983.
Mrs. Phillips was a
member of the Faith
Missionary Baptist
Church at Hazel.
Born May 26, 1911, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Roland Kimbro and
Bertha Geurin Kimbro.
Three surviving
daughters are Mrs.
Maxine Mielke, Los
Angeles, Calif., Mrs.
George (Mary Lou)

Coca-Cola, Diet
Coke,- Sprite, Tab
or Mello Yello

Central
Shopping Center
Open Nights
-1-5- Sundays

6 Pk. 12 Oz. Can

Ladies and Children's Shoes
Save 70'
$ 1 69

KMC MICROWAVE
OVEN

14 KT. GOLD
JEWELRY

158.00 70%
Complete With Turntable 0.59 Cu. Ft.
Model KM0 13G 4 Hours Only!

Doran, Durand, Mich.,
and Mrs. John (Oretha)
Gammon, Murray.
Three surviving sons
are Ronald Phillips and
wife, Marsha, Hardin,
Tommy Phillips and
wife, Jean, Murray, and
Joe Pat Phillips and
wife, Sheila, Kirksey.
Eighteen grandchildren and seven
great-grandchildren
also survive.
Services will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The
Rev. Gerald Owen and
Virris Vickers will
officiate.
Burial will follow An
the Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after
12 noon Friday.

The funeral for Mrs.
Lillie Belt will be Friday
at 3:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Melton
Funeral Home, Providence. The Rev.
James Crowell will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Pleasant Valley
Cemetery in Webster
County.
Friends may call at
the funeral home at Providence. J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home had
charge of Murray
arrangements.
Mrs. Belt, 69, 805
North 17th St., Murray,
died Tuesday at 7:20
p.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Bobby
(Joyce) McDowell of
Murray and Mrs.
Shirley Staley; three
sons, Don,Doug and Bill
Belt; one sister, Mrs.
Bunn C. Swann, 94, Louise Tweddell: 21
1323 Poplar St., Murray, grandchildren; six
died today at 12:16 a.m. great-grandchildren.
at Murray-Calloway
bounty Hospital.
The Murray man had
owned and operated a
general store at Lynn
Grove. He was a
member of the University Church of Christ.
His wife, Mrs. Ophelia
Crawford Swann, died
Final rites for Mrs.
Jan. 7, 1979.
Ava Beatrice Mizell will
Born Oct. 29, 1889, in be Friday at 2 p.m. in
Calloway County, he the chapel of McEvoy
was the son of the lute FirriereI 'Home, .-Paris,
William Franklin Tenn. B.B. James will
Swann and Elvira officiate.
Elizabeth Cole Swann.
Pallbearers will be
Three daughters sur- Gerald Howard,Charles
vive who are Mrs. Earl H. Mizell, Terry Parker,
(Dulcie) Douglas, Mur- Wallace Parker, Allen
ray, Mrs. Harold Clark and Norman
(Mildred) Harry, Parker.
Bellaire, Texas, and
'Burial will follow in
Mrs. Bob (Odine) the VanDyke Cemetery.
Grogan, Frankfort.
Friends- may call at
Also surviving are the funeral home.
three grandchildren, _ Mrs. Mizell, 90,
Gary Grogan, Stephen Mansfield, Tenn., died
Douglas and Mrs. Alan Tuesday at 10 p.m. at
(Jennifer) Partin; and Henry County Nursing
sixgreat- Home.
grandchildren.
She is survived by two
J.H. Churchill daughters, Mrs.
Funeral Home is in Beatrice Parker and
charge of funeral and Mrs. Evelyn Thompson;
burial arrangements.
three sons, Charles,
William and Kenneth
Mizell; one sister, Mrs.
Elsie Mizell; 21 grandK&K STUMP REMOVAL
children including Mrs.
stump,
We con
Rex Enpch of Hazel; 37
to 74 below the ground
great-grandchildren; 14
43S 4343 or 03S 4319.
We Now Haul Pit Grovel.
great -greatgrandchildren.

Bunn Swann
dies today
at hospital

Final rites
to be Friday
for Mrs. Mizell

Discontinued Models Only

50%
Off Regular Price

CENTURY CLASSIC
TOWEL ENSEMBLE
Bath Towel
Our Reg. 4.34

olluraRnigd. 37-2?w-cl
s
Wash Cloths
Our Reg. 1.54

iaN

4.00

Our
Reg.
5.96

Full Figure Sizes $5.00
Our Reg. 6.57

LADIES TERRY GOWN

4.50

Our
Reg.
5.99

1.50
750

SOFT SIDE
LUGGAGE
21 in. 13.88 Our 17.96
23 in. 17.88 Our 22.96
25 in.
27 in.

Dwain C. Riley of
Dallas, Texas, has been
reported killed in an
automobile accident
which occurred Wednesday afternoon.
He was a son of Mr.
and Mrs. Theron Riley,
Dogwood Drive,
Murray.
Survivors are his
wife, Nancy, and two
sons, Stephen and Ken
Riley, Dallas; his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Riley, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Jane Larkin
of Miami, Fla.; one
brother, Glen Riley of
Silver Springs, Md.
The deceased was the
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Carlin Riley
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. 011us Cain, Sr., of
Calloway County.
Tentative arrangements are for the
body to be transferred
to a funeral home in
Staunton, Va.

4 Hours Only!

LADIES NYLON
GOWNS

One good
mind
deserves
another.

MEN'S & BOY'S
JOGGERS

5.00
Our Reg.
12.90

Nylon/Suede Joggers in
Mens and Boys Sizes

Celebrate your
graduate's achievement
with a gift that opens
up new world's of
opporutnity.
With an Apple- IIc
Personal Computer, your grad's education doesn't
have to stop with a cap & gown. Graduating to high
school, college or a career can be easier with an
Apple IIc.
This graduation give the gift of knowledge that lasts
a lifetime. The Apple IIc.
0

21.88

Our 27.96

25.88

Our 32.96

Ibtigteyet- rightvieight, expanded
vinyl luggage. Come in four sizes. *
Brown, Burgandy,

UNFINISHED
FURNITURE
Choose from chairs,
stools, desks and more.

33%
Off Regular Price
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Dwain Riley
dies in car
accident

Off
Regular
Price

NO RAINCHECKS AVAILABLE ON THESE ITEMS! LIMITED QUANTITIES!
_

Mrs. Bertha Lovins,
69, Rt..7, Murray, died
Wednesday at 3:30 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Born March 6, 1914, in
Stewart County, Tenn.,
she was the daughter of
the late Mark Chadwick
and Donie Fox
Chadwick.
Mrs. Lovins is survived by her husband,
Richard Lovins; one
daughter, Mrs. Fake
Tefft, Murray; four
sons, Jack Lovins,
Hopkinsville, Charles
Lovins, Ronnie Lovins
and Donnie Lovins, all
of Murray.
Six surviving sisters
are Mrs. Gertie Downs,
Mrs. Geraldine Westerman, Mrs. Mabel Fuqua
and Mrs. Marie Chadwick, all of Murray,
Mrs. Lizzie May,
Hopkinsville, and Mrs.
Rena Hughes, Indianapolis, Ind.
Eleven grandchildren
also survive.
The funeral will be
Friday at 2 p.m. in the
Memorial Chapel of
Anglin Funeral Home,
Dover, Tenn. The Rev.
R.J. Burpoe of Murray
will officiate.
Pallbearers *ill be
Rodney lamb, Bruce
Downs, Conroy Birdsong, •Anthony Chadwick, Wendell Chadwick
and Tohy Downs.
Burial',will _follow_
the Hicks Cemetely in
Stewart County, Tenn., -in the Land Between the
Lakes.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.'

up
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SUPER BLUELIGHT SPECIALS 6 PM TO 10 PM!!
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Mrs. Lovins
Mrs. Belt's
funeral rites dies; funeral
to be Friday to be Friday
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Grenada's 'heroes' controversial on Barbados
ST. GEORGE'S;
-The Barbados
Grenada (AP) - The Medical Association,
American offshore the University of West
medical school has Indies Medical Faculty
always been popular and Barbados' opposilure, but its expansion tion party have camto nearby Barbados has paigned vigorously
stirred opponents who against the St. George's
accuse the school of low University School of
academic standards, 'Medicine. The school set
and even of threatening up temporary
Caribbean security.
classrooms on Barbados
"We're in the middle in January for students
of an internal political afraid to return to postdebate. Unfortunately, invasion Grenada, and
it's gotten nasty," said was granted permanent
Arthur •ItTassoio, status in the beginning
spokesman for the of May.
school at Its Bay Shore,
Although Prime
N.Y., headquarters.
Minister Tom Adams

With the good comes
the bad on the river
BOWLING GREEN, and prepared to stay at
Ky
- Two their parents' house.
straight years of
Thornpsdn, a
flooding is enough for neighbor, moved furTommy and Terrie niture on the first floor
Long. But it would.take of his house to a higher
more than high water to level as watet began
get Kelly Thompson Jr. lapping across his front
away from the river's porch.
edge.
Thompson.admits the
The -serenity of life moving and_ cleanup
along the Barren River afterwards is -a chore,
is attractive, but butsays "loves the river
residents have to be too much to move
prepared to take the away."
good with the bad.
That love has cost
"It's too much work." Thompson two boats
saitti Mrs.'Long.
that washed away last
Last year. the year during heavy rains
Overflowing river filled while he was out of
the house'the bongs rent town.
along its banks near
But thefe are some
Bowling Green with 8 in-. -benefits, Thompson
ches of, water.. Heavy said, like when the rains
rains througholit the provide a good excuse
caused a repeat of .the
Beech Bend Park, air
same scene.
amusement park- and
"It's the second year campground along the
in a row, about a year to river, had to move 25
the same day, or pretty campers to higher
close to it,- Long said. ground and remove
-After this one, I'm not electrical appliances,
coming back."
such as washers and
The Longs are becom- dryers.
ing experts at preparing
Like Many who ocfor the worst Last year
cupy the river banks,
it took aboUt eight hotirs the park's precautions
to empty their hoUse. are .business as usual
-yrar
Moir-about --- when -"spring toine's and
half that time.
waters rise.
With the - help ,Of
-- "We have to do it
relatives and -friends, about every year," said
the Longs removed the general. manager Tom
furniture to a house Yelton. "Kind of routine
owned by their landlord in April and May."

said the permission is
tied to health and education ministry approval
of curriculum, and the
school's - abrfity to
demonstrate "proper
standards," the controversy is likely to
continue.
The campaign reachea its nadir April 19.
when the Democratic
Labor Party's financial
affairs spokesman, Dr.
Richie Haynes, warned
in, Parliament that the
school is "the greatest
single threat at the moment to -the security of
this country."
He linked the St.
George's school- to the
Mafia, the Soviet-Union,
mind- euntrui- e x -periments and brainwashing to produce
"Manchurian
Candidate -type
assassins." He said the
school collaborated with

'The Grenada army junta
ousted by the U.S.-led
Invasion.
"I'm telling you you
are spending all this
money on defense and
security, but the
medical sethool is a
greater challenge,"
Haynes said. "I Am saying that while- we were
planning with the
United States to invade
Grenada, the people
who administer the

school were drafting a
constitution for the
Austin government."
Dr. Geoffrey Bourne.
vice chancellor of the
school, called Haynes'
charges "idiotic."
Haynes claimed
Bourne, retired director
of the Yerkes Primate
Center in Georgia, had
worked with the Soviet
Union there on a project
to produce terrorists by
altering psychological

Iriehav.ior. Bourne said
the center was funded
by federal grants,
dating to the Kennedy
administration, and
wasn't involved in any
such experimentation
with anyone.,

A touchier charge is
that' the school helped
Gen.. Hudson Austin,
leader of the "Revolutionary Military Council" that claimed power
after last Oct. 19's slayfng of Prime Minister

Maurice Bishop.
"Anyone in their right
mind would have
'cooperated' With Austin
if they had responsibility for the lives of 600 to
700 students," Bourne
said.
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DOORBUSTER

DOORBUSTER
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Your Choice
Sale Price

10-Inch Hanging Baskets

Only GE Delivers
Crushed Ice,Cubes
and Cold Water

Decorate your home or patio with
'beautiful 10" hanging baskets

Choice Of Assorted Annuals

Hardy Geranium Plants

3-4 plants per pack. Marigolds,
tomatoes and more. Your choice

Colorful geraniums each in Its own
pot ready for spring planting Save'
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AD.EUS JAKE
EAST TO CLEAN
TEMPERED
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•

Sale Price

6.44 ow.

7 91
50-Ft. Garden Hose-Nylon reinioroed hose
-50"X6/8- Rtn, now and m.

Poffed ROse Bushes
For fragrant, colorful
blooms all summer long

40-Lb.* Top Soil
For patching, seeding,
or planting shrubs
'Net w1

10-0z.' Garden Dust
Choose Rose & Floral Or
Tomato-Vegetable dust

•

Model TFF24RC

23.5 Cu. ft. No-Frost Side-bySide Refrigerator-Freezer

ORM
SEVIN 5

• 8 57 cu It freer with adjustable shelves
• Automatic energy saver system helps cut operating cost
• Convertible meat pan
• Porta Bin door shelvei
• Helps keep foods fresh up &
to 15 days with two highSavings Bond
-----Pumulity sealed pans
lovvei
humidity pan
•

Save
Free

Dust

$200°0
$100°°

Total
Savings Of vaUlr'
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MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV
Your GenPral Electric

Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street

•

8 qt. Potting Soil
FOf 1111 - piarrts:

20 lb. -L,:;;.t..
-"•..4Hicr,.
Farms Charcoal Briquest

Odorless. won't
burn Save

9Perit-6',

•97

Our
257
4-lb.' Sevin' 5 Dust
4-lb •.bag Ortho' Sevax -.5
dust to control 4nsects

Our
697
1-Gal. Liquid Fence
Controls ynwanted grass •
growftv---S•igol-container.

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.

Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners
753-1586
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Lady Tigers advance
in 1st District playoff;
face Marshall County

MCHS eliminates Lakers;
district playoff continues
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
The first casualty of
the rain-delayed 6th
District high school
baseball tournament
was Calloway County,
falling 5-1 to Marshall
County in first round action Wednesday at Murray State's Ragan
Field.
Backed up one day
because of heavy rains
over the weekend. thetournament was started
with a near shutout pitched by Marshal
righthander Scott
English.
English threw five
strikeouts, including
two In the last inning,
and he didn't allow a run
until the bottom of the
seventh when Chuck
Adams and David Snow
hit a pair of doubles.
Snow's blast brought
Adams home from

with a single in the
fourth. Between Taylor
and the two doubles in
the seventh, English
gave up only one more
hit - a single to John
Mark Potts in the sixth.
Meanwhile the Marshals were resting on an
early 4-0 lead, built by a
three-run first inning
and a solo run in the
second.
The early momentum
chased Calloway starter
Brad Skinner in the second with runners on
first and second and one
out.
Taylor relieved and
promptly walked in a
run before fanning two
Marshals to relieve the
pressure. From there
the lefty threw a solid
game, allowing only one
more run in the top of
the sixth.
"Sam (Taylor) pitched a fine game for us,"
second.
noted CCHS skipper
The Marshal hurler Jack Pack. "We just
had a no-hitter going un- made some errors early
til Sam Taylor spoiled it and by the time we
8

11
1
11 GM 111411114
0
111
,
41,2:
6:1 1 w '.
i1 y 7
5 R*.i
L ItrPLA:it
(
)
I

made our adjustments it
was too late. We started
out playing too deep in
the outfield ... we
definitely weren't used
to playing on a field like
this."
The Marshals adjusted to the field with
the help of the early lead
and English's strength
on the mound and they'll
have another opportunity to test their adaptive
abilities when-they play
in Friday's championship game (3:30 p.m.)
against the winner of today's game between
Murray High (17-3) and
Mayfield (4-3-1).
The winner and run:
. ce to
nerup will adyan
the regional tournament, also held at
MSU's Reagan Field,
which will be hosted by
Murray High this year.
The regional playoff
begins Monday and
finishes with the championship Saturday, May
19.
I 2 3 4 56 7 RIlE
3 1 000 1 0 580
Marshall Co
000000 1 1 4 3
Calloway 0,0
WP — Scott English. LP — Brad
Skinner 35 — M.Locke. 2B — ( MC I
D Butler. S English.(CC)C.Adams,
D.Snow LOB — CC 5...MC 8.
Records — MC 0-5: CC 4-8.

They had to play an
extra inning to do it, but
the Murray High Lady
Tiger softball team advanced to the semifinal
round of the First
District tournament
Wednesday afternoon
with an 18-14 %vin over
Livingston Central at
the city-county park.
The game was knotted
after seven innings at 14
runs apiece when Livingaton's pitching fell by
the wayside.
In the all-important
eighth inning, Livingston .pitcher Deena
Fugate gave up two
walks and two hits as
the Tigers took the lead.

CELEBRATION - Murray High's girls softball team celebrates an extrainning, 18-14, triumph over Livingston Central in the first-round of the First
District tournament at the city-county park complex. The tournament
semifinal and final games will be concluded today.
Photo by David Tuck

Winning pitcher Gaye
Latimer posted three
strikeouts for the afternoon, and she and the
rest of the Tigers will
take on Marshall County
today at 3:30 p.m. in one
of the two simultaneous
semifinal games.
Marshall County advanced in the tournament with a 2-0 firstround win over Lone
Oak when Penny Barrett socked a two-run
homer in the first inning

.,
:l;•

'Breds, Raidario,frresume OVC; playoff chasgtXxiday
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1979 Impala
Nice

$3986.
DWAIN TAYLOR
E-HEVR c LET
641 S. Murray

753-2617
a

a

With a prolonged
pertad of -inel-tm-ale"
weather finally clearing, so too is the picture
for the final berth in this
year's Ohio Valley Conference baseball
tournament.
On Friday, Murray
State and Middle Tennessee State square off
in Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
to decide which of the
two teams will gain second place in the OVC
Southern Division and
the last of four conference tournament
sOots.

The Thoroughreds week will force a nineahlt-BIlleAttridtPft are lffath
scheduled to resume ac- with the winner advanction in the second game ing to the OVC.tourney
of a—doable-header "May 14-16 in Clarksville,
which was suspended Tenn.
last Saturday after five
innings with MSU
Last Saturday, Murleading 6-3 and to make ray State fell to 15-13-1
up another seven-inning on the season after dropcontest which was rain- ping a 10-5 decision to
ed out earlier this Middle Tennessee State
season.
in Murray in the first
MSU and MTSU cur- game of a scheduled
rently stand tied for se- double-header. MSU
cond place in the rallied from-a 3-0 deficit
Southern Division with in the nightcap,
identical 5-5 conference
records. A split this

however, to post a 6-3
Should Murray State
lead hifore -darkness qualify for the -0
-i-re
halted action at Reagan Tournament, the 'Breds
Field.
will face Eastern Kentucky, winner of the
In the suspended OVC Northern Division,
game, Murray State pit- in the first round. The
cher Darrell Graves, a other first round matsenior from Evansville, chup pits host Austin
Ind., retired 14 con- Peay State against
secutive batters after Morehead State. The
giving up two home runs four teams will battle
in the first inning. In his - through a double last 18.1 innings. Graves elimination format with
has allowed only four the survivor advancing
eariled'ruris for an ERA lo the NCAA Regiohar
Tournament.
of 1.96.

Racer netters tackle Seminoles
in National Invitational Tourney
MONROE, La. Murray State's men's
tennis team takes on
Metro .g_onference
champion Florida State
today in the first round
of the National Invitational Tennis Tournament hosted by Northeast Louisiana
University.
The Seminoles, 27-7,
are seeded seventh in
the 14-team field.
Murray State, the only team to win the Ohio

AUTO PARTS STORES

OIL & FILTER

Valley Conference
championship five
straight years, is not
seeded, but is making
its third appearance in
the prestigious NIT of
tennis.
First-round action
began early this mom!
ing with two teams top-seeded Long Beach
State (33-4) and host NE
Louisiana (23-4) receiving byes. Long
Beach is ranked No.20 in
the nation.

The other pairings include No.3 Maryland
(20-1) playing Weber
State; No.4 Southwest
Louisiana (27-9) playing
West Virginia; No.5 Illinois (20-8) playing
Fresno State; No.6
Arkansas-Little Rock
(14-11) playing Kansas;
No.7 Florida State (27-7)
playing Murray State;
and No.8 Kentucky playing Northwest
Louisiana.

BIG FOOT
VALVOLINE 10W40 "All
Climate" Motor OH

BRAVO- Filters

Rebate offer in case lots only 0141
Sale prke
11.04
per case
Faster, Rebate
-3.00
Veer Final Cest
Per Case After
1.04
Factory Relate
Welt eee case per customer

Quality filters to fit most foreign
and domestic Gars

67tc.

to provide all her team's
scoring
In the other semifinal
game today, Ballard
Memorial will square
off with Reidland.
Ballard downed Lyon
County 11-6 to get to the
semis, while Reidland
dispatched Heath 6-3 by
doing all its scoring in
the ffrst two innings.
The championship
game is scheduled to
start immediately after
the two semifinal games
this afternoon. The
semifinals will be
played on Fields No.2
and 3 and the championship game will be
played on No.2.

Softball
registration
underway
Registration is underway for girls summer
league softball in Murray and Calloway County. Upper division (ages
12-16) and lower division
(7-11) will begin play the
first week in June.
Forms are being
distributed in both city
and cbunty school
systems or registration
may be completed by
calling the city park office. 753-7640, on _or
before Wednesday:Way
16.
Teams will be chosen,
May 17. No tryouts will
be conducted and
everyone who registers
will play.

D&W edges
Druthers
in slugfest
While Tuesday's opening Little League.garnes
in the Murray-Calloway
County Baseball
Association were
pitching -oriented,
Wednesday's solo game
belonged to the hitters.
D&W Auto Parts survived a 12-11 slugfest
with Druthers in the only game played at the
new city-county park.
D&W scored six runs
in the first inning, but
Druthers came back to
tie the game, 6-6, in the
fourth and take an 8-6advantage the next inning. D&W took the lead
back, 9-8, but Druthers
went ahead 11-9 before
D&W regained the lead
for good in the last
Inning.
Chad Bazzell smashed
a triple and a double and
teammate Andy
Rickman hit two
doubles for the victors.
Craig Schwettman,
David Potts and liennie
Hager each had two hits
and Heath Walls tagged
one double in the losing
effort.
Pipes &
Accessories.
15 Blends of
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe
614 S. 4th St.

Hollywood
Oil Change Kit
includes polyethylene
drain pan, oil filter
wrench, heavy duty
pouring spout

Murray, Fain Ins. Bldg.

Little Foot

7EST
1.111.

URANCE
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Clearance Sale

GOT A PARTS PROBLEM?

is A

On Selected Styles

Your Qualified Counterman at CARQUEST has a full line of auto parts to
meet your needs. And all at everyday low prices
For exceptional quality at an affordable price, try our own
Proven Valu- products.

We'd like to have the opportunity to show you what we
mean with quality protection and service Call us
today

Prices Way Below Cost

PURDOM
• THURMAN
AND
McNUTT

Lead at al participating CAROUEST Auto Parts Stores thru May 31, 1984
are avant* through Parrs Divributors waret?ouse inc mempnts Tennessee

I

CAROUEST seroces

Motor Parts & Bearings
1109`thestnut Street
Murray
753-8311

SPORTING GOODS

nifleBOIT
Southsido
Court Sq.

753-4451
mir !tato Auto

CAROUEST the Right Place to buy auto parts
Right Parts • Right Price • Right Advice

Insuronoo
Compankre

-

'

NT

000 AGE

Women's Sizes: 4-6 & 9-10
Men's Sizes: 4-8 & 114-13

RIGHT PARTS• RIGHT PRICE • RIGHT ADVICE
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Sox slip by Biewers, 7-6. in record time, 25 innings
The Associated Press
suspended by an AL
If the Chicago White - ~few
Sox and Milwaukee Tuesday night tied 3-3.
.Brewers arec't in
"If you're going to
midseason form yet, play them that long, you
they probably never will might as well win
be.
them," said Chicago's
Tom Seaver, the winnAfter playing 34 inn- ing pitcher in _both
ings in two days - in- games as the White Sox
cluding an American captured the record
League-record 25-inning game 7-6 on
Harold
marathon that lasted 8 Baines' homer and
then
hours and 6 minutes, took the regula
rly
making it the longest scheduled game
5-4.
major-league game
Seaver hurled the top
ever time-wise - both of the 25th as Chicago
's
teams might be ready eighth pitcher and
for the All-Star break.
allowed one hit. It was
The game was his seventh career
relief

-appearance

and

t

gave up three hits
two
of them homers to Poy
- in 8.1.3 innings .11 the
nightcap after relinnr
the first 14 Kitiel,
In other Al.aclion,,,the
1)et roil Tiger!,
fled
the Kansas CO) I ;17y1l Is
3-1, the \I tiliteo't a
Twins beat the (,a lifolntAnge1s5. T1€
Baltimore (tri,,i4 ..; huh
two from the Thronto
Blue Jays 7-4 and 7-3.
the Seattle Alariners
defeated the •Ualdand
•

MHS, CCHS tennis teams stsece‘isfutat home
Both Murray High
and Calloway County
won their boys and girls
home tennis matches
Wednesday.
The MHS Tiger boys
remained undefeated
and extended their winning streak to 12-0 with a
9-0 shutout of 'Christian
County.
At No.1 singles,
Robert Stout avenged
his previous 8-4 loss to
Brett Latha'rn by
beating the Colonels'
ace, 8-4, on Wednesday.
Stout's victory
highlighted an easy
sweep for the Tigers in
which the closest match
the Colonels came to a
victory was at No.4
singles where John
Mark Hall edged
Morgan Freeman, 9-7.
_ The Lady Tjgers had a
slightly tougher, time
with the Lady Colonels

•

etig-Trevatied-s-s:
• Liz Oakley had one of
the key Murray victories of the day, surviving an 8-6 scare by Shelly Jones. In doubles,
Leslie Foster and
Allison Carr also had a
scare, but nipped Christian's duo of Linda

Drury and Katherine Mark Hall will play
at
Hicks, 9-8, in a No.2. in doubles. 19-'3
tiebreaker.
state runner up Poliert
Calloway's Lady Stout and Shav.i, I •:‘ r1,:er
Lakers improved to 6-3 will.ptay at No 1.
on the season by whipp
the Tiger•t•
ft-crit
ing visiting Lyon County Will he _.7_11r
11 1 1t1y
9-0.
and Phil iiiu ,r
The visitors proved to
be weak competition for to enter t..,o
the Lady Lakers who
allowed only one oppo- teams in *he c-orp", t!
nent to win as much as tion_ Tilt._ 14.1A
;11
four games.
r
The Lakers also had - rounds:- MI- tay-•
;Ind
an easy- time with the the girl-, will H
,o1
Lyon Countians as their
only losses in nine Mat:
Cites came at Nci.1
singles and No.4..
doubles.
Mike Wheeler triumphed in the closest
match of the afternoon,
winning 8-6 at No.4
Singles.
CHARGE IT !MOST tTORS) '
• • •_
In other, local tenws „
-TAM- announce-if-'
its lineups for the boys
and girls regional tournaments, which will beheld at Murray State,
May 24-26.
In the boys regional
on May 24, MHS will
play Mike Wilkins at
No.1 singles and John

Auto-Dialer Phone With Amplifier

by the official news
agency BTA said the
national Olympic Com-

THE.INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY .
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR i HEALTH • LIFE ,
.
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

. .
LINDY SUITER

901 SYCAMORE

753-8355

.1lajor League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
L Pct.
Detroit
25 . 4 , .862
Toronto.
18 12
600
Baltimore
le
14
533
Milwaukee
13 15 .464
Boston
13 17 .433
Cleveland
11
15
423
New York
11
17 .393

'GB
7%
sti
11%
12%
12%
13%

wEST DiVISION
Minnesota
Oakland California
Seattle
Chicago
Kansas City
Texas

Bask('tl)all

NATIONAL LEAGUE
NBA Playon Glance
EAST DIVISION
Conference Senillinals _ _
W
L ' Pct GB(Best of Seven)
Chicago
17 11
.1107 EASTERN -CONFERENCE
New York
16
11
593
%
80ston vs. New Yeti
--- btoritraal '"'15'14
iffr 2T.
Wednesday. May 9
Philadelphia
13 15 .464 S
Boston 121. New York Ni Br t , •
St _Louis •
14
17
452 4% leads series 32
Pittsburgh
9 16 .300 6%
Friday, May 11
WEST DIVISION
Boston at New York
San Diego
18 11 .621
Los Angeles
20 13
406 New York at t324,un _
Ctnetnnati
' 16 14 .533
Atlanta
- 14
15 .483 4
Milwaukee vs New Jersey
Houston_ ' 11
_. .16. .379 7 _
.
Tuesday. May8
Sin OriacisFn u.. 2B•-38.%_
hhi,,..k,, -94... 1..)ply -serglitior. Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee leads Series 32
Chicago 7. Los Angeles 0
Thursday May 10
Cincinnati 6. Montreal 4
Milwaukee at New Jerses
New York 3, Atlanta 1
Sunday. May 13
San Diego 3, St Louis 2
New- Jersey at Milwauke.
Houston 7, Philadelphia 1
Tburliday's Games
WESTERN CONFERENCE
San Francisco ( Robinson 3.3( at
Los Angeles vs Dallas
Pittsburgh i Rhoden 2-3,
Tuesday. May 8
rinvinpvh 4paager. -4.4.id-4.4, -65.--ir...el..--tt5-.-tartrasilir -7r$treat i Smith 4-11
Angeles wins sertes 4.1
•
Atlanta (Barker 2-3. at New York
Utah vs Phoenix
(Terrell 3.11
Tuesday May 8
San Diego (Hawkins 3-01 at St
l'tar( i is I't...-111,
Louis I Andupir 4.3i '
• leads series 3-2
Los Angeles I Welch 2-3. at
Thursday. May 10
Chicago ,'T'rout 3-1,
Utah at Phoenix
Philadelphia ( Koosman 2-41 at
Saturday May 12
Houston 'Scott I -I ,, .ri ,
1i! r.r,is, “1

,

18 15 .545 19
II • .881 ----=%
18
16
520
%
16 16 .500 I%
14
15
483 _2
9 18
333 6
10 20
333 6%
Wednesday's Games
Seattle 4. Oakland 1
Boston 2. Texas 0'
New York II, Cleveland 4
Baltimore 7.7, Toronto 4-3
Detroit 3. Kansas City 1
Chloago 7. Milwaukee ft 25 inn.
ine, completion of suspended game
Chicago 5, Milwaukee 4
Minnesota 5. California 2
Thursday's Games
Toronto ISneb 1-0, at Baltimore
(Flanagan 2-21. ltu. .' •
•
Cleveland (Heaton 2-31 at New
York (Guidry 1-21, ( n i
Texas tDartvin 3-01 at Chicago
Dotson 4-2', in i

2.4

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
.

901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

AM/FM Digital Clock Radio With Calendar

DlloFONE--160 by Radio Shack

Chronodate8-229 by Realtsttc -

Save
$40

in spring sports will be
special guests. All
booster members and
interested persons are
encouraged to attend,
according to Ted Lovett,
president

Bulgaria withdraws
from 1984 Olympics
VIENNA (AP) Bulgaria announced it
was joining a Soviet
boycott of the 1984
Olympic Games in Los
Angeles. A statement

USE YOUR

19995

Radio Abaft

28%--Inf
2888

CYTILIMF

Reg. 139.95
mittee voted
"unanimously against
the participation of
Bulgaria in the Games
because of the sexistence of an abnormal
situation in this
American city . and
adopted a respective
declaration." -

A great value! Stores up to 32 phone numbers for instant,

one-btrt1ou diattug- Amplifier allows hands-free family and
coilfei
Programmable tone or pulse dialing. FCC
regIster .!
,43.293.
re, cr., a, party line use
Murnw

r•71'

Save $11.07. Shows time or month and date
Battery backup runs clock/alarm if AC fails.
Battery Sentiner LED warns of weak battery.
24-hour alarm, hi/lo fluorescent display dimmer, 59-minute sleep switch, snooze. #12-1536

Reg.
39.95

n:nin-es Pyo,,

Backup battery extra

Personal Cassette Recorder Personal Portable AM/FM Stereo System
STEREO-MATE- by Realistic

-A. •
4t4t

Cut Cut
42% 33%

i
,
%tertio t
At
1983
Sale
Prices

Reg. 59.95

stop atui

D FINANCING
.P11. AVAILABLE
benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic,/ drive - bi,,
your Case tractor now during
our Fall Sale and get all you
can get in tractor performance

9.8% APR Financing
Available
There is a Case tractor to
your budget

r

e=e1.7::
iss a...~mime
On Arscunt
sob, tnarnald
f$
'
IWO
• •
2

Batteries for radio and amptitter extra

-444.4 Mae411111110$11
911)5) 50
SIDDIIDDDIO
11J11111DD
11 9 5 9 9 3 3 +p
W isps
WWI
))
Stipa!,
/ 11, abials
9)10)1)1
J D/DPW!
3311DPOD
513;313 11 )
W all/
3..13)11) ))
• 11111 1
;
1
; ; ;)
75113 ,11

."
;
.
..
1
"
..4,
Wisc.* Months,.
Per'nents at 9 84.4
P

.

32%
Off
1088
Reg. 15.95

1tli4041
fteNer

McKee! Equipment Co.
...":7"
)
,0 7

CES:

Cut 40%
1495
Reg 24.95

Save $50

Priority switch gives
-instant access to
Reg
Emergency ch %And
419.95
10.
- -With
mike. #21-1508

strde-Tule tuning. 27,4"
speaker: telescoping FM

4.01,A6.1 1.56

Quartz accuracy, *
_24-hour alarm,
split-second stopwatch, more.
With-bettefy #63-5056
• Shows Month/Day/Date

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio lhaek Store or Dealer Nearest You:

A DIVISIt

se,.• Mak ^.0"

By Microntab

TRC-414 by Realistic

oi12-634 Battery extra
1034

LCD Alarm Watch-Just
Right for Dads or Grads

CB With Channel 9/19
Priority Switch

fiv Realistic

Enjoy the

‘..-

‘..
s.
:.
•. .,.

Listen with built-in 4" wide-range speakers or remove the pocket-size re- •
ceiver for use with headphones (extra). 60-minute sleep switch. #12-707

cat)ttol #14-1008 eatteves extra

AM/FM Pocket Radio

Easy to Operate...
Easy to own

:•

Reg. 59.95

Packed ittt features! Built-in mike and auto-level make it easy to record
anywhere -Cue/feview, LED battery/retOrd indicator, tape counter, auto-

A

' ••?..
„.

..s....s....,,,

3995

3495

Al

'

s'
..,..'
$
D.
ii
1.

Wisc.
/

477:1

PA01.. 13

TRONICS

CCHS Booster Club
to meet on Mcmday-The Calloway County
Athletic Booster Club
will have a general
meeting on Monday,
May 14, at 7 p.m. in the
cafeteria of Calloway
County High School.
Athletes participating

'rift itsl)-% 1 , M_ Al 10, 1984
_

SCOREBOARD
_

;

Athletics 4,1, the New
The former AL record
eA poiiiian'`for most innings wai 24,
the •Cleveland Indians originally set in the
11-4 and the Boston Red Philadelphia Athletics'
S'--ox -blanked the Texas 41 victory over Boston
Rangers 2-0.
In 1906 and equaled in
The previous longest 1945 when Philadelphia
game in elapsed time and Detroit played a 1-1
was 7 hours, 23 minutes tie.
when the San Francisco
The longest majorants defeated the New league game was 26 innYork Mets 8-6 in 23 inn- ings on May 1, 1920,
ings -on -May - at, -1964:- when the Brooklyn
The old AL time record Dodgers and Boston
Tufie-24, 1962, when Braves played a 1-1 tie.
the New York Yankees The only other 25-inning
outlasted Detroit 9-7 in a contest was the St. Louis
22-inning game that Cardinal,' 4-3 victory
lasted exactly seven over Sea\rer's Mets in
hours.
1974. Seaver also was a
member of the Mets
when they lost to
Houston 1-0 in 24 innings
in 1968.
"I'm more than happy
May 25. Both boys and to put them (the wins)
girls will play their on my side of the
championship rounds on ledger," Seaver said.
S;thirday. May 26.
the important
Murray's girls will thing is this team earnf,ativre- Mel Jackson --ed two victories. It's a
and 1,IZ' Oakley at No.1 great lift because these
doubles and Leslie guys are exhausted. The
Foster Allison Care at records and all the.other
No 2. In singles, Ellen numbers are nice for the
Ilogaiwarnp will play media and the fans
No 1 and Kim Greene because that's the
will play No.2.
mystique that makes
- The-tournaments will baseball what it is. But
teatu re- pi-ayers we were just concerned
epresenting 19 schools. about winning."
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Todd has seen many changes at hospital

•

Anna (Tex) Todd has
seen a lot of medical and
health care changes
take "place in Murray
since she f4rst came to
work in 1949 as a scrub
nurse in the operating
and delivery rooms of
the old Murray
Hospital.
That was the name by
which the local hospital
was known then, following a merger of the
Mason Memorial
Hospital and the
Houston -McDevitt
Clinic downtown.
Old buildings have
been replaced with
spacious, new, modern
facilities. Highly scientific and sophisticated
equipiiiiiithas been ahdcontinues to be installed
and a parade of faces administrators, directors, doctors, nurses

and support personnel
- have crossed the
scene during_ her 30
years of serviceWle
hospital.
A native of Kuttawa in
nearby Lyon County,
where her father, the
late J.I. Moore,
operated a restaurant,
general store and gas
station, Mrs. Todd
graduated from
St.Joseph's School of
Nursing in Louisville
Jan. 8, 1948.
After a year or so
working at St. Joseph's
as a nurse, she went to
St. Louis to do graduate
work at._BarnesHospital, one of the nation's leading hospital..
groups.
She was in St. Louis
only a few months
before returning to her
native West Kentucky to

join the nursing staff at
the Murray hospital.
There was only one
operating room and one
delivery room, both on
the second floor of the
old hospital, located at
the time on Poplar
Street and razed only a
few years ago. She
became the scrub nurse
for both.
The medical staff at
the time, she recalls,
was composed of Drs.

Remember
Mother's Day
Sunday, May 1316
All Timex
Watches
Sale

Sale

CLAIROL

n4

412{4=g

For An Appointment

98

Sophie Mae
Peanut Brittle

„SpeOP

69C

8 oz. Box Sale

ACUTRINI

16 hour precision release
appetite suppressant

Oster 10-Cup
Drip
Coffee Maker

I. Hoo .
App• 101

• I

Pack of 20 Sale $2
49

Ii

11

3 Piece

$589

Norelco Wall Mount
Hair Dryer

No. 05420 Sale

Refresh Your Tired
Feet And Legs.
Use With Or Without Water
Convenient Foot Switch
2.2 Gallon Capacity
No. 752-01

With Calorie Chart
U.S. Standard and Metric Measure
No. 501 $1.59 Value

Sale

Luminescent Hands And Hour Marks
Runs Up To 1 Year On
A Single Size AA Battery
Model 7603-104

97

89c

Robinson Master
Carver Set

Utica Stainless
Tableware Set

Sole$749

Frontier Forge
Stainless Steel Blades,
With Wood Handles
6 Piece Set
No. J7006

24 Piece Service For 6.
Dishwasher Safe
No. 08K-24 Rose Design
No. 03K-24 Snow Drop
No. 05K-24 lobelia

Gillette Right Guard
Anti-Perspirant

Sale Your Choice

Scented, Unscented,
Powder Dry, 4 Oz. Can

:.0
2 a• Comoros../Carei
. ar•av Basks,

$6"

Mirro Worthmore
Covered Saute
Fry Pan
With Silverstone Interior,
Durable-Even Heating Aluminum,
Snug Fitting Cover,
Family Size 12" Skillet

2-Quart Casserole
With Cover and Rattan Basket
No. M1400/228

$
No. W0798-34 Sale

$299
Sale

NNW! 101;

7 oz. Sole

$649

Sale

Anchor Hocking
Entrees Ovenware
Set

'169

Regular. Damaged/Dry

Oster
Electric
"Hydro-Lax"
Foot Massager

Fairgrove
Diet Scale

Timex
Quartz Battery
Alarm Clock

Mink Difference
Shampoo

- Cooks 4
Generous Servings
rully Automatic Non-Stick
Surface. Includes Drain Scoop

No. 1191 Sale

Stays On The Wall
Out Of The Way.
1200 Watts, 3 Heats
And 2 Speeds.
Convenient 6 Ft. Cord
Model CWD10

solo $ 1 195

Presto
Fry Daddy
Electric
Deep Fryer

Aluminum Grease Set
With Strainer, Salt &
Pepper Shaker

Model CC/10 Sale

ofon,,co C040 10

549

$ 09
Nevco
t)Grease Set

Chrome Barrel, Cool Tip
For Two Handed Styling

II

With Thermo Hot' Carafe
Keeps Coffee Serving Hot
And Fresh For Hours
No. 656-06

Ex-Lax
Chocolate
Laxative
18 Tablets Sale

Norelco Chic
Professional Style
Curling Wand

Announcing
the opening of

Call 489-2582

$39

Ac

..to•ncr•-ct--,•t-

Sole $

ColdWater, Ky. (Hwy.. 121)
Located In Betty Darnell's Beauty Shop, Next Door To Ginger's
Antiques.,

Easy to install,
removable reservoir
for convenient
filling. Keeps
No. SDChot automatically
95 Mounts Under Cabinetsale Saves Counterspace

Pure 5 Grain

250 Tablets Sale

i IG.E. Spacemaker
10-Cup Drip
Coffee Maker

5,1.••,

-1=1
:
7-'-' Regular Set, Water Mist
or'Conditioning Set
111
Model K4205
Sale
$24.95
Mfg. Rebati
-$6.00
1111111111144ft...._
Your Final
CLAIROL
Cost
-$ 1 895
K-420S

SCORPIO
Oct. 23 t6 Nov 211
You pride yourself on your
strong will. Your determination is admirable, but a different tact may be necessary
for success.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
It's the wrong day to make
important changes. You may
tire quickly of the social pace
now. Don't let others take advantage.
CAPRICORN
) Dec. 22 toJan.19)
You're indecisive now. Put
off important questions until
.you're more certain of the
right course of action.
AQU
Jan.20to F 181
Be careful
take office
problems home th you. Be
sure of reservati
travelmg. A career move
ubject
to change.
PISCES
X
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Don't let others goad you into argument. You could get
the wrong advice about a
financial matter. Defer judgment.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more future-oriented than the
typical member of your sign.
Though practical, you're
highly - idealistic. You
shouldn't let a need for security stifle an urge to do your own
thing. You're highly creative
and work best when inspired.
You belong in artistic fields,
though you have a hankering
to test your mettle in the
business world too. Though
highstrung, you have some
talent for diplomacy and could
succeed in government. Birth
date of: Salvador Deli, artist:
Martha
Graham,
choreographer; and Irving
Berlin, composer.

The
Sun tana Shop

19

Pay Less
Brand Aspirin

1895

Clairol Kindness
3 Way Hairsetter

3for 99c

Not Do istastly
As Pistared

Pack of 2 Sale

$ 1 495

By Clairol
Four Way Light Selection
Mirror Swivels From
Regular To Magnifying
Model LM-7Sale$21.95
Mfg. Rebate' -$3.00
Your Final
Cost
$

Homes

50.110 Mess May

Bic Disposable
Shaver

Al

Pho.
E.

FOR FRIDAY,MAY 11,1964

4r.r4

We Reserve The
Right To
awarstitles

True To Light VII
Lighted Makeup Mirror

FranLes Drake

ARIES
Mar_..21 to Apr. 19 I
There's plenty to upset you
now. Partners have difficulty
agreeing about money questions. Try to avoid confrontations.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) 6°W
'
A loved one is in an independent mood and requires a certain amount of freedom. Work
agitations require you to be on
your toes.
GEMINI
1May 21 to June 20
You'll try to work off steam
in a mad dash for pleasure.
Escapist tendencies are
strong. Indiscreet behavior
isn't desirable.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22) et)
You may meet with rivalry
in love. A child may bite off
more than can be handled.
Don't neglect domestic
responsibilities.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Try not to be shorttempered with a family
member. Fuzzy thinking mars
work efforts. Slow down. Do
.one thing at a time.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 )
Cut your losses. Don't throw
good money after bad. An
edgy mood can make you
argumentative. You needn't
get that way.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -4,
- Avoid hasty financial
__moves. Your natufal ability to
'cooperate with others is needed today. Watch daydreaming.

753-6575

Moe-Sat.
9:004:00
Sow. 10M-440

161 2 oz. Glasses
Crystal No. 3686
Blue Sappire No. BB3686
Sole Your Choice

While Quantities
Last

1984

Cord Shover With Cosmetic Case
A Perfect Gift For Her
WER-4000

Your Individual
Horoscope
What kind of day will tomorrow be' To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

30%

and lives on Route 8.
Mina, 21, was it star
basketball player at
Calloway County High
School and Murray
State University before
going to work, also at
Fisher Price. The
youngest, Mimi, 19, also
works at Fisher Price.
Mrs. Todd makes her
home in the North Hills
subdivision just north of
Murray and off the old
Paducah Road.

Anchor Hocking
Terrace Iced
Tea Glasses

Home Owned. Home Operated
HWY. 641 S.-MURRAY, KY.

Thru

Lady Remington''
Electric Shaver

-Dick Francis.
...Wok" Better
9. -Smart Women.''' and Garderii
••

1953, assisting through and assisting with the
thousands of surgical purchase of new equipprocedures.
-ment as well as seeing
Today, Mrs. Todd that equipment on hand
supervises more than 20 is in top condition.
hospital employees
Mrs. Todd and her
assigned to the surgical husband, Dewey, who
suites, seeing that lost his life in a boating
nurses qualified to accident on Kentucky
assist the doctors in Lake in 1976, had four
their specialties are on children.
duty, over-seeing the
Sammy,30, is a supersterilization and con- visor in the molding unit
tinuous inventory of in- at Fisher Price. Tina,
struments and sponges 27, is Mrs. Steve Sexton

INCLE JEFF'S

Good

Off Mfg. List Price
A Nice Gift For Mother

111111112:Y. •MA 4'i

'hy

Judy Blume
NON-FICTION
1. "Eat To Win," Dr.
Robert Haas
2. "Motherhood," Erma Bombeck
3. "Tough Times
Never Last, But Tough
People no." Robert
Schuller
4. "Nothing Down
Robert Allen
5. "Past Imperfect,;,'
Joan Collins
6. "Balls," Nettles &
Golenbock
7. "Tough Minded
Faith For Tender
Hearted People.'
Robert Schuller
8. "Mayor," Edward

ministrators with whom
she worked, and Mrs.
Whit (Dee) Imes was
the director of nursing
when she started, the
first of six.
Although she left the
hospital for a few months in 1951 to help open
the ,Caldwell County
Hospital at Princeton,
she returned to Murray
and has worked as the
supervisor in the
operating rooms since

May 17thpbone

Best selling books for the.week
announced by Time magazine
Current best seller
books for the week of
May 6 as released-by
Time magazine were as
follows:
FICTION
1.. "The Aquitaine
- Progression," Robert
Ludlum
2. "The Haj." Leon
Urts
3. "Heretics of Dune,"
Frank Herbert
4. "The Butter Battle
Book," Dr. Seuss
5. "VVarday," Strieber
& Kunetka
6. "Pet Sematary,"
Stephen King
°•,•
7. "Descent From
Xanadu." Harold
Robbins
-

Ora Mason and Rob
Mason, Hal, Sr., and
Hugh Houston,, &D.
Butterworth, L.D. Hale,
Bob Hahs, Coleman
McDevitt, J. Lacy Hopson and Jim Hart, Sr.
Dr. Hugh Houston and
Dr. Hart are the only
two of the group still
practicing at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Harry Miller was the
first of eight hospital ad-

Chili

$ 1 39

Armour Chili
With Beans
1512 oz. Can

Sole

II
oo
M
R0
)

Gillette
Right Guard
Deodorant

11 1 99
69c

Kitchen
Tool Set

Anchor Hocking
/
1
1 2 Qt. Utility Dish
With Rattan Basket
No. MI400/230

Decortitive Holder
With 3 Wood .
Tools,
Poppor. S Pismo Sot
No. WK3036/52

$aire:

-J
Sal,$ 1 69

Sale $
6-99
;UNCLE JEFFS HOUSEWARES 'UNCLE JEFFS HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
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•

•••

Salo $ 1 99
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Caution urged when speaking; power of speech strong
Nothing about man is
more wonderful than
the power_ of speech
Vilifeh distinguishes him
from the rest of creation. Because of the
power of words, the Bible has much to say
about the right and the
wrong use of the tongue.
James 3 is a classic on
this subject.
James3:1-10
James sought to
check those who were
anxious to be teachers

in the churches by ability to impart God's.
reminding them that truth.
teaching the Word of
Being a self-appointed
God is serious business and flesh -directed
for which they would be teacher will displease
required to render a the Lord, but being a
strict account in the day God-sent and Spirit-led
of judgment.
one will please and
Those who teach the honor Him, and bring
Bible should be saved, great satisfaction, joy
have an intimate ac-. and reward to the one
quaintance with the who is faithful to the
Lord, have a thorough task.
knowledge of the Word,
James used four
live a consistent Chris- natural objects to iltian life and have the lustrate truths .he was

imparting.
One had to do with the
method of governing a
horse by means of a bit,
or the metal mouthpiece
of the horse's bridle.
Likewise, the tongue of
the Christian needs to be
checked and controlled,
thereby avoiding injured feelings and
damaged reputations.
the steersman's hand.
Is picturing the
Another illustration is Every Christian should
dreadfulness of an unthat of the way in which ask Christ to keep His
controlled tongue
a ship is controlled and hand on the helm of his
James compared it to a
guided by the helm in life and control it.
small fire that sets a

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles

'UNCLE JEFFS CLOTHING 'UNCLE JEFFS HARDWARE 'UNCLE
JEFFS PHARMACY 'UNCLE

Coke, Diet
Coke or Sprite
10 Oz. Can

UNCLE JEFF'

•
Good
Thru
Home °wood - Homo Oporatod
May 17th 111f/Y. 641 S.—MURRAY, KY.
1984 Phone
While Quantities
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$

EagIeTM Graphite

69 6 Pack

S.

7534575

Last
Ws Itosisevo Tito
Right To
Limit Cloeustitios

9:004:00
Son. 1100-6:00

Sams Items Alloy
Not Bo Smutty
As Picturod

J.

This new line of holsters fit nearly all handguns. Made of tough corduro nylon, closed cell
foam, and nylon lining. Protects gun and finish.
Lightweight and comfortable.

444..
Fenwick's
A few years ago we introduced the
Flippin' Stik , another first from Fenwick in bass rods. And in a short time it
established itself as one of the most productive rods on the pro tour. It is designed for "flippin" which is a delicate
technique of offering a lure to a bass lying in the shallows.

Just Arrived
New Shipment of

Uncle Mikes
Sidekick Holsters

PVC
Lounge Chair
With Cushion

LP"
721

We have: hip, shoulder, ankle, inside-the-pant,
horizontal shoulder, and shoulder holsters for
scoped handguns.
Starting At Only

$2879
- Chair
-Without$2579
Cushion

$657

4

$6997

KIMEL KAMPER

Sporting Arms, Inc.
Snake Charmer II .

I

Single barrel, 19 inch barrel. 20, inches
overall. Folds all the way, engraved frame,
hard chrome bore hardwood stock &
forend weight- 4 lbs.. regular and 3 inch
magnum shells.
-

Portable 18"
Diameter

20 Gauge

$11395

Reg. 7.57

Gig Poles. Telescoping
Aluminum Poles, Hip
Boots IL Waders, Ammo
11. Rifles. Lights, and
Shore Lunch Batter Mix
to fry up the Frog Legs.
Also Bow Fishing arrows,

II

$277

Just For Mom On Mother's Da

Gowns
1A

Ladies Nylon Wallets
$A00 and $700
Only

Price

Off Sugg. Retail'
Several Styles
And Colors
Available
Sizes
Sm to XLg.

Men's
Shorts
and
Shirts

%.

adies Dusters $400
Reg. 7.99
Ladies Knit Pants

m

By Brass Eagle

0/0

Sizes
10-18

ACROSS DOWN
1 Bark
1 Still
Answer to Pre bolls Puzzle
4 Scatter
2 Time gone by
A
A P.4
9 Simian
3 Vessels
12 The self
4 Blemishes
13 Barter
5 Forecast
14 Conaensed
6 Unusual
moisture
7 Fuss
rp Small child
8 Old pronoun
1kQantsh island 9 Girl's name
17 Top at head .1A-Foruile
18 Skid
11 Female
20 Parent
sheep
coital
17 Having less
21 Printer s
color
measure
19 Netecrescare
23 Southern
20 Stroke
bleCkbird
21 Precise and
24 Greet
full
29 Coniunction
Heart,
28 Indian
22 Mother of
31 Ventilate
resort
memorial
Pearl
48 Pronoun
33 Finished
post
24 Render
37 Wager
49
30 Dispersed
Powerless . 38 Shouted
50 Wine cup
32 Pain
25 Mountains of 42 Artificial
52 Meadow
34 Cravat
Europe
ianguage_.
53 Baby s
35 Hindu queen 26 Singing voice-4S—Sel'in—Asia
napkin
36 Small red
27 Prepares for 46 Hospital
55 Hebrew
berry
print
section
month
39 Parcel of
11 2
4
10 11
land
40 Cared for
12
f3
4
41 Comparative 1
'15
ending
16
43 Rupees
10
abbr
44 Latin
1
23
conjunction
28
30
45 Permit
47 Lean-to
32
34
s
50 Seed coating ,
51 Priest's
36
vestment
4
011.
40
39 43
54 Edible seed
55 Astonish
!IIIII.141
greatly
56 Unit of
Portuguese
I •
54
_Currency
57
Skill
57
59
58 Bundled
59 Bespatter

ORO

CRASS EAAGq,
Ladies Nylon

1.1

it

Special Silicone Sheild
T-250

$1 87

1

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Turtle Wax
Upholstery
Cleaner

•

I

reels, & supplies.

$547

1001 Uses
Auto-Home-Sports

Sale $
6
99

We have: Frog Gigs. Ex

16 Fl. Oz.

Sale

_ ler

4a•
, pi.•,Oh
Ilrlphillawoo4..44

MAY

Off

BEST
BUYS

Our Rog. Low Price

Now On Sale
Latch Hook Kits

20°A

Off Our Reg. Low Price

Big Selection Values To $17.99

Ladies

„JUST WHEN I
AS GOING 600D..

tra Heavy loft. Calcutta

STP
Sun Of A Gun
ProteAor

STP
Sun Of A Gun

B.B.Q. Grill

NEV, STUPID!COME I
IN OUT OF ME RAIN!!

Frog Season
Is May 15

Kimel Kemper
Folding Shotgun

Dupont
Rally Cream
Wax With
Applicator
lo Oz. Reg. 4.27
Free
50 State
Road Atlas

AND WHO REALLY CARES 7
NOBODY! NOTHING 15 •
MORE SAP..NOTHING
15 MORE PATHETIC..
NOTHING IS...

Ii

Gauge-Barrel length4Afg. No
410-18' 2"(S/Charmer II)
Ideal for fishing • Hunting • Camping • Back -packing
• Survival • Home Defense • Legal Vehicle
Gun •
Handles all standard 410 gauge factory ammuniti
on
• Constructed of stainless steel, moulded plastics,
and
other strongly rust resistant materials • Easy to take
down for storage in back -pack or large tackle
box •
Built-in holder for 4 extra 2', inch shells in stock
•
New positive safety •Overall length 213.', inches
•
Light weight, approximately 3
pounds

the_divine will.
Absence of wisdom 'is demonstrated by those
who ignorn God or
refuse to do His will.
God is displeased with
those who create confusion and thereby impede
the progress of His
work.
It is a joy to turn our
attention from the
Satan -inspired, socalled wisdom as set
forth in yerse_s 14 to j6
and t,o center our
thoughts on the true
wisdom which
emanates from God.
This wisdom from
above has eight great
excellencies: purity or
freedom from defilement, peaceablenesS.
gentleness, approachability, mercifulness, fruitfulness,
impartiality and
straightforwardness.
When these traits are
present in the life of-any
Christian, he will. have
an effective testimony
for Christ and God willbe honored.

CHINA MAKES STATEMENT
Mainland China made its first official statement in theU.N. General Assembly in 1971. In it,
China demanded that the superpowers be given a
less-influential role in the world body.

NOTHING IS MORE 5AP
THAN A P06 SITTING
IN THE RAIN ...NOTHING
15 MORE PATHETIC...

1'
2 Graphite
Fenwick 7/
Flippin' Stik

119
Mens or Womens
Roadmaster
10 Speed Bicycles
$9500

In

great forest ablaze.
Just as a little fire can
start a terrible conflagration, an uncontrolled tongue can sear.
ruin and destroy.
One can do more
harm by his words than
good by his deeds. A
tongue can be used to
hurt and destroy or to
heal and bless.
Before you repeat an
evil report ask,. Is it
true? Is it necessary? is
It kind?
Those whose hearts
are right with God
should use their tongues
in such a way as to
praise, please and
God, to
challenge others to comply with God's will, to
inspire others to iidbIe
and heroic living, to encourage the despairing
and to comfort the
sorrowing.
James 3:13-18
The truly wise manplaces God at the center
of his life, serves the
Lord faithfully., and
lives in submission to

Shorts
$799
Reg. 9.99 Now

AVAll AM At
PA.11110/ MING ACII
WAND.,
1,01111

Shirts
Reg. 14.99 Now$ 1

Mix

7

1 99

.4400.1

8

Tli• lost Word in Solid Comfort

and Match

Ladies
Boy's Windbreaker
For Summer
Houseshoes Men's Striped •
Jackets
Lev
i's
Jea
®
ns
$A90
Only
Only
094

• ,

Assorted Styles
And Colors
On Sole Now
Reg, $899

Asst. Styles
and Sivas
Slightly
Irregular

Waist Silos 30-38
Reg. 28.99

Only

$2499

Reg. Price $14.99
Sizes Sm-klg.

UNCLE JEFFS PHAR MACY *UNCLE JEFFS SPORTING GOODS 'UNC
LE JEFFS PHARMACY

.̀4-4

/0
,
•

with PILLOWE0
HEAD REST

72.22's 10-

Muhl-Position Lounger

• —
- (fa. 1:))
aampable4ourge,..IthiksPplokirisfeetikt
ifvfm/P41Fitfotirfcbtr•ciffilof
& side bon PVC ,ub.ng & strops double heot seolecl for added strength

Murray Supply Co.
208 last Main
753.3361
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Just Arrived

Panties

1:0Arep: 13

-

•

1-1.31k.
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Legal Notice To Proposers
Consulting Engineering Serb ices'
Construction Of Parallel
Taxiway For Runway 5
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Murray. Kentucky
Sealed bids for furnishing Consulting
Engineering Services for construction of
parallel taxiway (2.200 ± L.F. I for Runway
5, and possibly approximately 600 Rods of
Fence, anticipated for the Murray
Calloway County Airport, Murray. Kentucky will be received by the Murray.
Calloway County Airport Board in the office of the Murray City Clerk, Murray Ci-.
ty Hall, South Fifth Street, Murray. Kentucky 42071, until 2:00 p.m., Local Time,
Monday. May 28. 1984. and immediately
thereafter will be opened and read.
Scope of the work includes the design of
a Parallel Taxiway ( 2,200 ±. L.F. 1 for Runway 5. • and possibly approximately 600
Rods of Fence; prepare plans and
specifications and Contract documents:, admiinister construction bid letting and contract awards; provide liaison and
documentation required by the Federal
Aviation'Administration and the Kentucky
Office of Aeronautics and Riverport
Development under the AIP Program; administer the construction and work contracts; provide resident- construction inspection. Total estimated budget for the
project is $215.000.00.
Information and selection criteria document may be obtained from the office of the
Murray City Clerk, Murray City Hall.
South Fifth Street, Murray. Kentucky
42071. telephone 45024 753-1221.
The Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board', in accordance with Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964. 78 Stat. 252. 42
U.S.C. 2000d-4 and title 49. Code of Federal
Regulations. Department of Transportation, Subtitle A, Office of the Secretary.
Part 21. Nondiscrimination in Federallyassi-Sted programs of the Department of
Transportation issued pursuant to such
Act, hereby notifies'all Bidders that it will
affirmatively insure that in any contract
entered into pursuant to this advertisement. Minority Business Enterpriseswill
be afforded full opportunity to submit Bids
in response to this invitation and will not
Ao--be-diweritritirrst-etrt-ifor_....rourttiAsofra'..ce. color, creed, sex, -haiiilicap or national origin in consideration for an award.
Murray-Calloway County Airport Board
Hugh L. Oakley, Chairman
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Notice

YOUR GARDEN 15
REALLY LOOKING
GOOD,
NANCY
THANKS

Notice

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

Summer
exercise classes.
•1 hourlong
•Includes aerobics,
weight training,
floor exercises,
stretching.
'Set to music
•Limited enrollment
9 a.m.
Mon., Wed., Fri.
. 515 p.m_
Mon., Tues., Thurs.
'30/Month
Register now to set
a space in the June
classes. 753-2784.
Seafood
Buffet
Fish, Frog Legs,
Boiled Shrimp &
Oysters on the half
shell. 68.00
Fri. & Sat.
4:30-9:00

CUBA RESTAURANT
Hwy. 303 Cuba, Ky
Phone 382-2208

SLEEPY Hollow Infant
Daycare Center now
has openings for full
time, part time and
drop in service during
summer months. Call
now for information
753-0364.
Time For Spring Cleaning. Let Us Wash Your
Windows At Lori?.
Rates. Call For Free
Estimate.
Call
753-0796 Anytime.

DanceAmerican
Legion Hall
Mayfield, Ky.
8-12
Sat. May 12,
1984
Music by
Jim Smith and
the Dixie Breed

IT'S AMAZJNG HOW
FAST EVERYTHING IS
COMING UP
THIS YEAR--

It's)

4se1111
-- 4

2

Go For It/

SUNNY Acres Nursery
now has .tomatoes,
peppers and bedding
plants. Open 9-5,
Mon.*-Sat. 753-3619. 901
North Johnny
Robertson Rd.

THE Apple -Tree SChoof
is offering SUMMER
-DAY---GAMP for schoolage children. Call 753.9 3 56 for more
information.
_ 7 .

Notice

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
Solid Railroad
Ties
$9.00 Each
Crack Ties
$5.00
Half Ties
$3.00
Call 753-2905
or 435-4343
435-4319

9. Situation

BLACK and White
Syvester eat, missing
from downtown area
Contact Kenny Essex,
753-0640.
LOST Chinese Pug.
male fawn colored,
black face, answers to
T.J. near Friendship
Church on 1346. Reward. Call 436-2953.
LOST Miniature
Dachs,hund. brown
male with a yellow
.collar. New Concord
area. Reward. 436-5412.
LOST set of keys on a
large round keyring, in
the vicinity of Wendy's.
Wed., May 2nd. 759-1509
or 753-9479.

EXPERIENCED BABY Lirand Piano,
Housekeeper will clean pecan finish. $1;300. Call
houses and offices. Re- 437-4432
ferences. 759-4117.,
NEED help spring PEAVEY TNT Am
cleaging? Trust worthy plifier, good condition, 1
woman ready for work.Vyear old, 3220. Call
492.8480.
492-8227.

6. Help Wanted
CHRISTIAN-Jady to
care for 3 children in
my home. For more
informatIon - call 7694541.
STUDENT OPPORTUNITY. Want to earn money
based on personal worth?
Last summer 1000
students in college prograin earned an average
of $260 per week. Phone
443-6460, between 8 and 10
AM for appointment.
NEED someone to keep
2 year old and do light
housework. 5 days- a
week. 9-5. 753-3753.
PROCESS MAIL! $75
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
/Vme. Start Immediately. Details send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41.
Box 9014. Stuart. FL.
33495.

• 4rVI•
•
,;;ACII,
•

10!/A__,

Orlik

Waqted

10. Business Opportunity
OWN and Operate
candy confection vending route, your area:
Pleasant business. High
profit items. Start part
time. Age, experience
not important. $2395.00
to $4790.00 investment.
Write Owatonna Vendor's Exchange, Box
411, Owatonna, MN
55060: Include phone
number.
14. Want to Buy
WANTED to buy: Her.
dwood timber. Call
753-0338.
WOULD like to buy
good used canoe, 15-17'.
Call 753-3242 after 6p.m.
15. Articles

for Sale

APPROXIMATELY of
85 yards of used gold
carpet. 'Cut in room
sizes. Also Zenith 19"
black/white T.V. 7537989.
Jim Suiter & Jerry
DISHWASHER, 6
Henry will be in our
months old, paid $400
showroom from
take $200. Bentwood
rocker, $20. Recliner,
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
$20. 753-3728.
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
LECTRIC Dryer, $50.
PURDOM
Call 759-1080.
MOTORS, INC.
SINCER Athena 2000
sewing machine, serOlds-Pont -Cad.-Buick
vice for 8. Pfaltzgraff
Village design, dishes
and several pieces.
Custom made drapes,
Train To Drive
apricot color, formal
TRACTORS TRAILERS
style, 5 months old with
9. Situation Wanted
matching cornice and
Call the leader
MTA SCHOOL
TEACHER will tutor tie back. 2 pair, fits
students after school or window 10' wide. 2 pair,
in the summer. For fit windows 3' 10,-,
502-554-0733
standard length with
details call 7534129.
or 502-589-6123.
C-HILDCARE, ,rods. 3 pair yellpw floral
625/week or $5/day. drapes, fits tvindows
Will also keep school 48' wide . itandard
age children through length matching Queen
size bedspread. Call
the summer. 753-3728.
489-2449
-jornring...1oz .14VP4/ -boxspripg and
anyone hospitalized or ffiattrelY75.3--1814:
homebound. Have MINI Washer-Dryer.
transportation 'and re- Wired for 110 volt, very
ferences. 3 years ex- good condition. Call
- perience. Willing to 753-8964 after 5p.m. or
Work 7a.m. to 4p.m. leave message anytime.
Monday through Fri- 16. Home
Furnishings
day. Will also do house
cleaning or babysitting. 2 RATTAN Bar stools.
like new. $50. 759-4509
Call-753-7129 anytime.
WILL mow yards, have after 5p.m.
references. Call 753-7284 BUNK bed with matMon.-Fri. after 3:30. tress, $150. Call 759-1776
after 5p.m.
Ask for Jerry.
PULL bed complete,
chest of drawers, triple
dresser with mirror.
Call 753-3322 after 5p.m.
QIJEENSIZE bed and
frame, 2 years old, firm
mattress. Make offer.
Excellent condition.
753-8750.
E

Read
WT
Classified
Section
For
Bargains
Everyday

Cryts Used
Office Furniture
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I'LL TEACH HIM TO
BE A SPIDER!

StomP
fotiP

HE WON'T HAVE THE GUTS
TO PO THAT AGAIN

THAN SORRY

Tot*
S•rotAP
STOMP

Cv,r,

at"
5-10

BETTER SAFE

STOP

1954 Unotecl Feature Syndrcate Inc

JM DAV`?5

WILL I NAVE TO
Y IT WON'T
WAIT VERY LONG TO
13E LONG
GEE'NE DOCTOR*

1016 Jefferson
Paducah
442-4302
NEW SHIPMENT
Desk, chairs and files
We now have electric
typewriters,
adding
machines, folding tables,
bookcases, print files. two
drawer and four drawer fde
cabinets

Slog
0

HEGHOULD BE ON
THE FIFTEENTH
GREEN BY NOW
boar

Used but nice.
Open Mon.-Sat.
19. Farm

Equipment

135 M.F. Diesel with
plow, disc and cultivator. 265 M.F. Diesel
w.low, disc and
cultivator. 489-2110.
WE-EWTOrilb
-PME
and Pioneer Grain
Sorghums in stock.
Including the new M-585
DeKalb. Shoemaker
Seed.
20. Sports Equipment
357 MAGNUM 6,inch
barrel, $150. Sears
Super Video Arcade
game with 5 cartridges,
$50. 759-1648.
GUNSHOW-Paducah,'
Ky., May 12-13 from
10-5. Jaycee Civic Center, 2701 Park Ave.
Buy -Sell -Trade.
McCann Gunshows. 618337-7543.
22. Musical

BOSS, I JUST SPILLED

NOWADAYS IT'S 111
..
NOTHING BUT
COMPUTERS AND WORD
_PROCESSORS
-I I

BUT I STILL LOVE .z
COPPEE ON THE
< !' THE OLD WAYS,
DIMMITT CONTRACT
TOO

rA

PIANO/
ORGAN
TEACHING
Position
available.
Teaching experience not
necessary.
Music
degree required. Salary
commensurate with
skill. Selection to be
made prior June 1.
1984. Send resume to
P.O.
Box
5389.
Evansville, Ind. 47715.

Q311-I4 )
,•id • --'e" e

23. ,Exterminating
I'LL MAKE
lek DEAL. I'LL LET YOU AND
THI5 WHOLE SHABBY
CREW LEAVE UNHURT...

,,,W)UIRE ALL IN
THIS TOGETHER
TO ROB ME,,,

22. Musical

5. Lost and Found

,••• .•••••.

••

•
•

NO LISE TALKING TO THIG
ROYAL CROOK. WOMAIOr
TAKE YOUR NECKLACE.

CAVIORCOW•14C)WKO TAKES

a

Call Your
Local Professionals

753 0414
Murray's only Home .
owned and operated
Pest Control Service.
Free Inspection and
Estimates

24, Miscellaneous
10 SPEED Motobacane,
great condition, light
and generator, must
sacrifice. Call 753-0594.
1981 JOHN Deere Riding Mower 317. 48" cut,
excellent condition. Will
trade for smaller
mower. Call 753-8555 or
753-9648.
A-1 Firewood, $25/rick
delivered. Nights 4362778.
Dick Copier with
supplies, electric
typewriter, Remington.
Holiday Inn, Murray.
No phone carts please.
ALL Wood storage
building. 8x12 $795, 8x16
$995. 10x16 $1,195. 12x16
$1,495. 12x24 $1,995,
Free delivery within 100
miles. We have a large
selection in stock. Acree
Portable Buildings,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-7831.
CLEARY Satellite
System, 10 ft.
fiberglass, $1,550 installed. 11 ft. systems,
$1,700 installed.
436-2835. We service
what we sell.
FIRE Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates.
753-5476.
TRI-STATE Safellite
Sales. 11 ft. system
completely installed,
$1,785. We service what
we sell. 901-642-0295. 315
Tyson Ave., Paris,
Tenn.
11115 copiers, $250. Call
Bill at Howard D Happy
Co, 247-5912, 116 & 118 N
7th, Mayfield Ky.

AB

32. Apts for Rent
2 BR, 2 bath apt. near
University. Central
heat and air. Water
furnished. 753-3949.

37. Livestock•Supplles
FURNISHED apts. ef- FAMILY milk cow for
ficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also sale. 474-2754
sleeping rms. Zimmerman Apts.. S. 16th
St. 753-6609.
41 Public Sales
FURNISHED extra
nice large 3 room apt.
near hospital and University. Couple or
graduate student
preferred. Heat and
Fri., May 11
water furnished. No
1208 Peggy
pets or children. Private. 753-8756 or 753-3415.
Ann Dr.
SUPER duplex 2 BR
All size men,
brick redecorated.
vacant. Lots of trees,
women
& children
$265. Coleman RE, 753clothes, 2 bicycles,
9898.
'TWO 1 BR apts. $125 per
toys, books, odds
month. Call 753-8076.
&
qnds.
1:11111111RTME97'17-81-,
living room, kitchen,
utility, bathroom, refrigerator, stove, oven,
garbage disposal and
dishwasher. $250 per
month. 1 year lease.
$250 deposit. Call 7533865 or 753-4974.

Yard Sale

Church
Yard Sale

33. Rooms for Rent
$95 INCLUDI:NC
utilities. 753-5842, 8-5.
FOR men students.
Private furnished
rooms with kitchen
facility and central air.
Near University. Phone
436-5479 after 5p.m.
BOOM for rent, air
conditioned, furnished,
one block from campus.
$65 month. Available
May 15. Call 753-9341.
SUMMER sleeping_
rooms for rent. 1 block
from campus. Kitchen
available. College
students only. 759-9645.
34. Houses .for Rent-

1 BR furnished house,
air condition. Available
for summer. Call ‘
7535310.
2 BR brick, kitchen
appliances furnished. 8
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
miles southeast of
. M
d
.M.013ILE .home, M'
_p13
12x6
rti0y:_tunuahed.
T.V. antenna with pole.
$25. Call 437-4731.
1967 LIBERTY 12x55, 2
BR, gas heat and cook
stove, furnished, 100
amp. breaker box
fireplace, good condition. $3,000. 527-1501.
1969 3 BR, 1% baths,
60x12. Call 753-7791.
1972 12x65 CHEYENNE,
2 BR, 2 bath. Located 3
miles east of Murray.
5274576 or 759-4504 after
5p.m.
1981 2 BR mobile home.
For more Information
call 247-5947 after 5p.m.
$5,600 FOR this 1971
Lancier mobile home. 3
BR, 2 baths. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
tiOUBLEWIDE mobile
home with house roof
and siding, 24x64, central heat and air, furnished with lots of
extras. Near lake. 4748038.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 BR with central air,
new furniture. Call
Shady Oaks, 753-5209.
TRAILER for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dills
Trailer Court entrance
to Murray Drive Inn
Theatre.
30. Businest Rentals
Mlni
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

ri'd-b.upledeopnl
oy
ilLft:±12
1:--1114
s.
after 6p.m.
2 BR house, near hospital, no pets, deposit
required. $225/month.
759-1337 after 4p.m.
2 OR 3 BR frame house
Lynn Grove, wall to
wall carpet. Sell or rent.
Coleman RE,753-9898.
3 BR, garden spot,
Southwest Elementary
School District, 4 miles
west of Murray on 94
Hwy. $225/month. No
pets. 753-4406 or
435-4119.
3
house in country
With 20 acres for rent
with option to buy.
436-2262.
A NICE Quiet 2 BR, 2
bath, furnished house
with washer and dryer.
$200 per month plus
deposit. 753-9213.
36. For Rent or Lease
FOR sale or trade for
car, AQHA Reg.
yr.
old Bay Gelding, 15
hands, goes English or
Western. For sale English saddle, breast
plate, show bridle and
more assorted tack
753-3804.
PERFORgANCE
TESTED 3/8. 1/2, 3/4
and 7/8 Simmental and
Maine-Anjou service
age bulls. Only the very
top performance bulls
offered from over 800 Al
performance cows. All
bulls health tested and
guaranteed. Broadbent
Farms, Route 1, Cadiz,
KY 42211. Phone (Day)
(502)235-5182.
41. Public Sales

31.

Want to Rent

3 BR home in or close to
Murray. References
supplied. Call Sally,
753-1933, 8-5.
FURNISHED or Unfurnished house.
Married couple with
well trained dog. Call
collect: 618-985-6726.
YOUNG College Professor and wife looking
for 2-3 BR modern
duplex or house to rent.
Want gas heat. No
children/no pets. Can
occupy in 1 month.
753-8291.
`

36. For Rent or Lease
FOR Rent. 30 acres for
beans or popcorn. Hwy
732. 502-554-2947.

Yard Sale
Sat., May 12th
7:301624 College
Farm Rd.

Immanuel Lutheran
15th and Main
Fri., May 11th
7-1
High chair, clothes,
rollaway beds,
misc. bargains.

Yard
Sale
Saturday
8-5
1011 Story
Ave. -•

Carport
Sale
Saturday
1307 Peggy
Ann Dr.
8-1 --

Yard Sale
on right
past Coles Campground Water
Shed
Fri. & Sat.
8-4:30
Baby items, all size
clothing, quilts, furniture. Lots of odds
and ends.
3rd house

Yard
Sale
806 North 19th
Fri. & Sat.
Large selection.
Some antiques.
Cancelled' in case
of rain.
JAMES
ANTIQUES

Cancelled in case of rain
Furniture, bicycle, tools,
ladder. TV., men, women
and children's clothes.
some maternity. bedspread
and drapes.31
/
2 h p Briggs
and Stratton mower, like
new.

641 South
Fine selection of
antiques. Custom
stripping. Expert
Repairing and
Refinishing. Brass
cleaning. 20 yr.
experience.
Reasonable rates.
492-8850
Mon. Sat.

32. Apts for Rent
1 AND 2 BR apts. near
downtown Murray. 7534109, 762-6650 or
436-2844.
1 AND 2 BR apts.
753-8298 days, 753-6194
ts.
2 BR furnished
apts. Lease and deposit.
Adults. No pets. Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.
1 BR furnished apt.
Lease and deposit.
Adults. No pets. Call
after
4p
. .m. _ 759-4756- or
7
9208

Yard Sale

YARD SALE

Sponsored by
St. Leo's
Women's Guild
Sat., May 12
8-3
at 12th & Payne
Refreshments
available.

8-5 Sat., May 12
Oaks Estate, 2 miles
West of City Limits
on Hwy. 94
Many small kitchen appliances, full line of
camping equipment.
some boating equipment, barbeque grill
and accessories. yard
equipment, fruit jars.
exorcise machine, antiques, some freebies
This is quality, no junk.

1 BR furnished apt..
water furnished. $135.
753-3949.
'
1 BR lake front apt. in
Panorama Shores. Appliance furnisheil.
Lease _deposit and axe-,
fereneel requtred. 4962484
after 5p.m.
alutupiex.
I tie.. sir

Big
Yard Sale

YARD
SALE
sg.. May 12

and kitchen, w/dhookup. 753-924Q.
A COUPLE of young
ladles have a nice house
to share with another
near MSU and downtown. Available immediate. Call Ftebekah.
753-6677

Fri. & Sat. 8-?,Trailer,
Green Acres
Park off N. 116111,
1st road on right
past Diuguid Dr.
20 gal. aquarium,
lots of misc. items.

8:30-?
iftollegft Farm Road
TV., twin size
bed, complete
set of dishes,
lots more.

,
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Pets -Supplies

nEAGr.E

pups, 8 weeks
old 753-7961.
-

41

Public Sales

46

Homes for Sale

49

Used Cars

52

Boats Motors

2 BR home with 3. acres
in Almo Heights area
753-7795 after 6p.m.
ASSUMABLE NA loan,
Fixed 11% percent interest. 7 room brick.
Fenced yard. Call owner, 753-7217.
RICK Ranch 3 BR, 11,4
bath, large Great
Room, formal living
and dining room. Also
eat-in kitchen, central
air and heat. Utilities
very reasonable. Nice
home with possible
Income. 1626 Hamilton.
436-5479 or 753-1342.

1980 Ellfler- SkyTaff I977 18 FT. Balsa with
Limited, 4 dr., extra 115 h.p. Evinrude, AM.
clean, low mileage, FM cassette, $3,500.
TROPIC Birds. Baby
male Parakeets.
local car_, _good gas_ Call 492-8953 after 6p.m.
specialist in tame and
mileage, $4,500.
53. Services Offered
talking parrots. Cages
489-2143.
and supplies. Paradise
1980 CHEVY Chevette, f APPLIANCE SERKennels, Rt. 94East, 6
DR Sedan Hatchback, VICE. Kenmore,
Saturday 8-5
miles from Murray.
$2,500. 753-0565 or 489 Westinghouse,
1605 Locust
753-4106.
2125.
Whirlpool. 21 years
1980 CHEVROLET lm experience. Parts and
Drive
41. Public Sales
41. Public Sales
pala, 4 dr., V-8, auto service. Bobby Hopper,
Baby
items,
matic, excellent condi Bob's Appliance Serlion. Call 753-3906.
vice. 202 S. 5th St.
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority
desk, lots of
1981 FORD Escort Wa- 753-4872, 753-8886
17 Party Yard Sale
other items.
gon G.L., silver gray, (home).
1524 London Drive
gray and black interior, BLOCK Building,
Fri , May 11th 8 5
automatic, ac., AM FM basements, garages,
Sat May 12th a?
radio, 39,000 miles, footing, floors, driveWomens mans. children
excellent condition, ways. Also brick work,
47.Motorcycles
43 Real Estate
1705 Johnson
and infants clothes Infant
approximately 32 MPG. large or small jobs. 24
1974
TX
500
Yamaha, $4,795. Need to sell.
car seat Few small pieces
Blvd.
Call years experience. 753good condition, $700. 753-5950.
of furniture Househole
5476.
13-7
STROUT
753-7566
after 5p.m.
items and decorative ac
BURGESS Water Wells,
1981 TOYOTA Corolla,
REALTY
Fri. & Sat.
cessories 1917'HONDA /50, 11,000 BR,
Lots
of
air, automatic, p.s., Well Drilling. Home,
miscellaneous
items
actual miles, lots of
May 11th & 12th
p.b.,
AM-FM stereo, new Farm, Irrigation. Pump
Something for everyone,
Lou Ann Phapot753-6843
extras. $1,295. 753-2507.
Lots
steel
belt radial tires, sales and service.
of
Rain or shine No eatty
Wayne Wilson 753 5088
1978 HONDA Hawk, excellent
condition. 901- Irrigation equipment.
everything.
sales. PLEASE ,
Joe L. Kennon 436,5676
automatic, low mileage, 232-8212,
Paris
Landing Free estimates.
1912 Coldwater Road
and extras, $1,000. 753247-6658
area.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
5086.
CALL
Keith The Yard
1982
DODGE
Aampage,
1502) 753-0186
1079 650 SPECIAL, must
23,000 miles, w/air, one Man, 759-9790 for your
Anytime
sell. 437-4945.
owner, $5500. Hatcher lawn cutting needs.
JOE L KENNON
1980 250 ST SUZUKI, Auto Sales,
FENCE sales at Sears
Broker
753-4961.
3,000 miles, like new,
Licensed & Bonded
1983 ALLIANCE ('81 now. Call Sears 753-2310
$775. 753-7596 or 759-1379
Friday & Saturday
Car of the Year), 15,xxx for free estimate for
5th
work.
miles, ac,, AMFM, your needs.
Take 641 South to
1981 HONDA Silver power
Saturday 8-?
steering. Call CENERAL HOM7
Midway, right at
Wing Interstate, 2,700
REPAIR. 15 years exCOMMERCIAL pro753-1202.
Books, clothes,
Midway, first road to
miles. Must sell, make
perty for sale. 919 West
PORSCHE 914, 1972, perience. Carpentry,
offer.
437-4171.
right and turn right
jewelry, lamps.
Broadway, Mayfield,
very low mileage, ex- concrete, plumbing,
and watch for signs
Ky. Lot 85'x410'. House 1981 YAMAHA 750 cellent mechanical roofing, sliding. NO
Just
about
Virago,
only 2,000 miles,
JOB TO SMALL. Free
and garage apt. ReMicrowave, boys
condition, quick and 32
anything. Check
duced to sell. still like new. Asking MPG. $4,500 Mayfield, estimates. Days 753jeans, bed frame, an$2,100. 753-6082.
6973. nights 474-2276.
1-(502)-674-5531.
247-5840.
it out. Even if it
tique
kitchen
1984 HONDA 200X,
GUTTEBING by Sears.
rains.
44. Lots for Sale
header, headlight, re- 50. Used Trucks
cabinet. Information
Sears continuous gutservoir guard, two
753-1363.
ters installed for
4 ACRE wooded lot, 8
1057 CHEVY Pickup, specifications. your
Call
miles northwest of months old, like new. restored, 11.200.
759- Sears 753-2310 for free
Murray. $4,500. Call 474-2232.
1894.
estimate.
The MSU Federal Credit Union seeks to employ an assis- 753-6185.
48. Auto Services
1980 DATSUN Truck, INSULATION
blown in
5
WOOD
acres,
located
long bed, 5 speed,
tant manager. We are looking for someone who has a
on Kirby Jennings Trail COMPLETE Set of AM/FM. Call 753-0718 by Sears. TVA approved.
Save on those
managerial and administrative background with an em- (Ky. 1918) only one mile 5-Hole Rally wheels for and
753-4478.
high heating and coolphasis on accounting procedures. Familiarity with com- from lake and Chandler Chevy Pickup or Van,
ing
bills. Call Sears
$145. Call 759-4509 after 5 1 . Camp
ers
puters desirable. MUST BE INTERESTED IN THE .Park. No mobile homes. 5p.m.
753-2310 for free
$ 4 , 495 Financing
1976
V.W.
Campmobile estimates.
WELFARE OF PEOPLE. Duties willinclude loan collec- available. John
OOD Reconditioned
Deluxe, stove, ref.,
Neubauer Real Estate, Auto Batteries,
tion, report preparation, teller, and clerical responsink,
lerieetlon-Residentiel
fresh water
guaranteed! $15 exCAMPBELL WELL
`Sibilities. Send resume with-salary histoty and references 753-7531.
system, sleeps 4. ExAURORA one to 10 acres change. Call 753-3711.
DRILLING
cellent cond. $4,250. 1710
to:, MSU Federal Credit Union; General Services
wooded Kentucky Lake 49
McK•nzis. In
Holiday Dr.
Used Cars
Cell
Collect
Building, Murray State University, Murray. KY 42071. No ' area, from $3,995, nothing
1982 FIONEY ?dint Iwo901-362-3671
of
dOWn.from $39 month,for 1967
phone falls please. Deadline:May 25,-1884-:
tor Home, --2t - ft., rear
907-352-5704
.home. mobile horrie, free goodCcolf4ndiVon.ImPripaclea.
d bath,• doubt*
-free Estimator -air; like •
information phone Mr. 3750.'Cat /53=1140 after
new. Will consider trade
6:30 p.m.
tShell 1-800-521-4996.
in of older motor home.
1967 JAGUAR XKE Days
753-3234. Evenings LAWN Mower and tiller
45. Farms for Sale
Coupe, rebuilt engine,
repair. 3 miles south on
753-0114.
new
tires,
excellen
t
22 ACRES, beautiful
121. See Wayne and Ken
condition.
$9,500.
Phone
country, excellent horse
52 Boats -Motors
Wilson, 753-5086.
farm and outbuildings. 753-6323 after 5p.m.
1975 SEARAY, 18 ft. LEE'S CARPET
2 ponds, completely 1972 350 CC motorcycl
e, Runabout, 4 cylinder CLEANING. Murray's
Se:scoria
remodeled home. $51, $500. 1973 Olds Cutlass
inboard, white, full top, only professional Car222 S. 12th St.
900. Call owner 489-2525.
753-51165
Supreme, ac., p.b., excellent condition. $3, pet Cleaning Company
30 ACRE farm land, t.w., automatic in the 500. Carroll
VW, 753- with over 12 years
Lynn Grove area. 2 floor, good condition. 8850.
continuous local service
ponds, catfish stock. Best offer. 753-5163
or 1876 16 FT. Tr -Hull Ski using the most powerful
Owner will finance. For see Lynn Grove Apts.,
Boat with 65 h.p. Mer- cleaning system made.
information call 753- Apt. 6 anytime.
cury engine, stereo, ski Hundreds of satisfied
9240.
Season Passes for. the Mtirray1972 CHEVROLET equipment included. $2, repeat customers_
Licensed and Insured.
35 ACRES east of New Caprice, V-8 engine,
Calloway County Swimming Pool may
good 000. 753-3188,
We move the furniture
Concord, well, pond, condition. Call
BASS
Boat,
16 ft. 3'y free. Free estimates
753-9516.
be purchased prior to pool opening and
cropland, creek, good Owner leaving
, 24
with
1983
town.
115 h.p. Mer- hour service,
753-5827.
building site. Less than
save $15.00. •
1972 MERCURY cury motor, like new,
$15,000. John Neubauer
loaded. $6,900. 753-9868
Family Passes - $60.00
Real Estate. 753-0101 or Marquis, good tires, days, 753-6145
nights.
Akiminum Service Co.
new
battery,
$350
firm
753-7531.
Single Passes - $30.00
Cape Dory
Aluminum
and yinyl
FOR Sale 60 acre farm 435-4578 after 5p.m.
Passes may be purchased at the
1976 FORD Gran Torino Typhoon, 19 ft. Quality
Call 753-2833.
Siding. Custom trim work.
boat
with
full
sail
Station
Wagon,
cruise,
Park office, 10th & Payne Sts., phone
References. Call Will Ed
door locks, steering inventory, motor and
46 Homes for Sale
753-7640.
brakes, air, $1,675. trailer. Loaded with
Bailey,
753-0689.
BY owner, 2 or 3 BR, 2 Hatcher Auto Sales, extras. Call Mayfield,
247-5840.
bath, central heat, large 753-4961.
lot. 518 S. 6th Street. For 1977
CHRYSLER
appointment, call 753- Newport,
40,xxx miles,
4358 after 5p.m.
good condition,- $2,400.
BY owner. 3 BR, 1.
1 2 753-3221.
bath, 1,800 sq. ft., den,
1977 CHRYSLER Corcentral hia, wood
dova, loaded, excellent
stove, eat-in kitchen,
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
condition. Call 759-4509
fenced backyard, R-39
after
5p.m.
Dixiel
and Center Open Til 6
insulation, quiet
neighborhood. For ap- 1978 MERCURY Zephyr
pointment call 759-1938 Sport Coupe Z7, 6
cylinder automatic,
after 5p.m.
power and air, AM-FM
FOR
ale
by
owner
Minimum qualifications are:
Custom,.
assumable loan 3 BR stereo, 54,xxx actual
AGE - Minimum .17 with parents conbrick ranch situated on miles, $2,800. 753-0565 or
a tree shaded 1 acre lot 489-2125.
sent; maximum 35 without prior military
in Oaks Estate across 1978 MONTE Carlo,
service; with prior service 45.
from Golf Course. p.s., p.s., ac., excellent
All Types of Custom Woodworking & Cabinetry
Features 2 baths, large condition. 753-4575 after
PHYSICAL - In good health and pass a
•Kitchen and Bath Cabinets •Counter Tops
living and family 6p.m.
physical exam - at no cost to you
'Furniture & Furniture Refinishing •Mill Work
rooms, 2 car garage, 3 1978 OLDS Delta 88, 4
Commercial and Residential
porches. Priced $69,000. dr., blue, 8 cylinder,
APTITUDE - MUST TA
TEST AND
For more information P s., p.b., air, local
PASS
call 753-0408.
trade-in. Will sell for
Quality Work
RICK WEST
EDUCATION - Completed the 9th grade
TAKEover loan value, $2,625. Hatat
435-4125
PAYMENTS on this cher Auto Sales, 753- Ai
Reasonable Prices
0
e,.
753-9317
(minimum three credits)
1983 doublewide mobile 4961.
If you think you have what it takes, call
home located South of
Murray on 641. 1 ac. of
your
..land, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, living rm., den.
NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
dining rm., kit., ulty
(502)753-4042
rm. 1 car garage. For
more information call
Auction Sale Saturday, May 12th at 10 a.m. /
1
2 mile north of
Spann Realty Assoc
753-7724.
Lynn Grove, Ky. on Highway 893 at Dan Miller Auction Barn,
GERMAN Shepherd
puppies, 8 weeks old.
$25 male, $20 female.
753-4029.
PURE-BRED black
Labrador Retriever
pups. AKC Registered.
5-6 weeks old
753-1292
or 753-8973

3 Family
Garage
Sale

3 EAMILY
GARAGE
SALE

YARD
• SALE

INSIDE
YARD SALE

506 N.

-•

•

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
Work Guaranteed
World csf

53

JOE Sonney
McKinney Appliance Service
All makes and models
Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Appliances) Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store.
753-8505.

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops painting

p

p PIONEER
CAR STEREO

.1
7 167ick's

Wood Design,.

•

THURSDA1, MA,1144

ODD job specialist.
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, 1 do it.. You
buy, I Install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868

Services Offered

•„
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53. Services -Offered
WILL haul white rock.
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763

it•••••••••••••••••••
•
•

I
•

PS

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE

•

SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS
Beach • Oak • Walnut • Charry
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE 8
FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PRICES
Drop By S. Soo
Our Display

Jack Glover
753-1873

MALONE S Remodeling from ground to roof
top Phone 492-8183,
•
Evenings 438-2107.
MOOliBlr'S _Welding.
Fabrication, Lawn
Mower, Tiller Repair
and Sharpening, OrFor All Your Roofing Needs
namental Iron. 753-5668.
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
No Job Too Large Or Too Small
BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for ProAll Work Guaranteed Free Estimates
fessional tree care
753-0338.

-

Darnell Roofing

Envir,

rl

t. ntal

ilf

11.11141/1'

Call
For Dependable Service
Larry Darnell
489-2649 or 489-2826

porrtr.ilt,

o.rmilrrr

A1111,0111

have y

luirtr 011

iii

made

or SI/1 ,1

out

nAttirol

,4•Iting

100 MAIN

TLC

701 82',8

WE Buy • Sell and
Repair Used Air Conditioners, Dill Electric,
753-9104.
Iver-B 'EmigN'i".r177;
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt.°2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WILL do bushhogging
753-7746 or 753-2709.

•

PAIN UNG
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
8.
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
*FREE ESTIMATES*

PRE-SEASON •SALE

nAiLBOAT,

l•

53.Services Offered

•
The
•
•
•
• CARTER STUDIO

MONEY, TRAINING
ADVANCEMENT, CAREER
You can have all
the above in the
KENTUCKY ARMY
NATIONAL GUARD

1.

:

.

.;*

1 CLASSIFIE ADVERT! EMENTS
Pets-Supplies

.

TT,TT

TICE N11.:1111RAV LEDGER & TIMES

38

-

-r-

Specializes in General Cleaning
We PROFESSIONALLY
(and economically)
dry clean carpets,
strip and re-finish floors,
wash windows, walls, etc.
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH

TENDER, LOVING CARE
' 759.4754

or 759-1834
Free Pricing On location
Wocy & Brooke Harrington

DAILY GOLD _8.. SILVER PRICES
-,Gold
.Silver
Closed
Yesterday 372 75
Opened
Today
373 00
Up
.25

Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today
Up

8.65
8.73
.08

Compliments of:

GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 7113
We buy Gold. Silver 8. Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12-S Sunday

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, May the 12th. 10 A.M. Rain or Shine. 1/2 miles West
of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Hwy.94. Mrs. Robbie Mayo of Graves
Co. is breaking up housekeeping and moving her nice furnihire, appliances and antiques to my shop to be sold at
public auction.
Spotless new frostfree Frigidare refrigerator and 30" EL
stove.
Bedroom suite, nice queen size mattress, like new kt bed
springf
and mattress, hidabed couch, dinette, small tables, chairs,
lots 4f
small appliances and pieces of furniture, lots of boxes of
glass and
china, good pieces of depression, old crystal preserves stand,
butter dish, little brown stone pitcher from old Pottertown, Ky.
Lots
of other stone.crocks, bowls, pitchers, jugs, some amber
iris carnival, old eastIron skIlret, cornstick pan, dutch oven, lots of
choice
collector items. Old Building of goodies that has piled back
for
years. 3 nice old trunks, oak 3,4 bed, iron bed, old advertising
boxes,
drop leaf table, old chairs, nice antique couch, organ stool, rockers,
6 small-old bisque and china dolls, old brown stone pitchers
, picture frames. Lots of good hand tools, antique tools, 10 h.p.
riding
mower, and 127 sq. yds. of nice shag carpet and pad.
Lots more. This is just a small part of the good items. This
is
not a dealer stocked auction. Everything will sell regardle
ss of
price.
For information call

Otto Chester's Auction Service
435-4128

Lynn Grove, KY.

Auction Sale

The Apple 01
-%
Tree School Mir
is offering a new concept
in summer care for
school-age children.

SUMMER DAY CAMP
featuring
Field Trips, Guest Speakers, Arts
and Crafts, Outdoor Recreation,
Cooking Experiences, Nature_
Study, lylusic, Srurler*Readinti_,,,„

94 West from Murray and 121 South at Mayfield toward Murray, Ky. Watch. for auction sighs.
Four nice pieces of wicker furniture, large poster bedroom
suite, oak 4 drawer chest, oak drop leaf table, oak dresser. 3
nice old beds, nice bedroom suite, couch & chair, odd chairs,
old ginger bread clock, oak factory punch time clock, m ission
wall clOck -ansonia gallery 12" dial, old wall telephone. copper
bailer, old straight chairs, wash boards, cream separator, set
of bunk beds, porch swing, slide trombone, floor lamps. round
walnut table. old large china cabinet, nice double oven electric
stove, nice refrigerator, auto. washer & dryer, good A.C. or D.C.
TV., bar stools, shallow well pump, small showcase, some glass
& china, pots & pans, 1975 Ford LTD.Landau (nice), 16' Terry
Bass boat & trailer, 85 h.p. motor, 15' Arkansas trailer.
Runabout boat, 100 cc Honda bike, 60 cc Yamaha, 1967 Pickup
truck, one lot of used tires, 3 air conditioners, 3 point tractor
cultivator. 3-point tractor spray, cultipacker, roto hoe, gas tanks
& hand pumps, old money, Harrison & Richardson shotgun.
garden tiller, good Wheelhorse riding mower, electric start,
Snapper riding mower, push mower. new 110 welder, old wall
drill press. old wood drill, wood plane. good jig saw. Homelite
weed eater, duck blind stove, one lot of vent pipe. toys, hand
tools, wenches. Many other items not listed. Sale held rain or
sntne. Not responsible for accidents, lunch available. For more
information and your auction needs call 435-4144 Lynn Grove,
Ky.

Dan -Miller-Awlioneer
-Terry. Paschen-App. Auctioneer--

L

Beginning May 29
Limited Enrollment
Call 753-9356 for more information
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SAVE BY USING
ROUGH OAK RSOPLAR

l,icensed & Bonded In K. & Tenn. No. 1281
"My Service poesn't Cbst, It Pais"
- .

•

ALL SALES CASH

Sc) LIMIT

BAILEY'S FARM LUMBER

SUPPLY
759 1099
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This is it!
The Sale°You've
Been Waiting
For!

Moonlight
Madness,

‘. ‘V.
eie16-

•‘4 \‘'‘\

etsk‘'
„x,e,co‘' c.•\"4
,0•0
-

/

(
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Friday 9 AM-11 PM

1;0\0

vcee

Ladles Dresses

9
NIN4‘
ecR,

-

Women's
Dressy Blouses

\-k‘
,V) \'

•Missy and Junior Styles.
•Fashion Solids or Prints. Orig. to $25

Chic®
Junior Jeans
100% Cotton Denim.'
Reg 24.99

I

14.99

Ladies
Oxford Cloth Shirt
•tiutton-down Collar
•Long or Short Sleeve
• ,log 10 99 & 11 99

Men's Oxford Shirt
ee\.e

iMissy Pullover -Shirts

Ong $15

Missy Levi's® ESP Jean
Coon Bend

Sale 1_ _ 97 _

Orig. 24 99

Toddler Dresses
•Sizes 2T-4T
'
Solids and Patterns

Sale 6.99 ong

$10

Sale $2 Ong

$4

Sale
Sale 7.99
6:99-9.99
Goes On Sale
6PM

Men's Baseball Jacket
•Rdversible Style

Sale 23.99

Orig $48

Infant/Toddler
Pant Sets
•S,zes''

2

a •les sompers
'Group of Button-Front or Pullover
Styles Orig $17
.

Sale 12.99
Men's Fleece Separates

2 Ong 6 5C

Sale 2.99
Ladies Linen Suit

Sale
Kids!
49.99
*Group of 2 piece
linen suits in
Fashion colors.
*Orig. $80

Orig. Sale
44-4-$15 8.99
$9 5.99

Hooded Vest/Shirt
Pant/crewneck

Girl's Dresses

Mens & Women's
Kede Cruisers Ong

•Tropical Print/Sizes 5-13

Sale 12.99

Junior,Crop Top
25.99

Shoe Dept

•100% Cotton
*White Navy. Pink and Blue
•Orig $20-60 ONLY

•Sizes 8-16
•Fashion Styles and Colors.
•Orig. to $65

Sale 29199.39199 Sale 7.99
Goes On Sale
6PM

Entire Stock Men's
Work Clothes and Work Socks
1/3 Off
In Stock Only •
Excluding Jeans,

Boy's Activewear Pants

Sale 9.99
Ben Ricket® Potpourri Jars,

Men's Fashion Jean

*Comes in glass Bean Pot
'Real Flower Blossoms

Sale 3.88

Men's Oxford Shirt

Moonlight Madness
9:00 A.M.=11:00 P.M.

Bath
Hand
Wash

; •

All Wilton®
Cake Decorating
Supplies
lnstock Only!

50% Of!

JCPenne

•
IN-Arr.*

•
_
_

•

•

1.99
1.50

Goes On Sale 6 P.M.

Orig. 7.75

All Pictures and
Wall Mirrors

Save 50%
Sale 6.99
Women's Sleepwear Medallion Towels
Slightly Irreguidr
Coordinates
01,. Sale

Iti3most •

Bibbed Rompers for Women

Sale 7.99

'Short Sleeve in Solids and Pastels
*Orig. $16

9.99

Sale 18.99
•100% Cotton in Solids.
•Orig. $15

•Cubes, Swan Gift Sets
*Orig. $2-6 75

Placemat
Set

Men's Rain Suit
SAVE 52% Orig 39.95

'Sizes 8-16 in Grey, Navy or Tan.
•Orig. $11

Ben Ricket® Bath Soaps

See Billy Bob at
Moonlight Madness
at 9:30 P.M.

Little Boy's,Suits

Sale 24.99-29.99
Ladies Knit Pullover

Sale 91199

Special Buy!

$14

Sale 12.99

Sale 9.99-12.99

ST

Ong

•Sizes 4-7
•Orig to $45

•Orig. $21

Sale,
19.99

Sale 8.99

•100% Cotton Denim
•Orig $22

'Sizes 4-14 Orig. to $30

*Choose from Gowns_ or Robes
*Orig. to $35
•Sizes.S, M, L.

Women's
Motion® Pant

Sale 10.99 & 1,1199

Junior Poplin Skirt Big Boy
Suits.
•Button r-rormsond Colors
*60 ONLY
•Orig $15

•Select from a group of Keyholders.
French, Billfold, Checkateties and
Credit Card Styles..
•Selected Rotfs, Princess Gardner,
Buxton and Baronet Brands.
*Ono. $8-$31.

Goes On Sale
6PM

Junior Hunt Club® Jeans

Group of
Women's Bras

1/2 Price

*Selected Colors Only!
*Includes Petite. Missy, and
Womens sizes.
*Orig. $18-$20

Sale 6.99

•V-Neck in- Fashion Colors

Sale 6.99
▪

•Pleat Front Styling
•Sizes 7-13/Tan Only
*Ong $23/Slightly irregular
•Only 50 To Sell!

Sale
9.99

Goes On Sale
6P

.^-•-••-•NoaemlEINIM

Junior Belted Pant

*Choose from Elastic-Back
or Belted Duck Styles.
*Orig. $18 & $20
•Limited Supply!

Sale 4.99
_

Sale
19.99

Sale 12.99
Men's Slacks

Name Brand Small
Leather Goods

•Missy/Junlor Sizes
•Linens, Knits and Jacket Dresses.
•Orig. to $50

75

50% Off
Sheet Specia
Save 60% Orig.
Twin
Full
Queen
Case
Flat or Fitted

7.99
9.99
15.99
7.99

Sale
2.99
3.99
5.99
2.99

Elegant Lace Sheets
Save 60% Orig. Sale
Twin
Full
Queen
Std. Case Flats & Fitted Stytes.
,.1

11 99
16.99
21.99
11 99

3.99
5.99
7.99
3.99

Chestnut Hifits`Shopptng'Centel --Murray, Kentucky
(502) 759-1400
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•

(Editor's Note — Third graders at
Carter and Southwest Calloway
elementary schools were asked
"why My Mom is Special?" Their
responses are being printed in connection with Sunday's observance of
Mother's Day. Those answers not
appearing in this section are on
Page 9of the regular Thursday edition. Thanks go to their teachers Mr
their cooperation.
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Mother's Day Section

Mothe

(Cont
-•••93.2
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•

— Students explain why
mom is so special

9.'WIE"
•

408 N.
12th

My mom gives me
love every night. She
loves my brother, too. I
love you Mrs. Key. You
are my best teacher.
You are the best teacher
I'm every had. My
mother cares for me
every night. She cleans
my room.
Leigh Ann Winters
3rd Grade
Southwest Elementary
Mrs. Key

Closed
Sun.
,FLIPPENS GIANT MOTHER'S DAY PLANT SALE
Just For MOM Corn Plant
Mixed Pots
Tropical Plants Reg 35 00
$200

$ 1 55°

Palm Trees
Rubber Trees
Scheffleia
Bayenette
And More

Bedding
Plants

69c

A

8, Up

GET MOM'S GIFT WITH US AND SAVE
— COME ON IN AND BROUSE —
Flippens Produce Extravaganza
Tomatoes 59cLb
Carrots

30

Vine Ripened

Broccoli

Cabbage

Green Peppers 4/$1
Cucumbers 4/S 100

Lb Bag

Fresh Green Beans

My mom is special
because when I want to
play baseball and my
brother, or my dad isn't
home she comes out and
tries to play baseball
with me but she does
have a hard time catching the ball.
One day when I came
home from school. I
couldn't find anybody
home. I looked all over

Flippens Fresh Fruit
Bargains

79C While Supply Lasts

Fresh Yellow Corn
$100
4-Ears For
Fresh Yellow Squash
Fresh Zuccini
Celery 39 Stalk

99cLarge Bunch

Bananas
resh Pineapple 99cEach
Fresh Canteloupe $ i 25Each

L

saw•ww4
•
.
111 110mwrormow....,,--.....„

44

My Mother is special
because she unenttangles the entangled
wires behind our T.V.
She rearanges my
aranged furniture in my
room sometimes. .
Matthew Frizzell
Grade 3
Southwest
Gwyn Key
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Every Day Is Sun Day
With Sun Tana!

011,
• P„,,—

•.

Leta's Beauty Salon
Is Now Taking
Appointments For
Sun Tana
Sessions ,

•

the house and still
couldn't find them.
Finally, I looked in the
garage and there they
were sitting in the car
ready to go to the Dairy
Queen.
Todd Earwood
Grade 3
School Southwest
Elementary
Teacher Mrs. Key
My mother is special
to me because she made
me two strawberry pies.
Yesterday I was playing
baseball at my grandmothers and I hit the
ball and it broke a window but -It - was Mk.
because I didn't get in
trouble because it was
only the storm window.
Saturday after
baseball
,calctice my
mom took me to the
Dairy Queen. Friday
my mom helped me
water and feed my dogs.
When I tried to start
my lawn mower to mow
around my dogs house I
couldn't start it so she
started it.
Bobby Washer
3rd grade
Southwest School
Gwen Key
My mother makes
chocolate cakes for me.
She doesn't make me do
the laundry, she make
my little sister do it. She
makes fudge for me.
She cleans my room.
Sometimes she lets
Sheri my best friend,
come over to play. She
buys my Michael
Jackson stuff.
Heather Hosford
Grade 3
Southwest
Gwen Key
My mother is Special
to me because When my
Atari wires are
tangledup, she says
"Untangle them." Then
she says, "Neverznind
I'll do it."
She takes me fishing
when I don't have
anything to do.
Nakia Azbell
Grade 3
Southwest Elementary
Mrs. Key

Tan Without Burning,
Flaking or Peeling.
Call Now!'"
•
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S.he bought a
Autoharp for me at
Christmas. She booed
mtiffiW-fGA,4,..... ',When I
donTfeel well she takes
me to the Dairy Queen
and let's me buy what
ever! want. She gets my
brother out of my room
and that is a relief for

me. She lets my friends
come over sometimes.
Jennifer Turner
3rd Grade
Southwest
Gwen Key
My mother is special
because she makes
carebear suckers for
me. Sometimes she tells
me I'm going to get
something, but I don't. I
still like my mother.
Jason L. Hale
3
Southwest
Mrs. Key
My mother makes me
-stuff out of - wood. My
mother watches me up
so I don't sleep to late,
and I'm not, late for
school. She cleans my
room and I can't find
anything, so I ask her
where it's at.
Sheri Gayle Cooper
Grade 3
Southwest Elementary
Gwen Key
My mother is special
because she plays softball with me. She makes
cakes, and cookies. We
go shopping together.
And we go to the movies
and we go skating. She
gives me money to play
vidio games. She gives
me breakfast in bed.
And most of all she is
nice to me.
Amanda Edwards
3rd Grade
Southwest
Gwen Key
When my sister locks
me outside my mother
lets me in. My mother
got a thing that you
Jump on for my birthday. My mother makes
pies for me sometimes.
My mother helps me
with my homework if I
need help. But I guess
my mother isn't the only
one that does that
though. My mother is
the nicest mother in the
world.I love my mother
whatever she does. Oh,I
almost forgot my
mother let's me spend
the night with anyone
when they ask me.
Buffy Waldrop
Grade 3
Southwest .
Mrs Key
SosneOlmes when I
'Come home ttly mother
makes chociete chip
cookies for me. Well not
anymore because :she's
on a diet and she makes
(Cont'd on pswr 3)
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(Cont'd from page 2)

that she says she won't.
you. Sometimes she lets
Also ,she buys speciai -;sny-lriendscome over:
things like a violin, and
That is why my mother
black rollor skates. She
is Special.
makes me good
Chris Liddle
strawberry pies. The
3rd Grade
best thing I like about
Southwest
my mom is tha she loves
Gwyn Key
me.
TrentGGriabKdson
ee y3

Dad and-tne suffer. For
my birthday she got me
a book for our computer. It's all about the
Bible. It's fun and it
helps me learn. Well, I
guess that's about all.
Can you think of better
reasons? I love my
mother very much.
Leigh Anne Parker
Grade 3
Southwest Ele.
Mrs. Gwen Key
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MY mother is special

because when rm sick she makes me feel better. Sometimes she
makes 'pies for me.
Sometimes when I come
home she has me
something new. For my
(Cont'd on page 4)

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

Lie

er
e3
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ey

a puppy that my dad
would not let me have.
Shana Lamb
Grade 3
Southwest
Mrs. Key

'- PAGE 3

Cook's Jewelry

When I get home from
school I ask my mom to
play basketball with
me. She said, "Yes, I'll
play basketball with

I love my mother
because she does stuff

My Mother is special
because she makes me
zucchini cake when I get
home from school. She
lets me spend the night
with my grandma
almost every Saturday
night. She lets me have

THURSDAY, MAY In, 1984
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JONES
LANDSCAPING
AND NURSERY
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moved the fur.niture
She makes homemade
actund.Sha-ciAta my hair. •-bread for me. She lets
She takes me to the
me go play with my
movies
newphew at the skating
Brian Provine
rink on my bycicle in the
grade three
parking lot. She makes
South west
cakes for Me.
Mrs. Key
Annie Boyle
Grade 3
Southwest
Gwyn Key

Grade 3
Southwest Elementary
Mrs. Key

-birthday' se got. me a
brand new bike and
thats fun to ride. I'm
sure your mother does
the same.
Jeanne Scruggs

She keeps our house
clean.I like to come
home and find she's

ERSUY

Save $5.00 On All Dresses

zzs

Jr., Misses & Half Sizes
One Rack Ladies Spring

/
13

Off

20%

Off

Sportswear
2 Racks Jr. Misses

Sportswear

Good Selection Small thru 2XL

Robes, Gowns & Pajamas
Good Selection Ladies

Cotton Dresses

4tWlek
,

Misses & Half Sizes
Good Selection

Good Selection Ladies

Jeans All Sizes
Good Selection Ladies

Ladies Blouses Purses &
ood Selection Ladies
Sm. thru 46
Toiletries
ress Shoes By Personality

By Lenel

ood Selection Small-48

Good Selection Ladies Grasshopper

otton Dusters

Canvas Shoes

ood Selection Ladies

otton Sweaters

Free Gift Wrapping

Shop Settle-Workman Co. For Gifts For The Graduate

SETTLE-WORKMAN
Downtown Across From The Bank of Murray

She buys me things.
She makes doughnuts
and makes choclat chip
cookies. We do things
together and we go for
walks. Some times we
go shopping and then we
go get pizza at Pizza
Hut.
Jay Scott Rogers
3rd grad
South west
Gewyn Key
My mother is special
because she buys me
posters. When my atari
gets broken she fixes it.
When I brake a dish she
doesn't get mad. My

mother is very special
because she dOesn't try
to be someone else. My
mother is special
because she gives me
candy. She is Special
because she is nice.
By Heather Marie
Tidw ell
3
SouthWest Elementary
Mrs. Key
My mother is special
because after I pick up
my room she takes me
swimming. When my
atari won't work she
fixes it. When I brake
my window she pays for
it instead of me. When I
loose things she finds
them. My mother is
special because when
my hair is straight she
curls it.
by Emily Jeanne Mahan
Grade 3
Southwest Elementary
Gwen Key
Once I was at the jail

111
. 1ft

Mother's Day Section
and my mother was
soMewhere:-'111=-- tOwn:
When she got back she
was going somewhere
she wouldn't let anyone
go but me and when I go
in the van she had got
me a three-wheeler.
She does other things,
too. Like helps me start
the three-wheeler when
I can't start it and she
helps me do my
homework. Sometimes
she makes me a pumpkin pie.
Thats why she is
special to me!!!
Chris Jones
Grade 3
Southwest
Gwyn Key

(Cont'

Some
lets r
Some
mer
me fi
go Ii
Some
me
When
motl
Some
with

She
bedro
to the
buys
thing
from
She
what
watcl•
I Ca
pushr
helps

Sometimes my
mother takes me to Pizza Hut. She takes me to
Grass Furniture to get 1
or 2 videos for my VCR
Video recorder. She lets
meridemy
threewheeler.
(Cont'd on page 5)

Let Us Help
With A Special
MOTHER'SDAY GIFT

She
ever!
When
skatir
Son

Free Gift Wrapping

Pier 1 imports

Bel Air Center

BRING THIS AD
Take advantage of the specials shown below

Helene Curti6 Perim

ICK9C7

Mother's Day Is This Saturday!
Just In Time For Mother's Day
New Shipment Of Ladies

Helene Curtis perm,a beautifully
manageable perm, is designed
to make straight or lifeless hair
come alive with new body and
bounce. Get a perm with cut,
shampoo and styling

izses

Off

New Shipment Spring
With This Ad
Orig. $27 50
(sloe( ui sInt. hided!

Blouses & Skirts
Ladies

PADUCAH

u AV-2. 10117;:_ 4,r1r3ttii (OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY)

VISA'
10.

1/
2

Jewelry

MURRAY
OLYMPIC PLAZA
PHONE 753-0542
(OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY)

NO APPOINTMENT NECES$ARYM

/
12 Off

$75O
-Cuartfiag AS 1-°w As

t,

- BOLD LIQUIDATOR§
Open Mon. Sat

In The Old Jeffery Bldg.
Downtown
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Mother's Day Section,
(Cont'd from page 4)
_
§.- nirletiMes- my. mothe
'
r:lets me mow the yard.
Sometimes in the summer my mother takes
me fishing. She lets Me
go into a toy shop.
Sometimes she takes
me to Dairy Queen.
When _I am sick my
mother helps me.
Sometithes she helps me
with the Atari."
• Benjie Burton
Grade 3
Southwest
Gwyn Key
She cleans up my
bedroom. She takes me
to the Dairy Queen. She
buys me tapes and other
things. She picks me up
from church.
She let's me watch
what I want when she's
watching a movie. When
I can't get the
pushmower started she
helps me.
Brian Gre more
Grade 3
South West
Gwyn D. Key
She lets me go skating
every friday night.
When the school has
skating partys.
Some times she lets
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mgo skating Saturday.
and sothe tithes
she lets me go to the
movies.
Rodney Dunlap
Grade 3rd
South West
Mrs. Gwyn Key

Y.
because she is nice and
sometimes she gives-me
money for Ice cream
and candy and stuff for
me.
Daniel Amburgez
Grade 3-Pinkston

For Mother's Day
•Silk Corsages
'
Gift Certificates
'
Unique Country

She is nice and not
mean. And I love her
she will buy anything if
you ask her to. And she
is Special to me, my
sister„ my dad. my borther. She will pack up
Addle at the bus stop.
Katrina Hargrove
Grade 3-Pinkston

My Mother Cathy
Hopkins is the best
mother I could ever
have. And she's very
special.to me. She lets
me do a lot of fun things.
She takes care of me.
And she makes me Happy and I love her.
by Chris Hopkins
grade 3
Lee Pinkston

e‘er

Folk Art Painting &
Country Tole Painting

'Ng WilA

•My aunt Clarise is
very special to me
because I love her very
much and she loves me.
She can make the best
cakes in the world. She
is the best aunt in the
world just like she is.
She is the best aunt a
boy could ever hope,for.
Michael David Carr
Lee Pinkston
Grade Three

My mommy is special
to me because she is my
mom. She is verynice to
me. And I'm nice to her
to. She loves me and I
love her.
Larry Williams
Grade 3-Pinkston
The special person in
my life is my mom
because shes nice an
frenidly. She has lots of
frenids.
Chris Goad
Grade 3
Mrs. Pinkston

_

Gifts

On The Court Square
Murray

753-0859

4

-

Someone special to
me is my mom. She is
nice and sweet and very
special to me. She takes
care of me makes me
(Cont'd on page 6)

NO FINANCE CHARGE
12 Months To Pay To Qualified Buyers
sr.

LITTLE-BIG
MICROWAVE OVEN

Cooks by time or temperature
even when you're not at home.
• 1.2 Cu. ft. complete meal oven capacity
• 22" wide counterspace saver
.
• 10-level heat control for solid state precision
• Delay Start starts cooking even when
you're not home
• Automatic keep warm
warranty
• 5-year limited
_

Now only

Complete meal oven capacity
in,iust22" optuog.
!^9.-,

$_311St.„
Less $25'
Itetiite

641 North Murray
Across from the
Colonial
House,
.

.
,
Remember Iler ()n Mother's Day
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(Cont'd from page 5) -happy trit bir being her.
She is Pretty, sweet,
nice, loveable and
anething good to me. I
love her so much and
she loves me, thats why
I love her.
by Michelle Portner
Mrs. Pinkston

-

-

Get Her
Something
Special On
Mother's Day
From...

ever have.
• - Shannoti Farley
3rd grade
Mrs. Pinkston

I love my mom
because she raised me
and I love her very
much. She takes care of
me and she works late
for money to buy food
And pay bills. She takes
My brother Chip is
the family for trips and
special to me because
gives _me presents. She
when he does not want
..to play with me he flees,. would give her hie -forme. My mom is very.
it anyway. And if I do
very special to me.
something bad he won't
By Nathan Boltz
tell on me. And when he
Grade 3
playes with me he lets
Mrs. Pinkston's class
nv do what I want. And
I can tell he loves me.
A lot of people are
By Russell Adkins
speical to me but I chose
grade 3
my Aunt Lisa. She is
Mrs. Pinkston
very nice. She takes me
places and gives us
My grandmother is
wonderful presents. But
special to me because
there's one thing bad, I
she takes'me bowling,
don't see here as often
she bakes g_ood thIngs.J
as I like.
love her very much. We
Peter Haan Johnson
like to go fishing
Grade three
together. We like to go
Mrs. Pinkston
boating. Sometimes she
takes me and one of my
My mother is very
cousins on a little trip.
special to me because
We like to go to the park.
she lets me go to my
She plays games with
grandmothers house
me on rainy days. My
grandmother is the best
grandmother I could
•

The Shoe Tree
has the perfect gift
for Mother's Day!
Gift Certificates, Handbags,
_Key Chains, 14 Karat Gold,
And Shoes Galore! And Now...

off
40
%
One Group Shoes
20% off
Al! Gold
the
shoe .
4.

Mother's Day Section
when I can. She always
huYs me-tojis and she is
very warm and
tenderhearted to.
She always tucks me
in at night. I realy do
love her a whole.lot and
her smiles make me
know that she really
loves me a lot. My
mother means a whole
lot to me. And on the
13th day I'll really let
her know that I really do
care a lot for her. And
on that special day I'll
give her a card that will
say I'll really love you
from this day forward. I
love you so, mama my
dear.
I love you mama.
Love, Elizabeth D.
Tuck
er
3rd grade
Mrs. Pinkston
A speCial person is
Mrs. Hale my neighbor I
think she's very special
because she's so nice. I
really do think she's
nice and on the 13th I'm
going to give her a
surprise.
By Deidre Malinauskas
3rd grade
1Mrs. Pinkston

•

ANEW
WARDROBE FOR
MOTHER'S DAY
•
•

•

After just six weeks at Diet Center,
you'll probably need one.
Diet Center can help you lose from 17
to 25 pounds by Father's Day. Then,
we'll show you how to keep that
.weight off, permanently.
And you won't need dgs,fad diets,
or expensive prepackaged foods.-It
won't•cost you much, either. •
And by,Father's Day, he'll be so
pleased he might even buy you that
new wardrobe!

IP

•

Call us today for a free,

introductory consultation.

•

'
T T e L°51tc...,- 641 N.
DIET
753-0020 CENTER The Village

•

Mx Mother is nice to
me she gives me money
and buys me stoof and
takes me out to eat.
Blaine Donelson
Grade 3
Pinkston
The special person in
my life is my cousin
selen. I like her because
every time I visit her we
do everything together.
Such as swim, spend the
night,-play,- ct, ect. She
is very fun to play with
so is my other cousin
Jessica but I do not see
her as much. My family
is going to visit selen
this summer I can not
wait we are going to
look for seashells in the
water. She is very
spcial. I can not see her
every yea becaus she
lives ina different country called Turkey. I
hardly tell anyone were
she lives because they
laugh just because she
lives somewhere else.
Written by Melisa S.
Muscio
Grade 3-Pinkston
Mrs. Pinkston is
special to me because
she is always there to
help me and my
classmates. And she is
very, very nice. Also she
gives us special treats
tha we like very much.
And she's my favorite
teacher.
by Nick Jones
Grade 3 Pinkston
Carter Center School
My teacher Mrs.
Pinkston She is a great
teacher. I like her. I
have a grand time in
school. I think she is the
best teacher ir the
whole wide world. She is
fun to be around. If you
know her you'll likeher
alot. She is a great prson
to know. Mrs. Pinkston
Is #1 in school. My
favorite teacher I ever
had.
By Deidra Holcomb
Grade 3
Mrs. Pinkston

,9•1
Oleg

n.

The last diet program
you'll ever need!

•

•

Awientionty
MERL
noR
E
mAn
The Plaee for the Customfare
Bel-Air Center

753-6926

Murray

My mother is verry
special to me. She loves
me very much. And she
lets me go places. And
let me stay at my grandmother's. And its very
fun. And hike to stay up
there.
Demetria Martin
grade 3-Mrs. Pinkston
My very special person is Russell. He is my
only best friend besides
brock trommet.One day
he'
die walking and
he rode on his bike and
came up and talked to
me. We are going to
rebuild a bridge VI the
woods. We mostly go in
the Woods togeter. I like
(0eard on page 7)
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(Cont'd from page 8)
my promblems she
-hrm ver
and — hell* trie WOrk thern but
She helps me with
me are going to teach
school work I don't
the class togeter. He
understand. Thats why
sometimes asks funny,
my mom is very very
but I still like him, and I
SPECIAL!
hope will be friends
by Melissa Henry
forever.
Judy Baucum-teacher
- By John Faughn
Pinkston Class
My mom is a vey
Special Person Indeed.
My mother is real
She washes the dishes,
special to me. I want to
make sure that I'm at
remember my mom on
school on time.and she
Mothers Day because:
makes sure that I get
She is kind and nice to
enough sleep. And while
me. I tell my mom all
I'm at school she makes
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the beds. And make sure,
ID° my mom loves me
what
I
like
about
-her. - atot-farrmeT r love—Mk
that 14 bush my teeth,
she told me so. My mom
She wants me to get a
mother and I could not
and done my homework.
loves my dad and so do
good job.
without her. I am
live
And thats not the only
I. I thank.she is a great
by V.J. Cohoon
glad she is my mother.
reasons I like her.
mom to me.She reads to
Judy Baucum
Belinda Lockhart
Another one is that she
me when I want her to.
Judy Baucum
loves me and I love her,
She buyes me thing, She
My mother is nice.
and she also is a very
thanks I am good. She
When I am sick she does
My mother is nice.
Special Person:
nos I love her she is very
as much as she can. She
She is pretty. She
by Ashkan Ghaffari
spshel to me. And she
has helped me with my
doesn't yell. She cooks
Judy Baucum
-cares for me a lot thas
homework. She does
(Cont'd on page 8)

Mother's Day is Sunday, May 13th.
Here's a "Golden" Opportunity to Say...
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The rich flavor of finely-brewed coffee has a place at any table.
The Chemin' coffeemaker is found in the Museum of Modern Art.
the Smithsonian and the Philadelphia Museum of Art.
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The
Panhandler
a matter of taste
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Remember Dads,
Michelson Jewelers
Lets You
Charge Any Item
With Up To
10 Months To Pay

USDA "Choice" Rib Eye Steak.$4.99
includes our 7 oz. USDA "Choice"Rib Eye Steak (fresh-cut,never
frozen)choice oflarge Idaho Baked Potato (12 oz. or more)or
fresh-cut French Fries and Texas Toast.
It's a wonderful way to say. "We Love You,Mom!"
THIS MOTHERS DAY,
DISCOVER FOR YOURSELF
WHY GOLDEN CORRAL
IS THE BEST
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
, IN AMERICA!
• Visit The Golden Corral Nearest You:

Even On Our Sale Items
Make This Mother's Day
The Most Special of All
Open Till 8 P.M. Friday,

Ly
td
Id
to
to

712 S. 12th Murra

In

.I1

LP

ELIAS

CHisTNUI HILLS SHOPPING CINTLF

-

. 753-3822

Sun-Thur. 1 1 am-lOpm/Fn.& Sat. 11am-11pm
a.

a

1

77,
------.*1 -•
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(Cont'd from page 7)
.
good food. She lets me
ride my bike. And she
loves me!
Sally Pace
Judy Baucum

THURSIMI , MAI 10. 1984
with rife. And buys me,
She is nice in alot of
toss
-Chad
But I rally love here the
Baucum
,Judy
most. when she loves
me.
I like my mom
Shannon Beale
because she lets me buy
Judy Baucum
toys. She takes us out to

Someone Special is
my mom she takes me
places I like to go. like,
skating, the movis, and
in the summer the pool.

Mom is a special person. Because she buys
me tapes. And cleans
my clothes. And plays

pAGE 8
--------
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dinner. She always
cooks for me. And most
of all I love her.
David V.
Judy Baucum

, My Gradfather takes
me places where I neverhave been. He takes me
hunting, fishing. He
gave me a gun and a
dog. He brings me
fireworks and candy. If
I need help he helps me.
Anthony Miller
Judy Baucum
I would help my
mother cook. Help her

rEpE3S 70W3

STECMI

Day

.elean house. I would
-sweep.-- woutd-cieari
would paint the
wall. I would be make
my bed. I would' clean
my closet out.
Danny•
Judy Baucum

room. I

my

My Mother becase she
helps me _with my work
and helps when I get
sick. And pays for my
food and cloths. And
gives me love. And
Ores me money for
chores. And let me be
born and play and watch
T.V. and lots more,
Shawn Andrew Kellie
Judy Baucum
Mother's Day is a holiday. It comes around
every year in May. A
day that you by presents
for your mother and no
presents for .your
brother even though he
likes to open them.
Kevin ComptonJudy Baucum
My mother is very.
She cooks my dinner
and she washes my colthes. She wakes me up
In the morning for
school. She cleans up
some of my mess she
also take me to school
somtimes.
Kasey Zehr
Judy Baucum

Potscrubber
Dishwasher
with Temperature
Sensor System

GREAT NEW
MICROWAVE VALUE!

FULL COLOR GUIDE
I COOKBOOK INCLUDED
Model RE53C

10 YEAR
fUlt
WARRANTY
ON
PERIAAIUI TUB AND DOOR
tIBIA
FASP

NM SI

Model GS116000
• Temperature Sensor System gives additional
water heating when you need it. even of
incoming water temperature is as low as
120 degrees
• 7-cycle selectiOns including Potscrubbei cycle.
• No-heat energy saver
'drying option. low energy

WAS

'41 9"

NOW $33800
•• fi,evikie-os:ate4--as
-- SAVE 81fti
Sound insulated
_Lonvectioti ctrying.

_

• 2-level washing action.
41•-

2 POWER LEVELS
WITH DEFROST
I
SETTING

2-SPEEDS —
just
35 MINUTE TIMER

Murray Appliance Thinks
Mother's Are Special Year
Round. Our Service Dept.
Knows If You Need it
Repaired YOu Need it Fast &
Right.
131111K; GOOD Ti uNus To un-_

I love my mom she
takes care of me. And I
love her. She takes care
of me. My dad is in
hositol and she goes to
the hospital to take care
of him. Thats is my
mom.
Thats My Mom!
p.s. hove you. And
thank you!
Love Meg Hayes
Judy Baucum
My mom is ope of the
best. I love her alot. She
keeps her
responsbilties. She
stays on task. She loves
us slot. She makes
every day perfect.
Dusty
Judy Baucum
She is a nice mom and
works hard. She has
many jobs they are
working for my dad and
working around the
house. She helps me

Juanita's
Flowers
wishes all
- Mothers A'Happy
Mother's
Day
4

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 fast Main Street — 753-1586

Mother's
Section
with my home work
sornettine. The sports
she likes is Soccer,
basball, and boxing. My
mom likes to play
games. She waches t.v.
alot. She also rights alot
of letters to reltives and
frieeds. She buys me
alot of pretty clothes.
Because she waches t.v.
alot she gets smarter,
and smarter. She likes
to relax and travel. She
buys alot of pretty
panitings. She mows the
yard. Infact I think she
Is the best mom anyone
could have.
Angela M.Schwarz
Judy Baucum
Because she loves me.
And she takes care of
me. And she. feeds me.
She buys clothes for me.
And she buy me shoes.
And she buys bikes for
me.
Scott Allen Downey
- Judy Baucum
I'd like to remember
my mom. She provides
me with food and
clothes and things I ned.
She helps me with my
homework and teaches
me new things.but most
of all she_ loves me.
Vain Booth
Judy Baucum
I like my mom. She is
number one in my life.
She helps me with my
homework. And when
we are done she checks
my homework. And
when I am hurt she
plays Dr.and checks me
out.
Craig Rogers
Judy Baucum
I want to remember
my Foster Brothers on
Mothers Day beeattse I
haven't seen them Ma
very long time.
My, Foster Brothers
lived with our family for
about 1 year in 1981. We
miss them very much.
They were a big help.
I am going to
remember them on
Mother's Day.
Kara Armstrong
Judy Baucum
My special personGramma and Grampa,
Because their very
nice,and its nice to have
someone laugh at your
jokes when your, tell
them. But I just like
having them around.
Sean M.
Judy Baucum
She always is nice to
me. If I want a toy and I.
Nive -enough
money she'll lend me
some and I always pay
her back.
Alex
Judy Baucum

Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners
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understanding, con(Cont'd from page 8)
feel good when I give
idar.ate....and-awesome._ —her-a-hug and-a-kiss. I'm
My-mother
spetraf— she
is marrid to the
glad I have a mom.I
to me. She helps me
wonderful Rex
don't know what I'd do
with my homework. She
Galloway. Her daughter
with out her.I almost
Is very kind to me. And I
is
the great Andrea
lost her in a car wreck.
may get in trouble but I
Galloway. We have a
They said she's going to
know that she still loves
cat,
and my mom feeds
die, but everywhere I
me.
it. She takes us places.
went I cried. ButShe livChip Greene
She fiNes all of ,our
ed.I love you mom!
3rd grade class
meals, buys our clothes,
Scott Conklin
Carter
and does good things for
Mrs. Carter's 3rd grade
us. But there's one thing
My mom does the
I like about her, she
My mother is nice and
nicest things for me:
cares about us. She
sweet. She says yes
And I like to repay her. I
helps people in anyway
when she think it the apwonder what I would do
she can. Truthfully, she
propratt times and she
with out her. But, still
is a wonderful person.
says no at times too.I
dads are ok.
John Galloway
still love her and she
Michael J. Deaver
Carter School
still
loes me. I think my
3rd Grade
Mrs. Carter-3rd
mom married the best
Carter School
man in the hole wild
I love my mom very
world. My brother is as
My mother is special
very very much. She Is
sweet as pie. he will help
to me. She gets me up
the best mom in the
me with my homewprk.
every morning and fixes
whole world. Happy
I have a he is just like a
my breakfist. She takes
Mother's day mom. She
human being.
rrie to piano lessons,
is married to Ed CarJacquelyn Renee
Basball games and
roll. Mom you are the
Hornbuckle
• practices and to soccer
greatest mother in the
Mrs. Carters3rd grade
games, too. My dad
world. I love you so I
helps alot to.
think of you super star
I have a special perDarren Gantt
Mom. Love ya.
son
which is my mother
3rd Grade
I love you.
because.. she is a nice,
Mrs. Carter Carter
Kathryn Carroll
sweet, caring, kind, perS
c
hool
Carter School
son even though she
Mary Ann Carter
get's mad at me and
My mother is the
3rd Grade Class
makes me do stuff when
nicest person in the
I do not want to. I still
world. She is kind,
I love her more than
love her so much. I
sweet, nice, polite,
any thing in the world. I
might even get her

mg
Itt
ims
On &
(40M

another present
mothers day.
Scott McKeel
Mary Ann Carters
Third Grade
My mom is the best
tnom in the world. My
mom helps me alot in
my homework alot of
time. I love my mother

I love my mom and
Dad very much. My
mom has done a lot for
me. I love my mom so
much I could cry..
Matthew Roberson
Mrs. Carter 3rd

JPGNE
Gifts

Free Coffee
& Donuts

• Register For 2
Free Delta Faucets.

This Saturday • Only
May 12th •
E. Main
Murray Supply Co.208
753.3361

- •-•••••••---.2?

•

(Cont'd on page 10)

Wicker

May Anniversary Sale
•Kitchenware
•Picture Frames
•Candles
•Brass Beds

IA

off

Everyti-ung

•Wicker
•Rag Rugs
•Brass & Copper
.Silk Flowers

"A Most Unique Place To Shop"
for Mother's Day-Graduation-Weddings
Dixieland Center

759-4588

You Be Sweet To Your Mom This
Mother's Day And So Will We.
44"ifr
ememb
-k3\--er

Come By & Meet The
Delta Faucet Rep.
This Saturday & Receive
Any Delta Faucet

•

ITTS

Just In Time
For Mother's Day

30% Off

PAGE 9

MyMom is good to_tre
all the trinesh-e-bUys me
candy and things I love
my mommie and she
loves me to
William Michael
Hollande
Mrs. Carter 3rd

Tony-McGrewMrs. Carter
3rd grade

About A
How
For Mom
Gift
roctical

A New
Delta Faucet

THURSDAY, MAY 10, 19M

alot.

Mom
on Her
Day

IOC

Alk.̀1
k•,0

She caters to you 364 Days in the Year:
•
Now let us cater to her
Bring Mom to Sirloin Stockade and we'll surround her in
Southern hospitality. So gather up the family and bring
Mom to our house for her day. She'll love our great food,
terrific atmosphere, and you'll love our low family prices.
--We'll give -Mom a free dessert on us.!Sunday Only)
—

•

Mother's Day pecia
2-8 Oz. Sirloin Steak Dinners
.
Served with Choice of Potato, Hot Roll
Soup-N-Salad Bar $10.50
•
Good Fri Sun
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(Cont'd from page 9)
When I fall she is there
My Mother is a nice.
to help me. I wish I
And sweet and I love
could live all over again
her. ,And she loves me-- 1- --tecattse stie is do nice.
and She buy stuff I like.
So is my father. My
She stuff I love. And my
mother's mother lives in
Dad helps alot.
Texas she wish she
Stacy Boyd
could to.
3rd grade—..,
Rachel King
Carter School
Mrs. Carter 3rd
•

r

I think my mother our
neat. She gives me lots
of treats. She takes car
of me. She comes when I
ned her. She will hold
me, when it is cold.
When I go, I will still
love her so. •
-:.,Janise Greer
Carters 3rd grade

My Mother is so nice.
And she helps me when I
have trouble. And she
loves me and takes care
of me. When I feel bad
she makes me feel better. When I am sick she
helps me.
Damon Wade Cohoon
Mrs. Carter 3rd grade

When I go to the store
to get my Mom
something for her she
lets me keep the change.
Chris Norsworthy
Third Grade Mrs.
._,ar
ter

I love my mom
because she is nice to
me kind and loving.
Sometimes it seems unfair, but I still love her
very much.I know it is
hard to have two boys,
one girl, and a husband.
But she does her job
very well.
_
Philip Barrett Brown
Mrs. Carter's third

I think my Mother is
so very special because
she is so sweet, loving,
and loveable. Maybe
she's not pefect but I
love her.
Jay Howell
3rd Mrs. Carters class
My_mother is sn_nice.
I really like her/ alot.

My Mother is the bes
mother in the world. She
helps me in so many
ways. She cooks, cleans
and makes and buys
clothes for me. She
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takes care of my bumps
and brusies.
Ginger Crouch
Mrsrtèrs3rd grade
My mom is very nice.
She lives in Franklin Tn.
her name is Sharon Middleton She lives in a
conidiminium.
Matt Owens
Mrs. Carters 3rd grade
Thanks for keeping
hank over spring brake
and we mite come down to night as berealy for it-Jody
3rd grade Mrs. Carter
I love her very much I
love all the the things
she gives me. I don't no
what I will do with out
her you know.
Marquette
Mrs. Carter 3rd grade

I am sick she bi-ings me
soup and other
medicines. Shegivesrne
• niciney to speridVisely.
Eric C.Johnson
Mrs. Jackson's 3rd
a
Southwest Elementary
My mother is very
special to me because
she makes my bed and
is very, very, very nice.
And also makes me
good treats to eat and
helps me whit my home
work and when -I - am hurt she takes care of
me and listines to my
pronibles. and when I do
noitfiave any thing to do
she'plays with me. I love
her because she is the
only mother I have. And
she loves me.
Trisha Mathes
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Southwest

My Mother is always
with her friends and
My Mom is speical
when she comes home.
because she drives me
she cleans the house and _ to__ .sc hool, takes me
then she maks me supur
where I want, gives me
and when I am geting up
food and drink and a
in the morning she gets
house, she takes care of
brekfest.
me, she buys me things,
Sid
she loves me, she helps
Grade 3 Mrs. Carter's
me with homework, and
I hope will soon give me
My mother is nice I
an allowance.
love my Mother very
Richard
much.
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Christy Donelson
Southwest
Mrs. Carter 3 grade
My mother is a very
I am writing about my
very special person.
mother Jerri Mjos
When I am sick she will
(Muse). My mother
take care of me. I would
works at the Murray
never want exchange
Calaway County
mother because she is
Hospital. And I love my
so nice and kind and
mother very much.
understanding. my
Nissa Mjos(Muse)
mother is special to my
Mrs. Carter's 3rd grade
sister and I, but I wish
that they would have
She is special to me
more mothers days
because she is a good
because my mother is
cook and she helps me
worth it. Her name is
out with my homework
Marsha Dale.
sometimes. She let's me
Michael Dale
cook. She also takes me
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
to special places. Whwn
Southwest
•

"iitt6

My ..mother is special
to me because she let
late...And keeps
my brother out of my
room. She cooks for me
and puts up with me.
That's why she speacial.
Kevin
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Southwest

when I am hungry.
She gives me clothes
to wear., I love_ ,rny
mother because she is
nice and because she is
so special and I love her.
Sharma Simmons
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Southwest

My mom is specil
I love my mother very
because she Loves me,
much. She made me
she cooks, she takes
come into the world. She. __care of me. She lets me
is very nice to me
go with her to the store,
because she loves me.
she is helping me fit in
She takes care of me
slims, I fit in regurar
when I am not feeling
now but she is sped ll to
good. She lets me buy
me. Me and her write
stuff that I want and
polems, like, I see the
sometimes she gets me
moon, and the moon
suprises. She buys me
sees me,so god bless the
food to make me strong
moon and God BLESS
and healthy. She lets me
ME! and here is one
play with my friends
more,
and cousins. She hugs
DEEDLE, DEELE,
me when I'm mad and
Dumpling my son John
makes me feel better.
went to bed with his
Love your son,
stockings on, one shoe
Jason
off and one shoe on, DeeMrs.Jackson-3rd
die Deedle. Dumpling
_ _
Southwest
my son John.
- Sandy Fitzgerald
My mother is special
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
to me because she gets
Southwest
me clothes, food, a place
to go to shool, a place to
My mother is very
sleep, a place to stay
special her name is
and most of all she marJanet West. She takes
ried my dad. She is very
care of me Glenn and
special to me, she loves
Tracey. I love her very
me and I love her. I
much she buys me
think she is very nice
presents and feeds me
and she lets me go spin
and cares for me even if
the night with my
she didn't I would love
friends and go and play
her a lot.
with my friends. She
Love,
let's me go to Brownies
- Stacey West
and go on Skating ParMrs. Jackson-3rd
tys with the Brownies.
Southwest
That is why my mother
Is special to me.
My mother is special
Love,
to me because I love her
Kila Harp
very much. She makes
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
me fell like someone
Southwest
loves me. I love her
because she takes care
My mother is special
of me, my brother and 3
to me bcause she helpes
sisters. Her name is
me when I am sick, she
Vera Stockwell. She
helps me with my work,
she provides food for me
(Cont'd on page 11)
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(Cont'd from page 10)
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getnicit•-,-,— woman—
- *she helps me to get well.
Adam
'And if I get hurt she
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
help.
Southwest
If I am hungry she
feeds me. And I alway
I like you and I love
get some thing. And
you feed me and care
help to make sure that I
for me. And no mom like
don't waste money. And
you could care and love
she takes me places.
like you.
That's why I know my
happy Mothers Day
mother is special.
Love: Brooks
Mina
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
--- Southwest
_
Southwest
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'take care of the house
and make sure we are
not hungry. She helps
me with my home work.
She reads books to me
and makes my brother
and sisters get out of my
room so I can do my
home work.
Christy Stockwell
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Southwest
My mother is special
to me because she helps
me with my work. She
cooks my food, washes
my clothes and helps
take care of me. And
another reason is
because she's the only
mother I have.
Misty
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Southwest
My mother is special
to me because when
ever I fall or hurt myself
she makes it heal up and
it always feels better.
And when I'm sick or
not feeling good my
mother gives me a hug
and I feel all better.
When my friends come
over to play Mom
always fixes us popcorn
and if its not a school
night we stay up late
and she lets us sleep late
in the morning too.
When I am cold my
mother fixes some hot
soup to eat or puts on the
heater even if she is hot.
I'm glad I • have the
mother I have because
there is no one else in
the world like her.
Amy Scott
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Southwest
My mother is special
to me becauase she
loves me and cares for
me and she gives me
money when I clean my
room. When we get
home from chuch I ask
her if we can have popcorn, and pop and watch
T.V. She's also very
nice.
Sarah Richter
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Southwest

•

My mother is special
to me because: she buys
me things, wakes me up
in the mornings, helps
me stay healthy, and
takes me places, and is
always willing to do
things for me. That's
why my mother is
snip' to me.
Kelly Gupton
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Southwest
She cleans my clothes
and doesn't get mad
when I get muddy. ghe
helps with my home
work. She makes sure
someones to meet me at

She cooks meals for
me, if me or my dad had
to cook we would have
burnt meals. She helps
me with my homework.
She bys me stuff at
town, she takes me to
places. She helps me
when I'm sick. She let's
me go outside and play
or go to my friends
house down the road.
Timmy
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Southwest
My mother is special
in many ways. She loves
me, and cares for me,
puts up with me, and
hugs me. Yes mother is
very special to me.I love
her becauase she loves
me. I care for her, she
cares for me. She helps
me take it when times
are tough and rough. My
mother is so special in
so many special, special
ways, I want to say,
thanks.
Rebecca Anne Hoke
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Southwest
My mother is special
to me because she helps
me with stuff don't
understnd. She plays
with me and she buys
clothes, food, school
supplies and when I am
sick she takes care of
me. On my birthday she
let's some of my friends
come over. She cooks
food for me, she makes
me feel great. She helps
me wit my home work.
Love: Rebecca Anne
1
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Southwest

My mother is speisele
because she takes me
place like show biz pizz
place and the are kad
and to my frtnids house
and she gose to my
granmothers a my
grandmother gives me
four dollers and we go
home and she plays my
a atri with me
Micheal
B. Wildey-3rd
Southwest

My Grampa is so nice.
He is so nice we almost
do everything together
me and him fish
together we go places
together to.
Curtis Donald Wedhorm
B. Wildey-3rd
Southwest

Suntanning The Safe, Easy Way

753-2709
141 1 Olive
Across From Ordway Hall

Bring Your Friends
And SAVE MONEY!!!

Ladies Shoes
ONLY If You Buy 3 Pair
1st Pair
2nd Pair
3rd Pair

My mother is the best
mother a kid could have
she helps me when I'm
sick, she bies me stuf
that I want sometimes
and even plays with me.
My Mother is special to
me.
Troy Yates
B. Wildey-3rd
Southwest

10°. OFF ALL
LADIES APPAREL
AT THE REGISTER

Let Us Do Your Alterations

Our NoHands* chaise lounge is not your average lounge chair Unlike traditional chaise lounges that force you to get up to
adtust them. the NoHands° Chaise automatically adiusts as you change position
The deep sling raisiss your legs lust to the right height as you sit up or lie back And. like all our Body Glove' chairs, its
contoured back gives you the proper support in any position
The lightweight steel frame is brazed tor extra strength and the exclusive Samson-Gaul' tinisrresisls rust chipping and scratching The cool and comfortable Super- Tuff slings come in a variety of decorator colors

$139.95

My mother is special
to me because, she fixes
me something eat when
I am hungry, she cleans
my clothes. Most of all
she is very nice and
she's the greast person
In the world. When I'm
sick she makes me
better.
Doug Bell
Mrs. Jackson-3rd
Southwest
She helps with my
homework and she
takes me to k mart thats
the bes part of all. She
picks me up from
school. She takes me to
restrats. She is a nice

Feeling
SUNTANA IS HERE!

Cutting Hair
At Night

Samsonite

RELAX.IT'S SAmSO\ITE.
S 5TH ST.

753-4872
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(F ern Not 1m:tut:lei:II

Save 7 89

--EUreka Upright
Vacuum

Fern Stand

Windmere Gentle Curls
Everyday Low Price

-Pro Styling Iron With Ultra-Smooth
. Cushioned Surface Barrel

•26" High 10" diameter
•Wicker basket, hardwOod stand
*Accepts up to 10"
planter pot
•No. WMFS *Reg. 4.54

.4-Way DIAL-A-NAP0 rug
height adjustment
•6 Above floor cleaning '
attachments.*Headlight
'No. 9428 *Reg. 87.83.

Everyday Low
Price

Greif Savings

Enjoli Spray
Cologne
• i 25 Ounce

Musical
Flowers
Under
Glass

Hanging
Plant Baskets
.10 Inch
*Assorted foliage
hanging baskets

•VVind up
musical as the
flowers revolve
Everyday Low Price

•Limit 2
*Reg. 5.36

Cheval Mirror
•

a Table
icrowave
art
1—_0110

Whitewall
Cooler Set
• 0 Qz

!FICZZI2
'UMW

Jivstal or Gold COlor
•'>et of Four

,••
411.1.111110

‘immilimmowww.$04.1
•

Hwy.'641 N.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
Prices Good Wed. thru Sun. May 13
•4M,j4

Features Butche
Block Surface
Side Board Knife
Holder
Easy Glidp
Coasters
24')(18"

Great Sayings

Club Aluminum
Cookware Set
•11
/
2 & 2 Quart covered sauce pan. 10"
saute pan, 41
/
2 quart covered Dutch.oven
*Said cast aluminum •SilverStone.
interior .•No. N2947B SReg. 59.96

Everyday.
Low Prtie
Now
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